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Introduction

This second volume of roadings contains a variety of

carefully chosen materials related to different aspects of

collective negotiations in public education. These readings

are basic for anyone who would profess knowledgeability in

educational negotiations.

References in certain chapters to "MS" denote Educa-

tors Negotiatlad Service, a division of Educational Service

Bureau. Most references to dates and locations are left as

they originally appeared.



Samuel Lambert's Report on
Negotiations Legislation

This chapter was delivered by Dr. Samuel Lambert, cr.ecu-

tive director of the National Education Association, before

the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. This

report, along with other data collected by the ACIR, has been

compiled in the Commission's report, Labor Management Poli-

cies for State and Idocal Government.



We assume that the National Eduoation As-
sobiation ("NBA") was invited to appear here
today on tho ground that our experience has
provided us with a oertain degree of expertise
in regard to those matters whioh are of oonoern

to the Commission, In order to remain within
the spirit of that invitation, it ir necessary
that we limit our remarks to the problems in-

volved in attempting to develop legislation to
regulate the employment relationship between
public school teaohers and their employing

boards of education. We believe, however, that
with appropriate modifications the comments
made would be applicable in most cases to other
categories of public employees as well.

. (In). the (draft) report, it is
stated that "The Commiesionfs study focuses
mainly on the responsibilities of state and
local governments tor labor-management rela-
tions in their vast portion of the public

sector. The federal role, with but a few ex-
ceptions, is not explored." Although the
latter reference is primarily to the last of
the recommendations set forth. .(dealing
with). ,

."Federal Mandating," we propose to
bula our statement with a discussion of this

point.

Notwithstanding the fact that the NBA and
its affiliates are actively engaged at the pre-
sent time in attempting to secure the enactment
of state negotiation statutes, we believe that
the most feasible solution to the problems that
exist in this area is through the vehicle of
federal intervention. Admittedly some states
have provided fairly adequate procedures for
regulating teacher school board relations, but
many have refused to grant teachers even the
basic rights other employees in the country
have enjoyed for years. Moreover, the struce
ture of the statutes that have been enacted
differs markedly, reflecting organizational
philosophies, interorganizational rivalries,
employer pressures, and political realities.
The result is an almost chaotic diversity among
various parts of the country, which argues
strongly for a uniform system of federal regu=
lation. Accordingly, the NEA has developed a
federal negotiation statute for public school
teachers. This statute, which has been intro=
duced into the Senate by Senator Lee Metoalf1
and which will shortly be introduced into the

House of Representatives, is discussed. (in

the draft), *report.

The position of the NBA in regard to most
of the (alternative) recommendations set
forth in...the report is reflected in the pro-
posed federal negotiation statute, and we
would urge the adoption of the same substantive
principles in any negotiation legislation that
is enacted at the state level. It is obviously
not possible within the confines of this pree
sentation to consider each of these principles
in detail or to explore fully all of the sube
sidiary points which are relevant to them. We
would like, therefore, to focus upon certain
fundamental considerations which we believe
largely will determine the effectiveness of any
system of teacheresehool board negotiation,
whether conducted pursuant to federal or state

mandate. Relating these considerations to...
the report, we will be addressing ourselves in
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general terms to (alternative) recommendations
..,(dealing with the strike, legislation for
speoial occupational categories, the rights of
supervisory personnel, statutory definition of
negotiable and non-negotiable terms and oondi-

tions of public* employment, type and struoture
of state administeative agency and flexible
statutory requirements)...although not in the

stated order.

Before considering the above matters,
several preliminary comments are neoessary,
First, we do net propose to spend time debat-

ing the reasons why teachers should be guar-
anteed legislatively the right to form, join
and participate in the activities of employee
organizations of their own choosing or the

importance of establishing orderly statutory
procedures for regulating the employment rela-
tionship between teachers and boards of educa-

tion. The evidence on these points is over-
whelming and ie as well known to you as it is

to us.

In addition, we shall assume for present
purposes that the statute will require a
school board to deal with the teachers' organ-
izational representative as distinguished from
"permissive" legislation which merely authorizes
a echool board to engage in negotiation if
it chooses to do so. We consider the latter
to be a process of voluntary agreement similar

to the non-statutory methods which have been
used in the past on an ad hoc school district

by school district basis.

Finally, as the report points out...the
NBA does not utilize the phrase "collective
bargaining", but prefers the designation
"professional negotiation". Since there may
be some confusion as to the signifinance of
this difference in terminology, it is import-

ant at the outset to define rather precisely
what we mean by professional negotiation.
Traditionally, most school boards have listened

to the presentations and proposals of teacher
organizations and some even have been willing
systematically to meet with such organizations
and discuss possible changes in salaries,
fringe benefits, and personnel policies.
Professional negotiation Means something quite

different. It contemplatee the same kind of

give.andetake, exchange of proposals and
eounter-proposals, and action by mutual agree-
ment that characterize the marketplace. As

a praetioal matter, it means the substitution
of bllateralism for unilateralism in the

making of many sclool managerial decisions and
incorporation of such deeisions in a written
document which is binding upon both parties.
In short, we see negotiation as representing
a substantial departure from the usual way Gf
doing business in public education.

It is generally accepted that there are
basic economic and political differenees between
public and private employment, and pub-
lic employees therefore should not simply be
brought under the coverage of legislation
designed to regulate bargaining in the private

sector. They should be covered ratner by a
separate statute which takes oognizanoe of
and is structured to deal with the many
unique aspects of public employment.



We believe that a case can also be made for the
separate statutory treatment of teachers, This
case rests upon the proposition that teaohers,
by reason of thoir eduoation and traditions,
have an interest not necessarily shared by
other public employees in the quality of th)
service provided by the enterprise of which
they are a part, This distinction, which hao
meaning for various aspeets of the negotiation
process, is obscured when teL hers and other
public employees are treated as equivalents
legislatively.

It should also be recognized that legis-
lation of this type, which imposes mutual rights
and obligations, does not readily lend itself
to selftmplementation, and attempts by teachers
to function under negotiation etatutes have
been met, on occasion, with resistance and
repressive tactics. While court enforcement
is an available avenue of redress, it is often
an expensive and time.consuming process, and
most oommentatiors would agree that some
specific agency should be responsible for admin.
isterine and enforcina the legislation. They
do not agree, however, on whether this respon-
sibility should be vested in some existing
agency, such as the department of education,
or whether a special agency should be estab-
lished.

We favor the latter approach. The estab-
lishment of a special agency tends to enhance
the prestige of its members, thereby increasing
their effectiveness. In addition, such an
agency can more readily develop the expertise
which is necessary in order to properly handle
many of the problems that are peculiar to pub-
lic employee relations.

To this point, we have dealt with the
basic statutory approach which in our opinion
should te taken. Let us turn :IOW to certain
specific aspects of the employer-employee
relationship.

Structure of the Negotiating Urat
Although other factors would also be

relevant, the crucial element in the determina-
tion of the appropriate negotiating unit should
be the community of interest among the
employees affected by the negotiation. Com-
munitv of interest is not the same thing as
identity of interest, which is virtually impose
sible to achieve in any collectivearrangement
of employees. All groups of employees have
some conflicts, and the question is whether
there is sufficient commonality so that these
conflicts can be resolved internally or whether
they are so divisive that the group cannot
function as a single cohesive unit viseaevis
the representatives of management. The statve
should recognize that this is a question whic
defies uniform prescription and, wherever
possible, should allow for local option in
regard to unit determination, If a dispute
exists, a judgment should be made by the admin..
istering agency upon the basis of the partie
cular factual situation.

There ia little dispute regarding the use
of community of interest as the keystone factor
in determining whether to include guidance
counselors, librarians, psychologists, social
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workers and other so called "peripheral" or
"satellite" personnel in a classroom teacher
unit, A different situation prevails, however,
in regard to whether supervisors . that is,
personnel who have the power to hire, fire,
transfer, suspend, promote, discipline, and the
like, or to effectively recommend such action -

should be included in a negotiation unit con-
sisting of employees whom they supervise.
Analytically, two categories of supervisors may
be distinguiehed - they are (1) the super-
intendent of schools and his immediate assistants
tants, and (2) first-line supervisors, such
as principals, vice-principals, department
heads, etc.

The statutory posture of the first cate-
gory may be disposed of summarily. The super-
intendent and assistant superintendents invari-
ably function as the representatives of manage-
ment in the day-to-day operation of the schools
and, therefore, should be statutorily excluded.
First-line supervisors, however, present a
considerably more vexing problem.

The doctrinaire answer of the American
Federation of Teachers is that first-line
supervisors should always be excluded and, if
the statute gives such persons the right to
participate in negotiation at all, it should
require that they form their own negotiating
unit. The answer is based upon the theory of
class consciousness - that supervisors are,
by hypothesis, in conflict with the rank-and-
file employees whom they eupervise. The
doctrinaire answer of some of our affiliates,
on the other hand, is that first-line super-
visors should always be included with non-
supervisory employees in a single negotiating
unit. This answer is predicated upon the
assumption that supervisors and rank-and-file
employees are invariably bound together by the
so-called "unity of the profession."

Neither group is on defensible ground
when it seeks to have its position categor-
ically incorporated into a statute. In point
of fact, both all-inclusive negotiating
units and units excluding supervisors have
functioned to the satisfaction of management,
first-line supervision, and ranka.and.file
teachors in differe-rt school districts. What
coants Is factual reality, not theory or
assumption. What has been the local practice
in teao1ie7,eschool board relations? Along what
lines have local teacher organizations been
structured? How much conflict in fact existt
between supervisors and those whom they
supervise over those matters which are pertinent
to the negotiation process? In short, the
statute should nut close the door on any
arrangement which might be effective and
mutually acceptable, and should provide for the
application of the same pragmatic community of
interest test.

Type of Recognition
It seems to us clear beyond serious argu-

ment that the majority organization should
have the exclusive right to negotiate on behalf
of all employees in the negotiating unit.
The CoMmittee on Public Employee Relations
established by N4W York's Governor Rockefeller
to recommend appropriate legislation advanced



several persuasive arguments*

We find a number of advantages
in the use of the principle of recog-
nizing a majority organization as
exclusive representative fceo all em-
ployees in the unit. There are advan-
tages in the elimination of the
possibility that the executives of
an agency will play one group of em-
ployees or one employee organization
off against another, There are
advantages in discouraging the "split-
ting off" of functional groups in
the employee organization in order
to "go it on their own," There are
advantages in simplifying and systema-
tizing the adminietration of em-
ployee and personnel relations. There
are advantages in an organization's
ability to s2rve all the employees
in the unit.4

Although the exclusivity principle is
sometimes resisted on the ground that it is
undemocratic in a public enterprise, this ls a
canard. In the political arena, for example,
the senator, cmgressman, or other official
selected by the majority represents all members
of the particular voting district. While
minority groups retain certain rights (e.g., to
protest, criticize, and campaign for replace-
ment of the majority), there is only one rep-
resentive fron each district. Similarly, there
should be only one representative for each
negotiating unit.

Scope of Negotiation
As far as the statutory definition of the

subject matter in respect to which the parties
should be required to negotiate is concerned,
meny sohool boards would limit the obligation
to negotiate to salaries and other economic
aspects of employment. Attempts have been made
to justify this economic emphasis on the fol-
lowing grounds*

1, The suggestion is made that teachers
are concerned more about economic than non-
economic matters. We deny this and can cite
numerous instances in which teachers have
rejected attractive economic offers in favor of
of non=economic improvements in the educational
system,

2. Alternatively it is argued that
teachers arr best equipped to make a contribue
tion to decisionemaking on economic matters,
We view this premise as totally invalid. On
the contrary, by background and training,
school board members probably are better able
to make informed judgments on economic matters
than they are in regard to matters of educa-
tional policy, whereas it is in this latter
area that teachers, with their special knowle
edge and competence as educators, can make the
their most valuable contribution,

3, The legalistic argument is sometimes
advanced that school boards are charged, as
public representatives, with the responsibility
for determining educational policies and,
therefore, may not engage in negotiation
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regarding these matters. This is patently
defective, since school boards also are charged
with the finanoial management of the school
system, and it would be no less a delegation
of responsibility to negotate about economic
matters.

Some state legislatures have described
the scope of negotiation in such traditional
collective bargaining terms as "wages, hours
and other conditions of employment," but this
has not provided a troubleefree solution.
Serious disputes have developed under this
type of definition over the nedotiablility of
teacher proposals regarding educational pro-
gragrams and services, rhereas school boards
have resisted many of these demands on the
grounds of non-negotiability, teacher organi-
zations generally have contended that they do,
in fact, come within the meaning of the phrase
"conditions of employment," While there has
been soma suggestion that the thevitable con.
frontation might be avoided if there were a
specific statutory enumeration of the negoti-
able subjects, this would introduce an undesir-
able and possibly anworkable inflexibility.

It is our position that private sector
definitions are unduly restrictive when applied
to teaoher-school board negotiation. We
believe that a teacher, having committed him-
self to a career of socially valuable service
and having invested years in preparation (and
perhaps years of postgraduate study after
original hire), has a special identification
with the standards of his "practice" and the
quality of the service provided to his
clientele." As a result of this identifica-

tion, teachers characterietically seek to
participate in decision-making in respect to
teaching methods, curriculum content, educa-
tional facilities and other matters designed
to change the nature or improve the quality
of the educational service being given to the
children, and they see negotiation as the
vehicle for such participation. Accordingly,
we propose that a broad and somewhat open.
ended definition of scope of negotiation be
adopted - to wit, that a school board be
obligated to negotiate in regard to "the terms
and conditions of professional service and
other marters of mutual concern."

The foregoing should be correctly under-
stood. We do not contend that teachers should
have the right to participate in decision=
making in respect to educational programs and
services simply because they teek it, but
rather because it is so.:ially desirable for
them to do so. Their special knowledge and
competence as educators should, when blended
with the "lay" perspective of the school
board, produce better policy decisions.

Negotiation Impasse
For purposes of negotiation, an impasse

may be defined as a disagreement between the
parties so serious that further conversations
between them appear fruitless, In order to
resolve such disputes, the statute should
provide for a two-step procedure of thirde
party intervention,



The first step should be mediation, A
mediator is an unbiased outsider who is sent
in to assist the parties in reaehing a peaoeful
settlement of their dispute. It is not tne
function of the mediator to make an agreement
for the parties, but by bringing to the nego-
tiating table a fresh, clinical view of the
areas of disagreement, he can often be an
effeotive catal.yst in moving a negotiation to
toward settlement, partioularly where the
parties are inexperienced.

If there has not been a settlement within
a speoified number of days after the appoint-
ment of the mediator, the statute should pro-
vide for fact-finding, Whereas mediation is
an informal, lcxgely catalytical prooess, fact-
finding is mere structured, contemplating the
presentation of oral testimony, the submission
of documentary evidence, and many of tl,e other
attributes of a judicial proceeding. The
recommendations for settlement made by the
faot-finder should not be binding upon either
party.

Although fact-finding has demonstrated
its utility in teacher-school board nego-
tiation, the process by no means provides a
wholly satisfactory solution to the problem of
negotiation impasse. The risks of fact-finding
are much greater for the teacher organization
than they are for the sehool board, since the
organization, as a praetioal matter, must
accept the recommendations of the fact-finder
unless it is prepared to violate the ever-
present strike prohibition, The school board,
on the other hand, may reject the recommenda-
tions, oomfortable in the knowledge that it
can ultimately act unilaterally without effec-
tive challenge by the teacher organization.
Two alternative methods have been suggested
most frequently to correct this inequity.

One method, which is to provide for bind-
ing arbitration of negotiation impasse, we
oppose fer several reasons. In the first place
binding arbitration is in conflict with the
basic notion that the terms and. conditions of
employment should be determined jointly by the
school board and the teachers directly
affected. It scarcely warrants extended dis
cussion to demonstrate that, in general,
imposed solutions are not likely to be embraced
by the parties with tne same enthusiasm as
solutions mutually arrived at. A seeond factor
militating against binding arbitration is that
it is likely to retard the giveand=take inher-
ent in the negotiation process. Why should
the parties make a sincere effort to compromise
during negotiation wheno by doing so, they may
prejudice their respective positione if and
when they find themselvps before an arbitrator?
In addition, the use of arbitration simply
shifts the authoritative decisionmaking power
from one level of government to some other
public or quasi=public agency which has no
responsibility for the quality of service
provided by the enterprise involv'd and no
responsibility to the public that is served by
that enterprise, Pinally, since many school
boards do not have the authority to determine
the extent of their own budgot, the notion of
ftbindingft decisions on items that involve the
expenditure of funds is somewhat inoongruent,
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The seeond suggested alvernative is to
legalize the strike, This appears to us to be
a far more fruitful approaoh, and we would
like briefly to address ourselves to it,

Strikes

Although there are those who advooate a vir-
tually unli;aited right to strike, we propose le-
galization only under certain specified circum-
stances, In the first plaoe, we would relax the
prohibition solely for strikes by an organizae
tion recognized as the teachers' negotiating rep-
resentative, end then only in the context of a
negotiation impasse. This limitation is pre-
mised upon the assumption that the remaining
parts of the negotiation statute would provide
adequate administrative and/or judicial proce-
dures for resolving problems relating to other
aspects of the teacher-school board relationship.

A commonly advanced suggestion within
this framework is to legalize the strike where
it can be shown that the school board did not
make a good faith effort to avoid it or aeted
in such a manner as aetually to provoke it.
We would go further and not quite so far. We
concede thot if the strike presents a clear
and present danger to the public health or
safety, it should be enjoined regardless of
other factors, including the culpability of
the parties. If, on the other hand, the
strike does not present such a danger, then
subject to the one exception noted below, it
should be permitted to continue and the events
which preceded or provoked it should be
irrelevant. Because of the public policy in
favor of peaceful resolution of negotiation
disputes, we would impose the additional
restriction that a strike also could be
enjoined if the teacher organization had failed
to utilize fully the available statutcry
impasse machinery.

Although the question of whether a
farticular strike is enjoinable should be left
largely to the court's discretion, we think
that certain statutorily prescribed procedural
guidelines should be set forth. First, no
injunetion should issue except pursuant to
findings of fact made by a court en the basis
of evidence elicited at a hearing. Second,
the evidence must establish that the strike
presents a clear and present danger to the
public health or safety or that the teacher
organization has failed to fully utilize the
available statutory impasse machinery. In
either case, the injunction should be no
broader than necessary, In the former situa.
tion, it should prohibit only those activities
thai constitute the demonstrated threat to
the community's health or safety, In the lata
ter oasu), it should specify the delinquenoies
of the teacher organization and should remain
operative only until those delinquenoies had
been corrected,

Rather than increasing the number of
teacher strikes, the proposed framework should
encourage the parties to avoid impasse, and,
thus, reduoe the incident of such strikes,
The element of doubt as to whether and/or
when an injunction would ultimately issue if
the teacher struck after fact.finding would



make the fact-finding as risky for t'ete school
board as for the teacher organization, and
trey both should be motivated to resolve their
problems through negotiation, Moreover, if
fact-finding should occur, both parties would
be under severe pressure to accept the recorm
mendations,

It should be recognized that no legisla.
tion can provide an absolute guarantee against
teacher strikes. If teachers feel suffioiently
aggrieved and have no effeetive forum in which
to air those grievancest experience indicates

they will 'strike regardless of the perbonal
risks involved, The primary emphasis, there..
fore, in any negotiation statute should be the
development of constructive personnel policies
and meaningful procedures for preventing,and
resolving disputes. If this is done, the
possibility of such strikes will be minimized
etbstantially,

1S, 1W, 91s1 Oong,, lst Sees, (1969),

2Governorls Committee on Public Employee Rela-
tions, Pinal Report, March 31, 1966, p.29.
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Bargaining Rights in the Public Sector

The material in this chapter was presented to the Ad-

visory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations by Morris

Slavney, chakrman of the Wisconsin Employment Relations

Commission, and is reprinted here because of its quality

and its comprehensive coverage of the topic. The paper

originally appeared in ACIR's roport, Labor-tlamEltak

P_olicies la State and Local, Government.
4
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I recommend the adoption of legislation
which would reduirs local governments and agene
oies of the state to reoognize the right of em-
ployees to freely join or not to join labor or-
ganizations of their own choosing and their
right to be represented for the purposes of
collective bargaining. If a particular state
desires to authorize union security agreements,
suoh condition affecting the right not to join
could be reflected in the "rights" section of
the statute, The three labor relations stat.
utes administered by our agency, covering pri-
vate, municipal, and state employees, all in-
elude a provision with respeot to the "right to
refrain." This provision appears not to have
imposed any significant obstacle to oollective
bargaining in our state (Wisconsin).

While compulsory union membership strength-
ens the union, it does provide those inployees
who were compelled to join a meaningful voice
in collective bargaining mattere.

I favor legislation which would require
public employers to bargain in good faith with
the representative of the majority of employees
in an appropriate collective bargaining unit.

I disagree with those who oppose such a
concept that such a requirement amounts to a
surrender or delegatiCn of the sovereign au-
thority of the employer. While collective
bargaining in the public sector in the areas
where legislative approval is required has an
effect on the decision-making authority and
responsibility of the legislative body, 80 does
the aotivity of those appearing for or against
legi.lation generally, in public hearings and
in other activity directed towards influencing
the individual legislators. Collective bar-
gaining does not require that either party give
in to the demands of the other, All that is
required is an effort to reach an agreement
through good faith conferences and negotiations.
The fact that a public employer may be per-
suaded, whether it likes it or not, 'I accept
the proposals of the bargaining representative
does not neoessarily mean an abdication of the
so-called power of sovereignty. As long as the
representatives of the employer do not abdicate
their responsibilities as agents of the em-
ployer, I see no forfeiture or abandonment of
sovereignty.

A statute which does not require good
faith bargaining but merely licenses same is
almost as bad as havUg no statute at all. As
your report discloses, many strikes have oc-
curred throughout the nation because various
city fathers have refused to bargain with or
acknowledge organimat:ions which represent a
majority of employees in what normally would be
an appropriate collective bargaining unit, and
any legislation which would permit, rather than
require, good faith bargaining, would not elim-
inate such unfortunate situations.

further recommend that representation be
exclusive or not at all, that is to say, an eme
ployer should have no duty to bargain unless a
particular organization has demonstrated, in
some way or other, that it represents a majors
ity of employees in what would normally be an
appropriate collective bargaining unit, Nome
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nition granted to various organizations as rep-
resenting their membership would oreate a cha-
otic situation and would frustrate the oppor-
tunity for a peaceful labor relations climate
in public employment in that particular juris-
diction.

would not recommend that contemplated
legislation attempt to enumerate thoJe condi-
tions of employment which are either mandatory
or permissive subjects of bargaining. I would
also be skeptical in making such a recommenda-
tion for specific legislation covering either
police) firemen or teachers, or any other sin-
gle class of employees. I would rather see
the agency which administers the particular
law determine, on 4 case-to-case basis, on what
conditions of employment bargaining is required,
permitted or prohibited. I take this view be-
cause concepts of management rights are con-
tinually changing and are more or less dependent
upon local conditions. In the early years of
the administratien of the Wisconsin municipal
employee bargaining statute, we heard many
representatives of school boards indioate that
they would never bargo,in on matters such as
the school calendar, size of class, and choice
of books, etc. Their attitude has changed in
recent years. School boards and other munic-
ipal employers as well as our state employer,
have found that when they have engaged in bar-
gaining in these areas which are permissive
rather than required, they have been able to
"buy off" certain other demands which are more
meaningful to the employer than are matters on
which they wore not required to bargain.

Strikes in Palle Employment

The public employee laws in Wisconsin, as
well as in other states, prohibit strikes.
The mere fact tLat the law prohibits strikes
does not prevent them, nor does the fact that
severe penalties for strike action as set forth
in the statute have any effective deterrent on
strike activity, . The municipal labor law in
Wisconsin merely contains a statement prohib-
iting strikes, and relief must be sought in
the courts of the state, Local judges may is.
sue restraining orders and may impose fines or
imprisonment if their orders are not obeyed in
a contempt proceeding pursuant to the Wisconsin
statutes. The state employee bargaining law,
while permitting employees to seek relief in
state courts, also provides that a strike is a
prohibited practice, subject to the jurisdio-
tion of a complaint proceeding before our agen-
cy, During the two and one-half years of the
effectiveness of the state bargaining law, we
have had one strike in state employment which
lasted for less than a day, and which was ter-
minated upon strenuous mediation by our agency.
Parenthetically, the union involved advised us
of the strike activity, rather than the em-
ployer.

I have found that judges are reluctant to
issue injunctive relief, especially in labor
relations matters, and in Wisconsin, elected
officials representing municipalities, who must
make decisions in this matter, have been roe
luntant to seek or authorize court action to
restrain strike activity.



Our agency has betn actively administering
the municipal bargaining law for approximately
eight years, and during this period we have ex-
perienoed 26 strikes, In only tow strike sit-
uations wam there any action initiated to re.
strain the strike activity through court pro-
ceedings, The Wisconsin League of Municipali-
ties has been favoring legislation which would
require our agency to seek court action, rather
than plaoing the burden for suoh activity on
local officials, Our Commission has opposed
this approach for the simple reason that, if
the responsibility for bargaining in good faith
means anything and a strike occurs, the looal
officials should at least shoulder the respon-
sibility of seeking a restraining order. If
the statute were to relieve them of this re.
sponsibility, they could avoid their obligation
to see that the conditions whioh might create a
strike situation did ocour in the first plaoe.
With respect to whether there should be no
right to strike, a limited right to strike, or
no restriction on the right to strike, I would
like to see experimentation in this area of
legislation. I had hoped that Pennsylvania
would have adopted the recommendations of the
Pennsylvania Study Committee in that regard.

I don't believe any statute should be si.
lent with respect to strikes in public) employ-
ment, Silence on this matter is not golden,
but will only tarnish effeotive administration
of the statute and its consequences.

It has been suggested that strikes be per-
mitted in certain non.essential areas and pro-
hibited where the employment affects the health,
safety and welfare of the community. A garbage
strike in Wisconsin during the winter months
and in a community where probably the majority
of households have garbage disposal units in
their kitchen sinks would create no significant
problem. However, a similar strike in Miami
Beach during the same month may cause all the
vacationers to retreat to Wisconsin to enjoy
our winter sports.

A word with respect to public utilities.
The gas and eleotrical services furnished to
the citizens of mr community are furnished by a
privately.owned utility whioh has had its share
of strikes. Significantly, servioe was not
greatly interrupted and was provided for by su.
pervisory personnel during work stoppage, Let's
surmise that the 'pity took over this utility.
Would any greater crises occur just because the
operation employs public, employees? Wisconsin
has on its books a no-strike law governing pri.
vately.owned publio utilities, which provides
for compulsory mediation and arbitration. This
law was declared unconstitutional by the U.S.
Supreme Court in 191, as it pertains to util.
ities which are engaged in interstate commerce,
and most of them are, Sinoe that court deoi.
sion, we have had no more serious difficulty in
labor disputes involving privately owned public
utilities in our state, Many of the utilities
and unions have voluntarily entered into agree.
ments which provide for final and binding arbi.
tration if the parties are unable to reach an
agreement in their collective bargaining. .How.
ever, we know of no instance where such proof).
dure has been utilized, since neither manage.
ment nor the union desires to have a third
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party make their agreement, The unions and
managements reoognize their responsibilities
and their obligations to the public, and have
attempted strenuously to avoid strike aotion,
Of course, this does not mean that strikes have
not occurred,

Generally, public employee organizations
and their membership no more want to strike
than the employers do, In my experience the
vast cAmjority of public employee organizations
in our state recognize their responsibilities,
and strikes have not occurred as a matter of
whimsy,

There have been suggestions that, where
strikes are prohibited, there should be some
other means of reaching an agreement through
procedures such as final and binding arbitra-
tion, I personally am opposed to final and
binding arbitration on interest disputes, that
is to say, over wages and conditions of employ-
ment, when the parties are unable to reach a
satisfactory agreement through good faith bar-
gaining. Every prooedure that is added to the
collective bargaining process weakens the pro-
cedure immediately proceeding.

In Wisconsin, where the parties are unable
to reach an agreement by themselveJ, there is
'mediation provided both parties agree. Follow-
ing mediation there is a ract.finding procedure
which is not final and binding, but which fur-
nishes recommendations for the reeolution of
the dispute. We have seen situations where one
or both of the parties feel that they cannot
get together without mediation. There is a
reluctance to significantly move toward a set-
tlement during negotiations without mediation.
Likewise, if there is a feeling by either 9r
both of the parties that they desire to proceed
to fact.finding, the parties will be reluctant
to put their best foot forward in mediation so
as not to prejudice their positions when they
become involved before the fact-finder, and
thus if the statute provides for final and
binding arbitration there certainly will be a
natural reluctance of the parties to present
their best offer iv any of the impasse prom).
dures preceding the arbitration because of the
anticipated impact of their known positions.

Further, with respect to the limited right
to strike, that is, permitting certain employ.
ees to have the right and denying other employ.
ees such right, our experience has indicated
that in the more sophisticated communities,
and certainly in state employment, there is a
relationship in salaries between various types
of employees, as well as in certain conditions
of employment, and although certain classifi-
cations of employees may not be permitted to
strike, they may lend moral and actual support
to employees who may be permitted to strike,
knowing full well that the gains resulting from
such strike activity will have some relation .
ship to the salaries and conditions of employ.
ment affpoting those employees who are not
permitted to strike.

I would recommend alternative "A" set
forth in the preliminary report, that is, to
establish a single uniform statute governing



publio employees both on the state and local
level, especially if a state agency is to ad-
minister the statute, Thus, having the same
law apply to both state and local employees un-
der such an administration of the statute would,
among other things, avoid criticism that the
state was applying standards which were differ-
ent for local employees as opposed to state em-
ployees,

While I concede that there ere certain ar-
eas of differenoe in local and state emplOyment
and operation, I feel there should be no dis-
tinctions in the "rights" of public employees
in labor relations, whether they be employed
by the state or on a local level, I have noted
this difference in Wisconsin, where, although
there is no statutory requirement that the
state bargain on mandatory issues, there has
been a form of bargaining with a oommittee of
the legislation on salaries of state employees.
This process is not similar to the process of
bargaining on salaries of looal units of gov-
ernment where normally there is only on legis-
lative body, where in our state there are two
legislative bodies to deal with.

In addition, members of local legislative
bodies, whether they be city councils or a
school board, aro much more directly affected
by the negotiations than are members of A state
legislature. There are some legislators in our
state who come from districts where there are
very few state employees employed. However,
this factor in itself should not make for sn
arate laws because the problem still would ex-
ist if there existed a separate law governing
state employees. The reasons we have two laws
in Wisoonsin is because our public employee
bargaining statutes have been in the form of
an experiment. Our first statute was adopted
in 1959, governing labor relations in munici-
pal employment, but this version merely ex-
pressed certain employee rights and provided
for the protection of these rights by statute
only. It contained no machinery for the im-
plementation of the rights and obligations
therein,

/t was not until 1961 that our agency was
designated to administer the statute when the
statute was enlarged to include election and
complaint and impasse procedures of mediation
aed fact-finding, It took quite some time,
that is, until 19670 for the proponents for
labor legislation in state employment to per-
suade our legislature to adopt a collective
bargaining law governing state employees. That
law, too, seems to be in an experimental state,
for presently there is 4 special committee ap-
pointed by the Governor to examine the statute
for the purpose of making recommendations with
regard to same. The present statute does not
provide that salaries are mandatory subjects of
bargaining, It is my feeling that said commit-
tee will recommend enlarging the scope of bar-
gaining to include, among other things, Bala,.
ries,

Special Occupational Categories
Our public employee statutes do not con-

tain any special treatment for teachers, fire,.
men, social workers, utility workers, sanita.

tion workers or any special class of employees,
exoept that ler enforoement officers are not
presently granted the rights granted to other
employees, although they have the right to pro-
ceed to faot-finding in matters of collective
bargaining impasses. My present feeling is
that there should be no distinction with re-
spect to the type of employment, except I agree
with the concept that there should be no strikes
in vital areas, end perhaps the statute should
contain some dd.stinction in that area. The fact
that school boards have separate legislation,
budgets and special authority has ()routed no
insurmountable problems as a result of being
covered in our general public employee law,
True, there are certain problems which exist in
negotiations involving school boards; however,
such mattera are considered when they arise in
bargaining.

Rights of Supervisory Personnel
Our municipal labor law does not specifi-

cally make any distinction with respect to au-
pervisory and confidential employees. They are
excluded under the state employee law, However,
our agency administratively has exclueed those
municipal employees from bargaining units. I
personally would exclude these categories of
employees from the protection and coverage of
the statute, einoe there is a definite need
for supervisory and managerial identification
and function in public employment. The ques-
tion often arises of who would represent the
public in oarrying out the managerial and su-
pervisory function, if supervisors and manage-
rial employees were permitted to be aligned
with rank and file employees in collective bar-
gaining. The difficulty has arisen as a result
of the fact that many supervisory employees
have been long-time members of public employee
organisations. This is especially true in the
organizations affiliated with the American
rederation of State, County and Municipal Em-
ployees and affiliates of the National Educe=
tion Association.

Many of the individuals who are now holding
high supervisory and managerial positions may
very well have been employees who were instru-
mental in creating the local organization in
the first place. By decision our agency has
permitted supervisory and managerial employees
to maintain their membership in employee or-
ganisations; however, they are not permitted
to hold office or to take an active .sole with
respect to matters relating to collective bar-
gaining.

In my opinion the supervisory and mane=
gerial functions should outweigh whatever sim-
ilar relationship might exist between theAsu=
pervisor and those he supervises. I cannot
imagine any grievance procedure being very
meaningful if the supervisor who is involved
in the resolution of grievances is an active
member or holding office in the union which is
processing a grievance on behalf of rank and
file employees. In private labor relations
supervisory personnel are excluded from cover-
age and/or membership generally in employee
organizations, primarily because of the oppor.
tunity of the employer, through said supervie
sore', to dominate the affairs of the union and
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thus destroy its effectiveness as a true rep-
resentative of the empoyees,

On the other hand, to permit employees and
supervisors to be aligned against the publio
employer is probably a more undesirable situa-
tion than would exist in the situation where an
employee organization i* dominated by the em-
ployer. If supervisory and managerial employ-
ees are permitted to align with their employees
in collective bargaining in the same employee
organizations, you have a situation akin to
absentee management, and then the question
arisess Who is representing the citizen stock-
holders of the community in the operation of
the local governmental employer?

We have initially determined that the mere
fact that a classification is identified as a
supervisory position does not necessarily make
it so. We have adopted standards similar to
those determined by the National Labor Rela-
tions Board in making such determinations.

We have given some thought to the possi-
bility of permitting supervisory employees to
be covered by the statute but limiting their
membership to organizations which are affili-
ated only with other supervisory organizations
as well as local teacher associations, police
and fire employee organizations in our state
have opposed this concept because it would re-
move many supervisory personnel from their
membership roles and dues paying obligations.
On the other hand, the Wisconsin teachers'
union favore this type of an approach, because
it has very few, if any, principals or shhool
administrators in its organizations. I have
made a suggestion to police and fire groups in
our state that perhaps they should consider
amer.ding the statute to grant the authority to
the empl(yee organization, P rovided the super--
visory personnel consent, to bargain for super-
visory personnel op salaries and fringe bene.,
fits only. This type of an approach would
grant supervisory personnel some form of bar-
gaining and would not necessarily conflict
with their function as supervisors.

Negotilable vs. Nonnegotiable
Our municipal labor law contains no enu-

meration of matters which are or which are not
eubject to collective bargaining. Our present
state employee law does. The latter statute
indicates that the mandatory subjects of bar
gaining are limited to the matters which are in
the discretionary authority of the various de-
partment heads, There are specifically enu-
merated matters, inoluding salaries, on which
the state employer is not required to bargain.

The statutory enumeration of matters re-
lating to mandatory and permissive subjects of
bargaining has caused obstacles to arise in
collective bargaining in our state employment.
In those situations the state representatives
have found that when they have been instructed
not to bargain on various permissiVe subjects,
they have lost the opportunity to buy offu
certain mandatory bargaining items proposed by
the employee organizations, I recommend that
no distinction be set forth in the statute
with respect to subject matters of bargainingi

,,,(but),,,that the statute contain a general
management rights clause,

With respeot to the oonfliot between n col-
lective bargaining agreement and merit proce-
dures, such oonfliot can never be completely
resolved by statute, since the oonfliot will
remain in the minds of those who still believe
that collective bargaining in publio employment
will, in the long run, destroy civil service.
There must be a000mmodatons to resolve the oon-
fliot through oolleotive bargaining.

Trpe 411genc7

I certainly agree that appropriate machine-
ry should be established to imelement and ad-
minister any type of labor relations statute.
Our experience in Wisconsin demonstrates that
when there was no machinery established in the
1959 version of our municipal labor relations
statute, it was almost mealingless.

I recommend the establishment of a separate
individual quasi-judieial agency. An agency
attached to the executive branch of the unit of
government tends to create an impression that
the agency is employer dominated, An indica-
tion of such an attitude exists with respect to
various personnel boards established by civil
service in our state where such personnel boards
are attached to various bureaus of personnel,
either on the state or local government levels.
Por example, one of the criticisms of the Mil-
waukee City Service Commission, which is not a
full time agency, was the fact that the city
director of personnel was the secretary of this
agency. In Wisconsin we have not separated in
any manner "the administrative or regulatory en-
forcement responsibilities from mediation and
fact-finding activities. As a matter of fact,
our professional staff engages in all types of
activities, e.g., representation matters, com-
plaint cases, mediation cases, final and bind-
ing arbitration, and fact-finding investiga-
tions, btvt I must make it clear that in our
complaint case procedure we do not make investi-
gations of charges or issue complainte. The
complaints are filed by the parties, and we act
as a quatti-judicial agency in determining the
merits of the matter. We take no part in the
prosecution. If our orders are not sustained,
we utilize the services of our Department of
Justice to seek enforcement in the courts of
the state.

I am positive that if we processed unfair
labor practice oases, either in the private or
public sector similar to the procedure utilized
by the National Labor Relations Board, we would
not be as acceptable as we are in our mediation
and arbitration function. One must also remem-
ber that our agency has been in business since
1939, and it has taken a number of years to
create an atmosphere where both labor and man-
agement have accepted our agency and its staff
in those voluntary procedures available to them,

I see no objection to investing adminisi.
trative authority to administer a public employ,.
ep bargaining law in an agency which serves
similar functions for a private sector where
that agency has been actively administering a
private labor law. The mere fact that a private
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employee labor reJations statute exists in a
partioular atate and that there is an agenoy
designated for the administration of same does
not neoessarily mean that that particular agen-
cy is oapable or has the potential of properly
administering the public employee bargaining
law, for the simple reason that suoh an agency
will find that its activity will be greatly
expanded as a result of the enactment of a pub-
lio employee bargaining statute.

Furthermore, the determination am to
whether the statute should create a new agency
or vest the authority in an existing agency
depends on the similarities or dissimilarities
of the private and public employee law.

As to who should make the appointments to
the agency, I would oomment that the answer
depends on the situation in each individual
state. We are fortunate in Wisconsin in that
reappointments to the Commission have been made
based on the individual's record as a commis-
sioner rather than his political affiliation
or whether he came out of management or labor.
A tripartite type agency does not necessarily
create a true neutral agency, because there is
quite a bit of pressure which can be exerted
on those members who come from management or
labor. I recommend an agency headed by a full-
time board or commission, manned by a competent
professional staff hired in accordance with
civil service procedures.

Flexible Statutory Requirements

In my opinion the statute should specify
the procedures with regard to dispute settle.
mast including mediation, voluntari arbitra-
tion and fact-finding. I would oppose any
provision in the statute which would restrict
an employee organization and the public em-
ployer from agreeing to their oWn procedures.
The fact that the statute may contain proce.
dures would not necessarily prohibit the par.
ties from adopting their own. As a matter of
fact, in Wisconsin where the parties have
agreed to their own procedures, our agency
will not initiate the statutory procedures.

With respect to the assumption of costs
to employment impasse procedures, the media-
tion of public employee disputes is performed
by professional mediators on our staff at no
cost to the parties. /n some jurisdictions
there are ad hoc mediators appointed who are
paid by the state, as are fact4inders. In
Wisconsin, if arbitration is performed by staff
members, there is no charge. If the parties
desire arbitration by a private arbitrator the
parties assume the cost of such arbitration.
Our fact-finders are appointed on an ad hoc
basis from a panel of persons who are not staff
members. The cost of such fact-findings is
borne equally by the parties, When Wisconsin
was considering the public) employee bargaining
legielation, we opposed the assumption of costs
of fact-finding proceedings by the state, We
felt, and still feel, that providing free fact-
finding would encourage fact-finding and tend
to discourage less formal dispute procedures,
Having to share in the cost of fact4inding
impels the parties to reach an agreement in
order to avoid costly fact-finding.
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Need for Labor Practice Previsions

I wholeheartedly agree that the statute
should specifically designate unfair labor prao-
tioes, representing activity of employers, em-
ployees and their organizations, Our state em..
ployment bargaining law, in addition to includ-
ing the usual employer unfair labor praotioes,
such as interferenoe, domination, discrimina-
tion and refusal to bargain, also provides, as
does our private labor act, that violations of
collective bargaining agreements are also un-
fair labor practices, including the refusal to
accept an arbitration award 6 (which the
parties previously had agreed would be final
and binding). Similarly, in addition to the
normal unfair labor practices appearing in the
federal act with respect to employee organiza-
tion, the employee organization's refusal to
bargain in good faith oonstitutes an unfair la-
bor practice, as (does) the violation of a col-
lective bargaining agreement.

Furthermore, strikes, or any concomitant
thereof, are also considered unfair labor prac-
tices. I would oppose any statutory silence
with respect to unfair labor practices. The
rules of the game should be made known to the
parties before the contest begins. With re-
spect to the processing of unfair labor prac-
tices, I recommend our Wisconsin approach, dis-
cussed earlier, that the agency take no active
part in issuing the complaint or prosecutivg
it, but that it act purely as a CinaSijudicial
ageney and not act as prosecutor and judge.
It should be given subpoena powers and given
the authority to issue orders enforceable in
the courts.

Dues Chlecitmaff

I recommend that the statute permit dues
check.off and at the same time set forth condi-
tions with respect thereto, including a pro-
vision for an escape period at least annually.
I don't agree with the argument that a check-
off necessarily perpetuates the majority repre-
sentative, where the employees have an oppor-
tunity to revoke such authorizations. A check-
off may be beneficial to the employer in vari-
ous ways, the primary benefit being that of
having some indication of the relative strength
of the employee organization. Statutes 6.:ner-
ally provide an opportunity for employees to
authorize employers to make deductions from
the employee's wages for other matters, and
these deductions should cause no additional in-,
convenience to the employer.

Inclusion oflinion Security Provisions

This is a problem where you can get many
;arguments pro and con. Wisconsin, in the pri-
vate employment sector, is not a right-to-work..
law state, It permits union seourity agreee
ments in private employment only after a refer-
endum has been conducted by our agency author-
izing same, wherein two-thirds of the employees
voting must authorize the parties to enter into
such an agreement, and said two-thirds must
also constitute at least a majority of the em-
ployees in the unit, Authorizations have oc-
curred in 97% of the referendums conducted by
us. As the report indicates, our legislature



passed a bill authorizing union security agree-
ments in municipal employment unioh was vetoed
by the Governor, There are renewed efforts in
the present session of our legislature seeking
the aame provision.

It is almost impossible to concede that a
publio employee bargaining law containing or
permitting some form of union seourity agree-
ment in publio employment could be enacted in
a right-to-work-law state. I believe the ques-
tion of the inolvsion or exclusion of the au-
thority to enter into such agreements should be
left to the individual states, depending uopn
the climate therein. If the statute remains
silent with respect to the matter, it would ap-
pear that such union security agreements would
be prohibited, because it is a form of compul-
sory unionism. There ma.r be a different result
if the statute does not contain a specified
right to refrain from concerted activity,

Employee Protection

Our public employee statutes do not con-
tain any provisions with regard to internal
union affairs, and I don't believe we will ever
have such provisions until it is demonstrated
there is a need for such provisions in Wiscon-
sin.

Exchange of Public Personnel Data

I would oppose legislation which would re-
quire or even permit the agency which adminis-
ters a sophisticated labor relations statute
to provide data to the parties for bargaining
purposes. I believe both the employers and the
employee organizations should equip themselves
to obtain the necessary data and information to
carry out their responeibilities in collective
bargaining. This is not meant to say that oth-
er state agencies who are better equipped to
obtain the information could not furnish same.
Por example, our Department of Administration
through its Bureau of Personnel conducts an-
nual surveys of wages paid to various county
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employees throughout the state. It compiles
this information and i.k; is available to the
public or anyone requesting the information.
If this responsibility were given to the agenoy
administering the labor relations statutes,
there exists Ale opportunity for oritioism and
harassment with regard to furnishing all in-
formation to permit the employee or employee
representatives to ploperly negotiate, Further-,
more, many municipalities and school boards are
members c:4' existing associations which oan pro-
vide suoh information. In addition, employee
organizations, especially those affiliated na-
tionally, have the facilities and funds to do
likewise.

Regional Cooperation

I concur in the recommendation that local
governments and employee organizations effect
appropriate arrangements for collective bar-
gaining on a regional basis. However, I be-
lieve that the accomplishment of such a goal is
a dream which cannot be accomplished by statute,
Who is to say that uniform labor conditions and
uniform collective bargaining agreements are
more desirable that nonuniformity? Employee
organizations, in order to attract membership
and maintain their majority status, are opposed
to uniformity where there exists another organi-
zation ... (waiting).,, to prove its strength,
should the employees involved reject their em-
ployee representative. The role of minority
organizations in public employment bargaining
cannot be minimized.

In private labor relations, where there
are two competing unions, the union losing the
election in 99 times out of 100 folds its tent
and steals away until at least the next oppor-
tunity to become competitive in an election.
In municipal employment relations a minority
organization does not disappear. Its represen-
tatives may continue their lobbying activities,
appear ... (at) hearings on the publio bud-
get, utilize the news and editorial columns in
newspapers, and are continually reminding the
employees that had they selected it as the ma-
jority representative, it could have done a
better job than the incumbent organization is
doing for them.
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Problems and Issues in the Puimc Sector

This chapter appeared in lak= Management Policiee for

State and TJocal Government, a publication of the Advisory

Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. The report's

full title as it first appeared was "Problems and Issues in

Public Employer - Employee Relations".
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The militancy of public employees, while
not a new phenomenon, is rapidly increasing in

its intensity, The sharp rise in the ((umber
and types of public employee unions and 4s80..

ciations, the burgeoning membership rolls of
these organizations, and the agressive tactics
which they employ to achieve their objectives
are major indicators of this boldness. In
keeping with this mood, public employees in-

creasingly have turned to dealing colJuctively
with employers as tho means for imprwing their

wages, hours, and working conditions. The
broader, noneconomic significance of determin-
ing the terms and conditions of public employ-
ment through employer-employee discussions and
negotiations has been explained, from the union
point of view, by Jerry Wurf, International
President of AFSCME31

Collective bargaining is more than
simply an additional holiday, or pay
increase, or an improved pension plan,
or a grievance procedure. Xt is, of
course, all of these, and their im-
portance cau hardly be overestimated.
But it is, in its most profound oense,
a process.

It is a process which transforms
pleading to negotiation. It is a
process which permits employees dig-
nity eJ they participate in the for-
mula.en of their terw and conditions
of employment. It is a process which
etbrices the democratic ideal and
applies it concretely, specifically,
effectively, at the place of work.

Public employees and collective
bargaining have engaged in sporadic
flirtations with each other for dec-
ades. It is no longer a flirtation.
It is a marriage. And it will endure.

Most state and local governments, however,
heee been largely unprepared for, and basically
re:Liu:tent to face the implications of rising
public employee organization. A majority of
the states have not enacted comprehensive pub-
lic employee labor relations statutes and
..t)tively few counties and municipalities
have laws or formal policies dealing with em-
ployer-employee relations procedures. Pro-
fessor George W. Taylor has argued that the
reluctance of many state and local governments
to confront the challenge of organized public
employees may be attributed to the growing use
of the strike weapon in the public sector42
Another reason for this reluctance - especially
at the state level - has been the continuing
deadlock over whether collective negotiation
Is compatible with or a threat to governmental
sovereignty.)

Besides the strike and sovereignty issues,
critical differences between the public and
private sectors constitute added explanations
for the unwillingness or inability of state
and local governments to negotiate with their
employees, The system of separation of powers
and checks and balances in a representative
democracy limits and diffuses authority and
leadership and this often complicates the
identification of a source of final answers to
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questieus arising in the course of employer-em-

ployee negotiations, This fragmentation of the
publio employer's authority makes it difficult
to talk of contracts that are contracts or bind-
ing agreements thaf are binding for the public

sector. This problem of determining "who is
the public employer" is magnified by statutory
restrictions upon the immediate employer's
authority, particularly those resulting from
the role of civil service commissions in estab-
lishing public personnel policy and the controls
legislative bodies exert over the source and
expenditure of funds and over various components

of the personnel system. The need for public
managers to balance the divergent interests of
citizen groups and to guard the relationship
between personnel administration and broad
policy questions which ultimately must be de-

cided by legislative bodies, establish other
basic dissimilarities between public and prie

vete employment. John W, Macy, Jr., former
Chairman of the U.S. Civil Service Commission,
believes that these differences are of trans-

cending significance34

..,the greatest obstacle to the
search for effective solutions in pub-
lic service labor relations is dis-
agreement on the question of whether
government service is essentially dif-
ferent from private employment, so
different that the usual labor rela-
tions policies have to be modified.
In any governmental jurisdiction, un-
less the parties can agree on an af-
firmative answer to this question,
the road of labor-management relations
will be too rocky to travel, The
government involved, and the public
which supports it, will be too sus-
picious of unionism to permit it to
flourish. Conversely, if the govern-
ment and its public believes that the
union recognizes and accepts the es-
sential differences, then all the
problems of equality of status and
methods of operation in particular
aspects of the relationship have a
good chance of resolution. I would
not want these views to be misinter-
preted as indicating that the role
of labor unions in public service is
or should be more limited than it is
in private employment. Rather, it is
a plea for dropping a Maginot Line
attitude that measures success in pub-
lic labor relations only in terms of
how nearly it matches private industry
practice. I submit that the test of
labor's success should not be whether
you achieve the tarma and paohnieuaa
of collective bargaining in the pri-
vate sector, but whether you achieve
similar results for the worker,
through whatever form of representa-
tion is best suited to the public
jurisdiction involved,

Regardless of the underlying reasons, the
clash of employee militance and employer ine
transigenoe has precipitated serious and iMe
mediate questions concerning the prerogatives
and responsibilities of each party, The two
basic statutory approaches with respect to
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public employer-employee relations at the state
and local levels, collective negotiations and
meet and confer, in part reflect different re-
sponses in providing answers to these questions.
Collective negotiations, after all, supposedly
involves bargaining between equals and meet and
confer ostensibly involves strong protection
of management rights and far fewer rights for
labor. As we shall see, however, the real dif-
ferences between the two approaches are not all
this clear. In this portion of the report, the
Commission identifies and considers some of
the more significant of these critical issues
in public employer-employee relations. These
are treated under three broad headings. First,
within the framework of tte "Basic Rights and
Responsibilities of Public Employees," the doc-
trine of sovereignty, the right of public em-
ployees to organize, employer recognition of
public employee organizations, de Laat2 bar-
gaining, and strikes by public employees are
considered. The second section - "Statutory
Coverage and Administrative Machinery" - e.eals
with the levels of government and occupat . ol
categories covered by state public employ(
labor relations laws, and with the agencies
responsible for administration of these stat-
utes, In the final part - "Procedural Issues
in Public Labor-Management Relations" - such
topics as representation and unit determina-
tion, the scope of bargaining, the merit
prinoiple and the merit system, unfair labor
practices, budgetary procedures and fiscal ad-
ministration, union security, compulsory arbi-
tration, and state and federal mandating are
probed.

Basic Rights and Responsibilities
Recent years bave witnessed a marked rise

in the frequency and intensity of the demands
made by public employees for recognition of
certain "rights," many of which were won long
ago by private sector workers. Chief among
these are the freedom to organize; to be rep-
resented in the determinations of the public
employer concerning wages, hours, and working
conditions; to present views collectively; to
permit one's employee organization to be rec-
ognized by the employer; to have such unions
and associations participate in meaningful
negotiations or discussions, including voicing
grievances and executing a written agreement;
to have a dues checkoff and such union security
provisions as an "agency shop"; and to engage
in strikes.

A majority of governmental jurisdictions
obviously have refused to recognize some or all
of the above employee "rights." At the federal
level, not until President Kennedy signed Ex-
ecutive Order No. 10988 on January 17, 1962,
did all Federal employees have the right to
form or participate in employee organizations,
or were federal agencies authorized to recog-
nize employee organizations as exclusive rep-
resentatives of an appropriate bargaining unit
and to negotiate agreements covering employees
in the unit. This action represented the first
uniform executive branch policy dealing with
relationelips between agencies and employee
organizations, The only previous effort at the
national level had been the Lloyd-Larollette
Act of 1912, which protected the right of.
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postal employees to join unions and guaranteed
the right of all federal civil service personnel
to petition Congress.

Despite the provisions of Executive Order
No. 10988, employee organization participation
in the determination of federal employment
conditions remained at a stage considerably
removed from the private sector, The Order in
no sense established a bilateral or reciprocal
relationship. It was, in effect, a somewhat
rudimentary version of "meet and confer" legis-
lation found in five states. When hired, fed-
eral employeesshad to sign an affidavit pledg-
ing that they would refrain from striking, and
recognition was limited to employee organiza-
tions which did not assert the right to strike
against the government, Wages and hours oon-
tinued to be determined unilaterally by Con-
gress and the President. The scope of negotia-
tione was not expanded to include such areas
as hiring, promotions, transfers, job aesign-
ments, or any other matters which could con-
flict with unilaterally-imposed agency regula-
tions.5 As a result, federal employee organiza-
tions were confined to discussing with agencies
such working conditions as overtime, levee* and
shifts. The more substantive aspects of pub-
lic employment were determined by the govern-
ment and this strengthened the case of those
who argued that lobbying was the best way to
get a federal pay hike, better fringe benefits,
and the like.

The reactions of organized labor to these
limitations upon the bargaining rights of fed-
eral employees and to the attitudes of public
managers when dealing with unions have been
summarized as followss6

The honest intent of Executive
Order 10988 was to drag the manage-
ment of the federal establishment
into the 20th Century, so far as
relationships with labor were con-
cerned. The collective experience
of unions representing federal em-
ployees, however, shows that in far
too many cases, management has re-
fused to be dragged - and it still
has not lived up to its obligation
under the Executive Order, much less
to the philosophical ground on which
this directive was founded.

TAO facts of life are that, in=
side the federal establishment
the work places in both shops and
offiies - federal employees still
are living under what can best be
described as "benevolent despotism,"
when the goal was to achieve some
measure of "industrial deL!ocracy,"
which is the goal of the Labor Man-
agement Relations Act under Which
unions in the private sector oper-
ate,

President Nixon's Executive Order 11491
has fallen far short of the sweeping changes
in federal labor-management relations policies
and practices advocated by organized labor.
At best, it gives them only "half a loaf",



On the one hand, the new Order does not
expand the scope of negotiations to inolude

"bread and butter" matters, It does not re-

move the proviso that in order to be reoognized,

an employee organization must refrain from
asserting a right to strike for its membership.

It does not establish a bilateral colleotive
bargaining relationship which will oulminate
in a written agreement that is binding upon
both parties. It does not permit official time
for organization representatives when they are
engaged in negotiations with management, It

does not authorize such types of union security

as the union shop, agency shop, or maintonanoe

of membership. it does not allow agencieA to
extend formal or informal reoognition to minor-

ity organizations.

On the other hand, the Order does prohibit

supervisora from participating in the manage .
ment or representation of a "labor" organiza-
tion, and it does establish a separate system
in which agencies are required to conault with
supervisore associations, It does require
organizations to file financial and other rem
ports and to meet certain bonding, trusteeship,

and election standarde. It does establish 4
Federal Labor Relations Council - consisting
of the Civil Servioe Commission Chairman, the
Secretary of Labor, an official of the Execu-
tive Office of the President, and such other
officials as the President may designate **to

administer the Order, it does aet up a Federal
Service Impasse Panel consisting of three Presi-
dential appoirtees to aettle negotiation
passes, and authorizes the Fevaral Mediation
and Conciliation Service to help tale parties

settle disputes. It does provide that the
Panel may authorize arbitration or third-party
fact finding to break deadlocks. It does ac-
cord exclusive recognition to the organization
selected in a secret ballot by a majority of

the employees in an appropriate unit. It does
accord other labor organizations national con-
sultation right$0 including the right to corn.
ment on and suggest modifications in pro: ',ted

substantive changea in personnel policiee, to

eonfer with management in person in connection
with such policies, and to present written
views, it does establish procedures for hen.
dling grievancea and disputes arising over the
administration of agreements. Finally, it does
require the parties to negotiate "in good
faithu, and makes fermal discussiona subject
to pertinent laws and regulations, agency poli-
ciea and procedUres0 national agreements on
thoee at a higher level in the agency, and pro-
visions of the Order,

The Sovereignty Issue

different and a major argument of those stress-
ing the separation is that government possesses
sovereign authority which oe,..not be surrendered
or delegated to others.

The nradtlimalist" Viqw4 Rooted in the
old common law precept that "the King can do no
wrong" and in the prinoiple that the individual
cannot sue the state without its coneent, the
doctrine of sovereignty has been ueed in the
twentieth century United States by some public
employers to justify their refusal to deal with
employee organizationa,7 These "traditionaliats"
oIaim that the sovereignty of government pre-
cludes the public employer from entering into
any commitment under compulsion or, even if
agreed to, from reapecting such commitments at
a later time, (The same argument is not used
to juetify refusal to honor procurement con-
tracts, however.) Since sovereignty requires
public managers to make unilateral determina-
tions rather than to engage in bilateral dia.
cussions and negotiations of public employ-
ment conditions, they argue that the history
and implications of collective bargaining and
the union movement in private industry art for
the most part irrelevant to the public sector.
A statement made by President Franklin D.
Roosevelt in 19)7 is often guoted today by
proponents of this positoniu

The process of collective bar..
gaining as usually understood, can.
not be transplanted into the public
service. It has its distinct and
unsurmountabie limitations when ap-
plied to public personne'L manage-
ment. The very nature and purposes
of government make it impossible for
administrative officials to repre-
sent fully or to bind the employer
in mutual discussions with govern.
merit employees organizations. The
employer is the whole people who
speak by means of laws enacted by
their representative in Congress.
Accordingly, administrative offi-
cials and employees alike are gov-
erned and guided, and in many cases
restricted, by laws which establish
policies, prooedures or rules ift
personnel matters. Particularly, /
want to emphasize my oonviction that
militant tactics have no place in
the functions of any organization of
gover.ment employees.

All earlier and nearly all recent judicial
decisions and legal opinions have endorsed this
viewpoint. They have held that signing a col-
lective agreement would limit the discretionary

Even though President Kennedyla Executive authority of the public employer, and that
thereby the government would be circumscribing

Order had some spillover effect in encouraging
mploye organization in tat and local gover itt sovereignty, As a New York Court held inee se ne

mint, the status of employer-employee relations 194319

in many jurisdictions at theae levels is not
much better and is often more confused than To tolerate or recognize any coma

thoae at the federal level. While experience bination of Civil Service employees
varies widely, it is clear that many states and of the Government as a labor organi
localities have not been willing to accede to zation or union ia not only income

demands made by public employees for full col- patible with the spirt of demooraey,

leetive negotiating "rights." A major explanae but inconsistent with e,ery princi

tion for this reluctance ia the view that pubu ple upon which our Government ie

lie and private employment aro essentially founded. Nothing is more dangerous
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to public welfare than to admit
that hired servants of the state
oan diotate to the Government the
hours, the wages, and condtions
under whioh they will oarrI on es-
sential services vital to the wel-
fare, safety, and soourity of the
citizen. To admit am true that
Government employees have power to
halt or check the functions of Gov-
ernment, unless theL, demands are
satisfied, is to trcnsfer to them
all legislative, executive, and
judicial power, Nothing would be
more ridiculous,

..Much as we all recognize the
value and the necessity of ool-
lective bargaining in industrial
and social life, nonethelesst such
bargaining is impossible between
the Government and its employees,
by reason of the very nature of
Government itself

Collective bargaining has no
place in Government service. The
employer is the whole people. It
is impossible for administrative
offioials to bind the Government of
the United States or the State of
New York by any agreement made be-
tween them and representatives of
any union.

Under a democratic system of government,
sovereignty, of course, ultimately resides
with the people. At the same time, the impli.
cations of the represehtational principle have
prompted moat courts to establit:h that the
terms and conditions of publio employMent are
basically matters suitable for legislative de-
termination. In consequence, allowing adminis-
trative agencies to sign labor relations agree-
ments with public employees would constitute
an illegal delegation of legislative power.

Some "traditionalists" have asserted that
acceptance of a labor relations system where
the public employer and employees would meet,
confer, and negotiate as equals would let4J
ultimately to recognition of the employees'
right to strike, which in turn would repro,
sent an attack upon government and its sover-
eignty. Even if the right to strike were not
recognized, so their argument runs, this aye.
tem could still lead to binding arbitration of
employees dieputes and this, too, would chal-
lenge the sovereign authority of the public eme
player.

These conventional interpretations of the
sovereignty doctrine have served to bolster
plblic agency unilateralism and to inhibit
joint or partially joint determination of the
conditions of employment by public employees
and public employers. Moreover, in some jurie-
dictions where employee organizations exist,
it has been claimed that such practices as
exclusive recognition, the checkoff of union
dues, fact-finding, arbitration, and certainly
the strike have threatened the governmental
unit's sovereign positioni To summarize, the
orthodox position holdsilo
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...that governmental power in-
eludes the power, through law, to
ti tne terms and conditions of
government employment, that this
power reposes in the sovereign's
hand, that this is a unique power
which cannot be given or taken away
or sharea, and that any organized
effort to interfere with this power
through a process such as collective
bargaining is irreoonoilable with
the ideal of sovereignty and is
hence unlawfUl.

Itt.aevit In actual
practice, however, the traditional interpreta-
tion has been refined in such a way as to make
public employer-employee negotiations more com-
patible with the doctrine of sovereignty. Pour
counter-arguments to the older theory have
facilitated this accommodation, One such argu-
ment holds that the sovereign, in effect, ad-
mitted that "the King can do 'ao wrong" when
government allowed itself to be sued by priv-
ate individuals through tort or contract olaims
for redress of alleged injuries. If this con-
cession did not compromise governmental sover-
eignty, then acceptance by a jurisdiction of
certain restriction$ upon its discretion in
lealing with public employee$ simliarly would
not jeopardize it.

Another line of reasoning maintains that
when 4 public employer signs an agreement,
rather than surrendering or delegating discre-
tionary powers, it merely has agreed to limit
such powers in certain areas for a giv.en period
in pursuit of its own proper noncern - improv-
ing relation$ with its employeos. Puthermore,
if absolutely necessary, the public employer
could repudiate agreements entered into on a
voluntary basis and the affected employees
would lack legal recourse..

A third view holds that since some of the
contracts which governmental units have signed
with private contractors have contained pro-
visions calling for binding arbitration to
settle dieputes over contract performance, suf-
ficient precedent exists for public employers
to enter into labor relations agreements with
their own employees.

Another basis on whioh the orthodox inter-
pretation of sovereignty is challenged relates
to the tenet that in a democracy sovereign
authority ultimately reposes with the people.
Therefore, when the peoples' representatives
in federal, state, and looal legislative bodies
authorize consultation, discussion and negotia-
tions between public employers and their am.,
ployees, this oannot be considered an abdica-
tion of sovere4nty.

21ift_rA.A. math&aij The strength
of the aditionaliet" posieion in many quare
tors and the growing acceptance of the "re-
visionist" view in others indicate that no real
consOnstis now exists concerning the proper
relationehip between governmental sovereignty
and public employer-employee negotiations. Thie
inconclusiveness is in the two bamio legislae
tive approaches to public emplovereemployee
relations, collective negbtiations or meet and
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confer, Eaoh differs in the status accorded
the public employer in the negotiation process.
In colleotive negotiation approach, the two
parties meet "ostensibly" as equals while in
the usual meet and oonfer approaoh the employer
is accorded a preferred position in the disous-
sional prooess.

A third approaoh to the sovereignty issue,
which might be labeled as "pragmatic", seems
to be emerging from the heat of debate. This
view seeks to reconcile the conflict involved
in the theoretical and praotioal applications
of this doctrine. Its proponents hold that the
sovereign authority of government encompasses
the power to engage voluntarily in oollective
bargaining or disoussions as a matter of "en-
lightened" public personnel policy. According
to Wilson R. Harts11

...the sovereignty doctrine is a
clear and effective bar to any action
on the part of government employees
to compel the government to enter in-
voluntarily into any type of colleo-
tive bargaining relationship,...the
dootrine does not preclude the enact-
ment of legislation specifically
authorizing the government to enter
into collectivs bargaining relation-
ships with its employees.

Mght or Privilege?

The "traditionalist" interpretation of thl
sovereignty doctrine precludes the existence of
a fundamental "right" on the part of public em-
ployees to organize and to be recognized by
their employer. Hence, public employees are
exercising a privilege rather than a "right"
when they organize for the purpose of negotiat-
ing with employing agencies on the terms and
conditions of omployment. The National Gover-
nors' Conference Report explained the differ-
ence this way. 12

To petition the government is one
thing. It is quite another to de-
mand a share in decision-making in
the domain of wages and employment,
or to insist that decisions must have
the constIwt of employee organizations.
SOMA statcs have enacted laws that
give bargaining rights to employee
oradnimatione. This action, however,
can be interpreted as a privilege
conferred by the legislature on em-
ployee organizations, and as such
it oan conceivably be revoked.

Public employee oreanizations, however,
have been adamant in their opposition to this
position. They view the formation of unions
and associations in the public service to deal
with employers over the terms and conditions
of work basically an extension of the constitu-
tional right of citizens to petition the governo.
ment, These organizations also point to the
National Labor Relations Act, which established
in the private sector the right of employees
to join and form unions of their own choosing
and to have such unions represent them in clol
lective bargaining, in support of their eon.,
tention that this right should be extended to

public employment. They Also assert that if
private emp.uyees have ofixtain rights whioh
cannot be granted to pu14,io employees, this
relegates the public worker to "second-class
oitizenship" status. In rejeuting the "privi-
lege position," the reoently published interim
report of the Executive Board of the ArL.CIO
Maritime Traders Department, composed of vari-
ous affiliates having an interest in public
sector employees, relied basically on this
argumenttlj
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As long as public employees must
operate in an area where their
'rights' are denied, and their or-
ganizational and oollective bar-
gaining activities are reduced to
the level of 'a privilege' that
'oan conoeivably be revoked,' they
are at the meroy of the employer
whose benevolence can be terminated
on more than a whim.

On the other hand, the view that publio
employment is a privilege rather than a right
has recelved generally consistent judicial sup-
port. Until quite reoently, practically all
courts upheld and other authorities sanctioned
the legality of prohibitions against employees
joiniue unions as a oondition of public ern,.
ployment, for reasons pointed out by Kurt L.
Hanslowe:14

To the assertion that this
interferes with the constitutional
right of freedom of association,
government has responded thatothere
being no constitutional right to
government employmeph, it May in.
sist on non-membership as a condi-
tion of such emptoyment because of
the governmental right and need to
maintain operations without inter-
ference and interruption.

Where public emplo ;-.1. membership is
authorized, the courts have ruledthat govern-
ment employers may restrict the type of organi-
zations to those which are either unaffiliated
with the general labor movement or, if affili-
ated, do not assert the right to strike. In
October 1969, however, a three judge Federal
Court in the District of Columbia ruled that
the nation's postal employees may not be barred
from affirming their right to strike or from
joining associations or unions that assert this
right. The court also overturned the require-
ment that postal workers sign no strike pledges
as a precondition of employment. This landmark
First Amendment case obviously will have a
signifioant spillover effect on other workers
subjected to similar requirements.

Denial of the right of union affiliation
in part has been an outgrovth of the fears of
public management that without this safeguard
the size and resources of employee organiza-
tions would expand greatly and they then could
exercise unchecked political and economic power.
A stronger union position, so the argument runs,
also would increase their proclivity to strike
in order to win employer agreement to their
demands and this, in turn, would produce hard-
ships for the rest of society,

t1e1
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Emenzinft iggiliAl_QgLaigas Prior to the
1960's nearly all oourt deoisions oonstituted
a variation of the them that the government
as sovereign justifiably may establish such
terms and oonditIons of public employment as
it sees fit, ruther, from the viewpoint of the
individual employee, public employment is not
a constitutional right but simply a privilege,
which carries with it implied (or explioit)
limitations on the freedom to organize. Oliver
Wendell Holmes, when a judge on the Supreme
Judicial Court of Massaohusetts, enunicated the
oleteeio defense of this viewpoint in a decision
upholding the firing of a policeman who had
violattil a ban on solioiting politioal oontribu-
tions.1P

...there is nothing in the oonsti-
tution...to prevent the city from at-
taching obedienoe to this rule as a
condition to the office of polioeman,
and making it part of the good conduct
required. The petitioner may have a
constitutional right to talk politios,
but ho has no oonstitutional right to
be a policeman. There are few employ-
ments for hire in which the servant
does not agree to suspend his consti-
tutional rights of free speech as well
as of idleness by the implied terms
of the contract The city may im-
pose any reasonable condition upon the
holding office within its control.
This condition seems to be reasonable.

On January 17, 1969, the Eighth J.S. Court
of Appeals in St. Louis, Miseouri, handed down
a ruling that could well establish a new
judicial precedent on the issue of whether be-
longing to unions and associations is a right
or a privilege for public employees. The case
was an appeal from the U.S. District Court in
Nebraska brought by the APSOME on behalf of two
employees of the North Platte, Nebraska, street
department who alleged that they had been fired
as a result of their union membership. The
principal issue in 2igg Woodwor0 was whether
in light of their diiiiissal the appellants had
a right of action for damages and injunctive
relief unler Section 1 of the Civil Rights Act
of 1871.10 This question in turn involved the
issue of whether public employees have a con-
stitutional right to belong to a labor union.
liaised upon decieions in two earlier cases

ukllins, 323 U.S. 516 (1945) and
hi 114.1ilandit.,398 r, 2d 287 (7th Oir,

198 the court held unanimously that the
rirst Amendment right of association, made
applicable to the States under the rourteenth
Amendment, proteoted the right of union member,.
ship, In the Tilandise case, which involved a
complaint alleging that a non-tenure teacher
was fired because of his union membership, the
United States Supreme Court had ruled thatt

It is settled that teaohers have
the right of free association, and
unjvstified interference with teach-
ers' associational freedom violates
the Due Process olause of the rout,.
teenth Amendment,,,,,Public employ .
ment may not be subjected to unreaa
sonable conditione, and the lesser-
tion of First Amendment rights by
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temohers will usually not warrant
their dismissal...,Unless there is
some illegal intent, an individual's
right to form and join a union is
proteoted by the rirst Amendment,

In the 21g1 case, the Appellate Court oonoludedt

No paramount publio interest of
the tate of Nebraska or the oity of
North Platte warranted limiting the
plaintiffs' right to freedom of asso-
oiation. To the oontrary, it is the
publio policy of Nebraska that em-
ployment should not be denied on the
basis of union membership. The Con-
stitution of the state of Nebraska,
Article XV, Section 13, and the laws
of Nebraska, 110i$01.10 Revised Statutes
of 1943, Section 48-217, speoifically
provide that 'no person shall be
denied employment beoause of member-
ship in or affiliation with....a
labor organization. Neither the
Constitution nor the statute is
limited by its terms to private em-
ployment and, in our view, it is not
so limited.

More recently, on rebruary 25, 1969, a
federal court in North Carolina ruled that
the state's law prohibiting union activities
by policemen and firemen W40 unconstitutional.
The court reasoned that this ban abridged the
rirst and rourteenth Amendment guarantees of
freedom of association. At the same time, how-
ever, a different state law which prohibited
state or local governmental units from doing
business with public employee organizations was
upheld by the court on grounds that, "There is
nothing in the United States Constitution which
entitles one to have a coatract with another
who does not want it," Apparently, the court
felt that while individual public employees
should be free to join organizationo, govern-
mental jurisdiotions should be free to choose
those with whom they wish to deal,

The_4aqtien_of PublieManagementi The
real significance of the debate over the
right or privilege of public employees to join
unions or asaociations lies mainly in the degree
to which public management is actually reapon-
sive to these employee organizations, As the
ArL4I0 Maritime Trades Department haa stated117

The legal right of an employee to
join a union can be made effective,,.
only if there also are laws requiring
recognition of the union as the am.
ployees' representative, and requiring
that pub1i3 officials participate in
good-faith collective bargaining with
the organization ohosen by employees
as their repreaentative.

Public employees often distinguish sharply
between the membermhip righta of their employ..
Gots and the rights of mployoo organisations
to prosont propomalm, to meet and confer, and
to negotiate oollectively, The fact that the
ismue of recognition was the cause of one out
of four strikes by public employees in 1968,
even though strikes of this kind are virtually



unknown in the private sector, highlights both
the militancy of public employee organizations
and tho failure of much of management to grap-
ple with the faot that such groups exist,

The tragedy that occurred in Memphis, Ten-
nessee, in April 1968 in which a strike by gar-
bage collectors for union recognition woe ex-
posed to national attention as a result of the
assassination of Dr, Martin Luther King, Jr.,
is instruotive of a certain type of traditional
management attitude toward public employee or-
ganizations. After steadfastly refusing to
recognize the garbage collectors' union, the
City of Memphis, obviously in response to the
rressures of national public opinion after Dr.
King's death, reversed its position and signed
an agreement with the striking sanitation men.
Yet, the oity still refuses to recognize or to
negotiate with representatives of its policemen
and firemen, One critioal obserxer has noted
with respect to this aituationslo

How a local government, which de-
pended upon those same polioemen and
firemen to protect its citizens and
non-striking employees during the gar-
bage strike, can fail to see the im-
portance of recognizing and bargaining
collectively with representatives of
its protective services is hard to
understand.

De rae_tq_BazAainMK: Statutory authorize-
tion is not always necessary in order for pub-
lic employers to negotiate with employee orga-
nizations. In some of the states that have
not enacted statutes mandating or permitting
collective negotiation or meet and confer for
either state or local employees, the courts
have held that as a precondition for such deal-
ings an express legal authorization must exist,
and that the absence of such a grant does not
confer authority upon the employer to bargain
with public employee organizations. In other
states, however, even without an express auth-
orization, public agencies can still negotiate
collectively on the terms and conditions of
employment, provided no state law prohibits
such action,

In 1951, a Connecticut court held that a
school board could negotiate with a teachers'
association since no law barred such action.
Pollowing this decision, more and more counties,
cities, and school districts assumed that nego-
tiating with employee unions or associations
Weia within their discretionary authority, This
interpretation has bean supported by attorneys'
general opinions and court decisions in many
states, including recent court rulings in Iowa,
Illinois, and New Mexico, even though it is
contrary to the strict interpretation of the
svereignty doctrine, Mayor Wagner's 1958 ex.
ecutive order authorizing collective negotia.
tIms between New York City and its employees,
for example, was not declared illegal even
though collective bargaining had been previo.
ously interpreted as being applivable only to
the private sector and bills to extend this
coverage has been defeated in the New York
State Legislature, De facto bargaining also
has been in practice in the City of Philadela
phia for over twenty years, The principal

explanation for this attitude is " that
employee organizations and public officials
sympathetic to the principle of bilateralism
have taken the bull by the horns. They have
gone ahead with oolleotive negotiations despite
the absence of a statute specifically telling
them that they could do so, because they con-
sidered it important to act to prevent a complete
breakdown in management-employee relations,"19

Public Employee Strikes
The right of employees to strike is the

ultimate question in contemporary public labor-
management relations. Although public adminis.
tration literature has paid some attention to
the issue, more often it ham been dismissed as
moot, A major reason for this cursory treat-
ment is that no governmental jurisdiction in
the United States has ever vested its workers
with this right, nor have the oourts retreated
from their stance rooted in oommon law principles
and sanctioned public employee strikes. rurther,
until recently the public employee ham been
rather docile, and employers, as well as the
general public, often mistakenly equated this
passivity with satisfaction,

Ihg.Ovrreut_Sceop,i Since *65, however,
the sitUation has changed markedly. Whether
public employees should be allowed to strike
is no longer an academic question. Instead,
and deepite the fact that legislative bodiee
and the courts have maintained their previous
posture, the strike has become a real issue.
The subject has generated increasingly heated
polemics between the direct participants in the
colleotive bargaining arena . labor and manage-
ment - as well as among others somewhat further
removed from the conference table, including
attorneys general, legislators, administrators,
academicians, and the average citizen,

The growing attention now being given to
devising and revising discussion, negotiating,
and impasse procedures reflects in part a reali-
sation that the public employee has legitimate
grievances that should be aired and resolved.
Yet, nothing has done more to hasten the devel-
opment of this procedural machinery that the
increasing terdency of public employees to
strike in order to obtain redress of their
grievances. In resorting to this tactic, the
intention of these workers is not to permanently
sever their employment. Instead, they view
the concerted withholding of labor as a means
of exerting collective pressure on the govern-
ment in order to better theAterms and condi-
tions of their employment,2u

These developments, however, have not been
accompanied by any significant legislative or
judicial steps to liberalize strike prohibitions
in the public sector. None of the meet and
confer or collective bargaining statutes per-
mit strikes of any kinds strike bans are found
in all of the comprehensive acts. Some obser.
wire contend that this fixed posture on the
part of legislative bodies and courts reflects
a general popular unwillingness to move in the
direction of repealing strike bans in the pub.
lie sector. In fact, it is argued that even
in private industry public toleration of strikes
is at a low ebb since they121
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...,oause more inconvenience
and hardship to the public than
to those directly involved, fre-
quently do not expeditiously induoe
a private agreement, and result in
terms of employment which consti-
tute preferred treatment for a few
to the disadvantage of the many.

It is ironio that public em-
ployees are assorting a right to
strike whioh haa never been accorded
them at the very time when man:-
doubts have arisen about the advis-
ability of continuing to permit the
right to strike in the private seo-
tor, where it has been so long es-
tablished.

The hesitancy of the general public to
sanction the removal of anti-strike legal safe-
guardf has been confirmed by a recent Gallup
poll.42 A January 1969 survey showed that six
out of every ten persons questioned in a na-
tionwide representative sample indioated that
teachers, policemen, and firemen should be al-
lowed to ,Wa unions. But a like proportion
believed that they should not be permitted to
strike. In response to another question, two
out of three persons interviewed easerted that
they believed 1969 would be a year character-
ized by strikes and industrial disputes, a
prediction reflecting tho previously cited
trend dat'a on the incidence of work stoppages
in public employment.

Those findings do not necessarily suggest
what is proper, but only what the public thinks.
Many erganizational spokesmen contend that
strikes by all or some public employees are
justifiable. Such groups as teachers, police-
men, firemen, sanitation men, social workers,
and nurses no longer are hesitant to resort to
stoppages, slowdowns, mass tesignations, absen-
teeism, and other disruptive tactics in order
to register their grievances and to dramatize
what has been described as their "....exaspera-
tion with the failure of the public and its
political representatives to provide what was
construed as elementary justice."43 George W.
Taylor has sought to explain the ways in which
popular reaction varies in accordance with the
circumstances which engender such drastic ac-
tions on the part of public employeess24

a qualitative analysis of
the strikes which have occurred sug-
gests that a sharp distinction is
drca4n by the public between strikes
as an expression of civil protest
against patently unfair treatment
and assertion of the right to strike
as a regular way of life, that is,
as a recognized institutional form
for establishing employment terms.
Despite the seriousness of the stop-
pages, the public has been under.
standing about the withdrawal by
nurses of their services. It was
believed they had legitimate rea.
sons for their protest.

Public reaction has been entirely
different in respect to the year.
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after-year stoppages by public
transit employees who walk off the
job in order to improve conditions
of employment whioh, tt eaoh settle-
ment, have been enthusiastioally de-
olared "the best ever".. Use of strikes
bY school teachers as a form of flash
protest is doubtlessly placed in a
different category than employing the
strike, or its threat, as an integral
part of periodic negotiatione. In
other words, some strikes are deemed
to be more intolerable than others.

Contrary to the impressions of some, there
appears to be no direot relationship between
the number of strikes and the legislative ap-
proAch to public employee relations. In 1967,
New York under its collective bargaining law
had 15 strikes, Ohio and Illinois with no basic
legislation in this area had 28 and 18, res-
peotively (4pee-Appendegim-4,04.4.-C---1444. Michi-
gan, on the other hand, with collective bargain-
ing for local jurisdictions,had 34 work stop-
pages that year, while California with meet and
confer had 8. In 1968, Ohio and Illinois again
passed the 20 mark and New York joined them.
California reached 18, while Miohigan soared to
42. Meanwhile states with no general legisla-
tion began to enter the lists with rlorida hav-
ing 6; Indiana, 9; Tennessee,7; and West Vir.
ginia, 7.

12,11ice: Recent re-
ports by study commissions in Pennsylvania and
Colorado have contained recommendations for
removal of the strike ban for certain categories
of public employees. In its June 1968 report,
the Governor's Commission to Revise the Public
Emplo, e Law of Pennsylvania (Hickman Commis-
sion) reoommended that, except for policemen
and firemen, the right to strike should be ac-
corded to public employees. This righb would
be limited by.prcvieions that all collective
bargaining procedures - inoluthg face-to-face
bargaining, utilizacion of tt etate Mediation
Service, fact-finding by 4 tt ...unal of thvee
arbitrators appointed by the Labor Board and
publication of its recommendations - must have
been exhausted before a strike could be pere
mitted. The strike could not commence or per=
sist if the health, safety, or welfare of the
general public was thereby endangered, and un-
lawful strikes would be subject to court in-
junctions. Severe penalties in the form of
fines, imprisonment, or both af tha bargaining
agent and/or individual employees would be en=
forced for violations of an injunction.25 On
the other hand, compulsory arbitration would
be utilized to resolve impasses involving
policemen and firemen. The Hickman Commission
presented this rational in support of these
recommendationst2b

The collective bargaining pro=
cess will be strengthened if this
qualified right to strike is recog-
nized. It will be some curb on the
possible intransigence of an eme
ployers and the limitations on the
right to strike will serve notice
on the employee that there are limits
ta the hardship that he can impose.
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We also believe that the limi-
tations on the right to strike whioh
we propose,,,will appeal to the gen-
eral public as so much fairer than
a general ban on strikes that the pub-
lio will be less likely to tolerate
strikes beyond these boundaries,
Strikes can only be effective so long
am they have public support, In
ehort, we look upon the limited and
carefully defined right to strike as
a eafety valve that will in faot
prevent strikes.

It should be emphasized, however, that these
features of the report were not endorsed by
either the governor or the legislature. A bill
based on the Committee's recommendations was
introduced in the legislature and did not in-
clude provisions for a limited right to strike.

on December 9, 1968, the Committee on Pub-
lic Employee Negotiations of the Colorado Leg-
islative Council submitted a report to the Gen-
eral Assembly, Based upon its study, the Com-
mittee proposed a bill establishing for the
first time procedures to guide collective nego-
tiations between public employers and employees
in the state and its political subdivisions.
The bill did not contain a blanket ban on work
stoppages. Instead, it distinguished between
"lawful" and "unlawful" strikes in the public
sector. This differentiation was a product of
the Committee's conclusion that127

.,,,the experience with strike
prohibitions in other states indi-
cated that strikes in the public
sector cannot effeotively be pro-
hibited by legislation. Strikes
are a part of the collective bar-
gaining process and if collective
bargaining fails, laws against
strikes cannot prevent strikes.

The Committee defined "unlawful" strikes by
public employees as those that (a) are called
in support of or sympathy with, issues beyond
the control of the negotiating parties, such
as secondary boycotts or strikes against a
third party, (b) occur during the life of a
colletive bargaining agreement, or (c) com-
mence prior to the exhaustion of all impasse
procedures. Although the Committee did not
explicitly define what it considered to be a
"lawful" strike, apparently any work stoppage
by any group of public employees except police-
men and firemen that failed to meet any of the
three preceding conditions would fall into this
category.

The bill provided that if the bargaining
parties could not reaeh an agreement and if
available impasse procedures, including sub-
mission of the fact finder's recommendations
to an appropriate legislative body, were un-
successful, then the employee organization rep-
resentative would he required to file with the
state industrial commission a notice of intent
to strike twenty days prior to the date of the
actual stoppage. The commission then would
notify the affected public employer and deter-,
mine whether the strike would endanger public
health or safety, This finding would be trans-
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mitted to the governor, the public employer, aad
the exclusive bargaining agent. The governor
then would be empowered to issue an executive
order postponing for a forty-Jay period any
strike that presented a danger to public health
or safety,

Severe penalties would be imposed on in-
dividuals and unions violating the executive
order, The industrial commission, for example,
could place violating individuals on probation
for two years and bar increases in their com-
pensation and benefits for one year. Further,
if the employee was in the state classified
civil service, charges involving disciplinary
action and possible dismissal could be filed
with the State Civil Service Commission. Pen-
alties which the Commission could impose on
violating labor organizations could include
heavy fines and loess of dues checkoff privileges.

the R. ike;
Old-style proponents of no-strike provisions in
public employee labor relations laws believe
that work stoppages challenge the sovereignty
of government. In a democracy, it is argued,
sovereign authority resides with the people and
an employee organization striking against a
public employer attacks the system of delegated
authority that serves as the basis of represen-
tative government.

A second line of argument underecores cer-
tain basic differences bctween the public and
private sectors, In private enterprise, rela-
tive economic power ultimately determines the
nature of the bargaining agreement. Criteria
for guiding employer decision-making are perti-
nent to the market place; the company must de-
cide whether it will maximize its profits by
opposing employee demands and thereby faoe the
possibility of having production reduced or
stopped, or whether it will limit its profits
or hike prices by agreeing to employee demands.
These economic criteria, according to this line
of reasoning, are irrelevant in the public sec
tor where a price tag is not often attached to
individual governmental services, where the
taxpayer usually is unable to pick and choose
between those services he desires or does not
desire to pay for. Criteria relating to the
scope and cost of public services are more an
expression of political power, and decisions
concerning priorities to be attached to the
allocation of service$ "who gets what, when,
and how?" - are determined through the electoral
process. Because the strike is an economic
weapon, then, it is inappropriate in the pub-
lic sphere where final decisions are determined
by the exercise of relative politicol power.
As the Taylor Committee concluded12°

The fact of the matter is that
collective bargaining in the pri-
vate enteprise context is markedly
different in many respects from
collective regulation in the govern-
mental context, One difference is
in the lack of appropriateness of
the strike in the public sector.,,.

Careful thought about the matter
shows conclusively, we believe, that
while the right to strike normally



performs a useful funotion in the
private enterprise seotor (where
relative eoonomio power is the
final determinant in the maktng
of private agreements), it is not
compatible with the orderly funo-
tioning of our democratic form of
representative government (in
which relative political power is
the final determinant).

A third argument stresses another basic
public-private sector differenoe. Unlike his
counterpart in private enterprise, a public em-
ployer cannot counter the employees' economic
weapon - the strike - with his own economic
power - the lookout. It is difficult it not
impossible for government to eliminate or to
restrict services merely as a means of exert-
ing power over its workers. As the counter-
vailing effect of possible unemployment is
eliminated, it is argued that the strike wea-
pon gives employees an unfair advantage over
the employer, an advantage not enjoyed by priv-
ate sector workers.

A fourth view maintains that the cense-
quences of public employee strikes precludes
their legalization. In private industry, the
people who are adversely affected by a work
stoppage are usually only those directly con-
cerned - labor and management. On the other
hand, in the public sector a strike against
a government employer is in effect a strike
against the public ea a whole.

Proponents of legislation prohibiting
strikes by public employees also assert that
due to the indispensibility of virtually all
public services, work stoppages can bring
government to a virtuAl standstill. They note
that the elaborate public decision-making pro-
cess whereby jurisdictions assume, retain, or
relinquish functions in itself provides a kind
of test of "indispensibility" and this tost
makes irrelevant claims that workers performing
similar or like functions - whether in the
private or public sectors - should have equal
access to the strike weapon. This position,
in effect, constitutes a fifth line of "anti-
strike" argument and is used against proponents
of the limited right to strike. These critics
further contend that definitions of "essential"
and "nonessential" public services would be
difficult to develop and impossible to imple-
ment. They point out that: the absence of
legal restraints would encourage unions to
strike and that, as a practical matter, it is
difficult if not impossible to differentiate
between strikes that endanger the public health,
safety, and welfare, and those that do not. The
injunction device, it is pointed out, is only
a temporary source of relief as it does not
assure agreement or even a coming together at
the negotiating table.

A sixth line of argument draws upon ex-
perience in private enterprise where strikes
occurring in industries providing essential
services have been declared illegal. Under ti.e
national emergency provisions of the Taft-
Hartley Act temporary injunctions have been
granted against strikes, such as those by rail-
road and public unility workers, which the
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President of the United States and the courts
determined would b2 threats to the national
health and safety.45' Since all government ser-
vices fall in the "essential" oategory, they
too -re essential to health and safety and
should not be disrupted by strike4.

Ammatz-laimat_aLWAILtaltaltWas
On the other side of-tliCein-,-iu-p-prersTot--
the right of public employees to strike contend
that the strict interpretation of the sover-
eignty dootrine clearly has been modified by
the government allowing itself to be sued,
entering into binding contracts, and agreeing
to compulsory arbitration of disputes and
grievances. Thus, the traditional view of pub-
lie employee strikes can be modified in light
of modern interpretatione of the sovereignty
doctrine,

These critics also question the validity
of certain alleged basic differences between
public and private employment. They argue that
only policemen and firemen really perform es-
sential services, and practically all of them
concede that these two groups should not be
allowed to strike. At the other extreme, such
occupational categories as clerks, maintenance
men, park attendants, and museum guards are
viewed as being generally nonessential in terms
of their work stoppages posing potential threats
to public health and safety. Therefore it is
asserted that these "nonessential" groups should
not be prohibited from striking.%) For occupa-
tions in the middle zone - such as transporta-
tion, publio utility, hospital, and sanitation
workers - it is pointed out that since similar
or identical services may be performed by pub-
lic agencies in one city and by private agencies
in another, it would be discriminatory to pro-
hibit employees in only those service areas
under public ownership from engaging in work
stoppages. (It should be noted, however, that
some states require compulsory arbitration of
strikes by employees of private utilities.)

A third basic position maintains that
even though legislative bodies and the courts
have not struck down anti-strike provisions,
the incidence of strikes by public employees
nevertheless has increased at a rapid rate.
Some claim that state legislation prohibiting
strikes and imposing severe penalties on viola-
tors has not only been singularly ineffeotive
in preventing work stoppages, but actually has
been responsible for hindering the settlement
of some strikes. In many instances, these
penalties must be waived as a condition of
unions being willing to resume public services.
As the New Yort Umga commented during the
January 1065 strike against the New York Wel,.
fare Department: °The major stumbling block
to a settlement has been Mayor Wagner's refusal
to guarantee a waiver of legal penalties....
of the state's Condin-WadUn Act.31 Another
attack on such provisions is rooted in the
fact that because of their power position large
unions and associations may break these legal
provisions with impunity while smaller organi-
zations are often subjected to severe sanctions
for failure to obey them. Critics of anti-
strike provisions point to a further irony in
this situation, In the absence of penalties
to deter employees from striking, any outlaws



ing of serikes becomes an unoertain matter or
meaningless, Yet, to impose light penalties
upon violators reduoes their deterrent effeat
while as demonetrated by the experienoe under
New York State's formor Condin-Wadlin Aot,
severe penalties often oannot be enforced, The
problem, then, is attaining a proper balanoe,
and whether this is possible remains proble-
matic), In light of these faotors, it is oon-
tended that the most feasible approach would
be simply to repeal strike bans in the public,
sector,

A ourth line of azgument holds that re-
moval of strike prohibitions would not neces-
sarily inorease the number of strikes in the
public seotor. Instead, the real effect of raz-
ing the legal barriers to strikes by some or
all ocoupational categories would be to foroe
public employers to engage in genuine negotia-
tions with employee organizations. One union
spokesman put the case thie way:32

Strike prohibitions are not simply
ineffectual, though they are undeni-
able that, What is far more serious,
they warp this vital process of genu-
ine collective bargaining among equals.
They bring employees to the bargaining
table, but as inferiors, Simultane-
ously they provide false reassurance
to management representatives and
induce less th,7,1 genuine negotiations.
Ironically, they create the very ten-
sions, exacerbate the very situations,
provoke the very st:ikes they were
allegedly formulated to prevent.

The APSOMB4s position on the essentiality ques-
tion is firmly rooted in the principle that
successful collective bargaining can only occur
among equals:33

This union has said repeatedly that
it does not believe ir the right to
strike merely for the sake of striking.
Certain government employees - police-
men, firefighters, prieon guards, and
other similar categories - should not
and must not strike. We believe, how.
ever, that when management adamantly
refuses to negotiate or to meet the
legitimate requests of most public em-
ployees, those employees have the
right to stop work as a last resort
toward the end that the action will
bring about resolution of the problem
for the ultimate good of all con-
cerned, inoluding the public.

Therefore, the lifting of strike bana is
viewed aa a safety-valve for releasing the
pressure to atrike generated by the frustra.
tions resulting from employer reluctance to
bargain in good faith. Some proponents of this
position point to foreign countries where the
right to strike has been accorded to public em-
ployees - suoh as Britain, Canada, and Sweden -
as exemplifying that protraoted breakdowns in
public services will not occur,

1Speech by Jerry Wurf, International Pres.
ident, APSOMD, before the 1967 U.S. Conferenoe
of Mayors, Honolulu, Hawaii, June 19, 1967,
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Collective Bargaining and
Public Employees

This chapter on collective bargaining in the publi, sec-

tor was prepared by the research department of the American

Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees.
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There is a growing oonsensus that public
employee unionism is here to stay. Most fair
minded people, both in and out of government,
agree that oollective bargaining rights for pub
lie employees is neoessary. This ground swell
of opinion was yapped by the National Governors
Conference in their oomprehenaive study of the
problems involved in public employee-management
relations, The stuly, "Report of the Task
Foroe on State and Local Government Labor Rela-
tions," made in cooperation with the Public
Personnel Association, flatly stated that there
must be collective bargaining in the public
servise.

One statement perhaps beet summarizes the
views expressed in the report, "The problems,
both theoretical and practical, raised by the
introduction of collective bargaining in the
domain of 7ublic service are numerous and com-
plex, and a legislative body may be tempted to
avoid dealing with the subject, Most author-
ities, however, are convinced that if the pub-
lic employee is granted by legislation the
right to share in the making of decisions that
affect wages and working conditions, he will be
more responsive to the agency's task and will
bebetter able to exchange with management ideas
and information on operation. This, it is
agreed, will make government more effective."

It is important to thoroughly understand
that this demand for collective bargaining
rights is an acutely felt need by public em-
ployees themselves to participate in the deci-
sion making process. Unions and collective
bargaining serve as the vehicle through which
bilateral decisions will be made. Generally,
the press of this country has grasped the mean-
lng of this "new militancy" of public employees.
In 196:4 alone, several national magazines and
uewspapers editorially supported collective
bargaining for public employees*

Business_Week, February 17, 1968 - "Public
employee unionism is here to stay; the country
must learn to live with it." Earlier, the same
article stated "the aim should be to reinforce
bargaining rather than to outlaw all strikes by
public employees in a way that can only result
in widespread law-breaking and discrediting of
the laws themeelves."

Lige, March 1, 1968 - "Only a minority of
the laws admit what should be obvious - that in
thie day employees, public or private, have a
right to voice in the terms of their employment,
The great need in the public sector is for laws
that would guarantee the right of collective
bargaining, 6 ."

WI, March 1, 1968 - "Until now, most
government thinking and effort have been di-
rected at prohibiting strikes and punishing the
unions that violate the bans, Since it is now
clear that his negative stance only makes mat-
ters worse, new efforts must be mounted on the
positive side, First, the right of the growing
millions of publio employees to organize and
bargain collectively must be reoognized. Sec-,
ond, urgent and oontinuing work should be un-
dertaken to develop bargaining procedures and
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machinery aimed at preventing strikes, rather
than banning them and punishing strikers," The
editorial ooncluded* "Whatever new laws are
enaoted, the publio will have to aocept the
prinoiple that government employees should have
a right to participate in the determination of
their working conditions - in other words, to
collective bargaining,"

The primary task is to develop a system
that will make harmonious labor relations and
efficient public administration oompatible.
This can be done through well thought out oom-
prehensive collective bargaining legislation.
We f:.inly believe that such collective bar-
gaining legislation should incorporate the sub-
ject matter discussed in the pages that follow.

1, coo.t_yellig.,ILLAti_jsm
Wmuld apply, t.oall public ejn1oYees in fhe
ot to It should include state, county and
municipal employau.

The "Report of the Task Force on State
and Local Government Labor Relations" (Gover-
nors' Report) advocates a single law as do
three recent Governors' Study Commissions;
Illinois, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. The
former personnel director of the City of Cin-
cinnati, W. D. Hiesel, stated in his book,
Questions end Answers on Public Eakall

. the methods of determining
recognition, the principle of exclusive recog-
nition, the development of a written agreement,
and the uses.cif mediation, fact-finding, and
arbitration are all the same, regardless of
the services rendered by the union members4
it is therefore our conclusion that the basic
law can be the same, and that, when necessary,
special sections be added applicable to speci-
fic groups."

2. The_law should expresslx_mvidefor
Iherilemoloyees to_organize_and join
a_union of _their_own cheice,_free_from inter-
ference restraint or coercion.

We shall later discuss a mechanism to en-
force these rights.

3. The law _shou14ovide orunit det,er-
minatiotherthan_the employer,.

The question of determining whioh oocu-
pational categories shall be joined together
or which departmental bodies may be put in the
same bargaining unit or which geographical
operations melt be combined for purposes of
recognition is frequently complex, Most laws
use the term "community of interest" as the
guiding factor, Occasionally laws may attempt
to set forth detailed criteria for unit com-
position. These problems are largely admin-
istrative and are best handled by the agency
responsible for administering the law, The
employer should not be permitted to determine
unit composition. The temptation to gerry-
mander units and therefore defeat a union, or
determine which union shall represent employ
cos, may prove too great for some employers.
The administrative agency must have the oon-
fidenoe of all parties involved, Here too
the Governors' Report reoommends that "it is
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essential that administrative maohinery be pro-
vided at the state level to deoide on questions
of representation,"

4. Legisla4m, hguld elearly prey:L4e_4A..
elusive representation for ma,lority_unione.

Exolusive recognition gives the union the
right and responsibility to represent all em-
ployees in the unit without regard to member-
ship. Collective bargaining simply does not
work where unions are recognized to represent
their members only. This kind of dual repre-
sentation can become an administrative monster
for management, and more importantly it weakens
the capacity of unions to effectively represent
employees. Eight of the states with public em-
ployee collective bargaining legislation re-
quire exclusive recognition, The Governors'
Report also supports this view by stating:

"Prom the employer's viewpoint, the
members-only and the proportional
representation plane might complicate
the bargaining process. These con-
cepts often engender rivalries which
could lead to conflict and instability.
Prom the employees' viewpoint, these
alternatives could have the advantage
of providing additional organizational
choices but this added freedom of
choice is often offset by the relative
weakness of the rival organizations
that result as compared to an organ-
ization with powers of exclusive rep-
resentation."

5. The_law should_provide for_menuine
collective_bargainipit., not_seme lesser form of
reoresentetion_rights,_ouch as the rimht to
discuss or_consult.

Without the right to bargain, you do not
have bilateral decision making. The right to
consult is merely a disguise for the same old-
unilateral determinations. The Governors' Re-
port addresses itself to the mechanics of making
the oollective bargaining process work. As
President Wurf has stated, collective bargain-
ing ". .is a process which transforms plead-
ing to negotiation. It is a process which per-
mits employees dignity as they participate in
the formulation of their terms and conditions
of employment. It is a process which embraces
the democratic ideal and applies it concretely,
specifically, effectively, at the place of
work,"

There must be an obligation to bargain in
good faith an the part of both parties. The
obligation to bargain in good faith does not
compel either party to agree to any proposal.

Bargaining responsibility must be fixed
clearly. Since most labor relations problems
are administrative, the bargaining responsibil..
ity should be seated with the ohief executive,
To leave this question open is to assure buck-
passing which will do considerable damage to
the collective bargaining process, The chief
executive should be expressly permitted to del-
egate authority, but the ultimate respoAsibil-
ity would be his, This provision is extremely
important, because the courts have often found
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aots of publio officials to be invalid on the
grounds that such aots oonstituted an illegal
delegation of authority.

dues oheokoff for the exclusive representative.

Twenty-one states have checkoff laws.
Checkoff is being done in virtually all other
states. Additionally, most large cities have
agreed to checkoff.

Further, we believe that checkoff should
be limited to the exelusive representative.
Recognition of a minority union through dues
deduction is unwise,

7. LagallialpaAhould expresslreuthori e
gamments to provide final and binding arbi-;
tration.

Almost universally, contracts in tho pri-
vate seotor provide for final and binding arbi-
tration by a neutral third party as-the termi-
nal step in the grievance procedure. Legal
questions have arisen as to the power of public
employers to agree to final and binding arbi-
tration of grievances in the absence of express
authority. Therefore, legislation should ex
pressly authorize the parties to agree to such
arbitration.

Almost 300 AFSCME agreements provide for
final and binding arbitration as the terminal
step of the grievance procedure. These con-
tracts are in effect in more than one-half of
the states.

8. Legislation should provide dispute
resolution_machinerv.

Most people would agree that legislation
should contain some mechanism to resolve im-
passes resulting from contract negotiations.
We prefer the legislation should strongly en-
courage negotiating parties to devise proce-
dures of their own for settling disputes. Such
procedures should include the availability of
mediation and fact-finding, but very definitely
should not include compulsory arbitration.

Experience with compulsory arbitration,
both in this country and in other democratic
nations, conclusively proved that it simply
does not work. Its advocates claim it is an
effective substitute for the strike. Australia
has outlawed the strike and substituted compul-
sory arbitration, Yet Australia witnesses the
same proportion of man hours lost due,to strikes
as does the United States, where the strike is
legal (in the private sector), Several Cana=
dian provinces have also had unsatisfactory ex..
periences with compulsory arbitration.

Further, compulsory arbitration weakens
the collective bargaining process in that the
weaker party tends to go through the motions
of bargaining but puts its real reliance on
compulsory arbitration, With compulsory arbi..
tration as the terminal step in the bargaining
process, there is little pressure on the par..
ties, especially the weaker party, to recede
from extreme positions,



Mediation is a useful device and assists
in aohieving agreement. On rare occasions when
mediation fails, fact-finding should be avail-
able to the parties. We favor fact-finding
with publio disclosure - that is, public dis-
closure afteK the parties have had a roasonable
opportunity to examine the faot-finder's report
and reevaluate their positions. Then, if n
agreement is forthcoming, public disolosure
should be made,

We could envision certain rare 000asions
when the parties themselves would ohoose to
voluntarily submit a limited number of specific,
unresolved issues to voluntary arbitration,
This avenue toward resolving an impasse, how-
ever, must be voluntary and should be used on
rare occasion, Basically, we believe the par-
ties themselves must be relied on to settle
their differences in a good faith manner.

9. At_alkt_mtLy.L.1:sarthlaildbe
administered by_a tripartite board,

In the private sector, government, in the
form of the NLRB, acts as the neutral party be-
tween management and labor. Government, how-
ever, obviously is not a neutral party in pub-
lic service. Government should not be expected
to act a$ a neutral in tbe resolution of dis-
putes between itself and labor. Further, even
the attitudes of the parties toward the neutral
must affect the direction and spirit of employ-
ee-employer rele.tionship. This tripartite ad-
ministration of a law would, we think, result
in a greater acceptability of the law's impar-
tial administration by all parties concerned,
the public, management and labor.

Thus far, New York City is the only juris-
diction whioh has experimented with such a tri-
partite system. Under this law, management
selects two people and the unions representing
oity employees select two representatives.
These four people, who serve at the pleasure
of the party who selects them, select three
neutral members of the board. The chairman,
who is one of the neutrals, serves as a full
time administrator.

Individuals selected for dispute resolu-
tion are chosen by these aforementioned seven
people who make up the administrative board.
At least one management and one union repre-
sentative must approve each of the individuals
used for dispute resolution,

1 Legislat ion _should prohibit_ Qe_rtain
ultvities _b_r both part ie_s_ mhich__are knomn aa
unfair_ labor__pract ices .

discrimination in regard to hire,
tenure, promotions or other condi-
tions of employment,

Disoiplining or otherwise discrim-
inating against any person because
he has filed a charge of unfair
practice or has given testimony
under the statute,

Controlling or dominating an em-
ployee organization or contribu-
ting financial or other support to
it, provided that an employing
agency shall not be prohibited from
permitting employees to confer with
it during working hours without
loss of time or pay.

Refusing to negotiate in good faith
with a certified employee or&aniza-
tion,

Unfair Labor Practices by. Unions,

Interfering with, restraining or
coercing employees in the exercise
of their rights of self-organiza-
tion or non-organization.

Inducing the employing agency or its
representative to commit any unfair
labor practice.

Refusing to negotiate in good faith
with the employing agency.

11. Leislatortoustcreaslrovide
for broad scope collective bargaining.

As under the National Labor Relations Act,
legislation must permit the parties a free hand
to solve all questions relating to wages, hours,
and wo.c.king conditions. To do less would be an
empty gesture, Severe problems concerning em-
ployer-employeo relations in the public sector
will not be solved by state legislatures grant-
ing the right of collective bargaining on the
one hand and then virtually withdrawing it on
the other by severely limiting its scope.
Broad scope collective bargaining sitioly means
that the parties are not prohibited by law from
negotiating on various aspects of tile employ-
ment .cotationship, It does not mcan that man-
agement must agree to all union demands, or for
that matter, vice versa. In fact, the Gover-
nors' Report states that there is general agree-
ment ", . that a management that wishes to
limit areas of bargaining should attempt to ob-
tain thie by negotiating a strong management
rights olause 6 Moreover, a strong and eiouThe following activities may be considered perienced management should be able to protectto be unfair labor practicest itself at the bargaining table without jeopard-
izing the principle of collective bargaining."

All too often public employees may not en-
gage in genuine collective bargaining on vital
subjects suoh as wages and certain policy mat
ters, In too many jurisdictions civil service
rules take precedence over collective bargain.
ing. Such prohibitions so restrict collective
bargaining 114 0 as to nullify the values of
the process," according to the Governors'

Unfair Labor Practieelt_by Empinvera.

Interfering with, restraining or
ooeroing employees in the exercise
of their rights of self-organiza..
tion or non-organization.

Encouraging or discouraging member-
ship in an employee organization by
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Report. Civil service or merit systems have
oome to anoompass many aspects of employee re-
lations and personnel management not related to
the merit principle, whioh principle these sys-
tems were designed to protect. We have no ar-
osient with the merit prinoiple, but we do want

AVG a voice in its implementation and in
mutters whieh are now unilaterally determined
by oivil servioe commissions.

12. LeVslation shou10 orovide deti.nite

laze with oolleotive bargatning.

Wages should, of course, be bargaineble.
Furz.;her, we need assuranoe that the wage agree-
ment will actually be effectuated. The sim-
plest way to accomplish this is to require the
budget making authority to comply with the
agreement. Otherwise, two level bargaining
will result. Surface bargaining will take
place with the employer at the same time that
lobbying aotivities will be oarried on with the
legislature. This will destroy the effective-
ness of publio management in the bargaining
process. In order to be effective at the bar-
gaining table, the public employer must have
authority.

Because of th$ legislature's reluctance to
release control of the budget, the public em-
ployer is generally not given muoh anthority.
As an alternative, an approach such as that
used by the Connecticut law is acceptable.
Here, the public employer must submit the
agreement for ratification by the budget making
authority within two weeks. The legislative
body is presumed to have ratified the contract
it it fails to act within 30 days. If it re-
jects the contract the parties go back into
bargaining. The Governors' Report says only
that "it is therefore essential when state leg-
islatures impose the conditions of collective
bargaining to provide local governments at the
same time with sufficient fiscal authority to
meet their obligations under collective bar-
gaining,"

While most legislation is silent on this
matter, problems are generally worked out in
advance. We do think, however, that legisla-
tion should adequately oover this very impor-
tant aroa.

1

es author-
1,zo th(39: iscouLregtstaoteir sThrt

_

oolleotivabargaining.
agreements,.

In the private seotor it is taken for
granted that contracts reaohed between the par-
ties are enforceable in the courts. If they
were not, our entire system of labor-management
relations would have broken down years ago.
In public employment, however, we have wit-
nessed the attempts by public management to
evade their contractual obligations under the
theory o sovereignity. This theory goes back
to the divine right of kings and the common
law tradition under which he was the true sov-
ereign. Today, governments, under this theory,
may attempt to exempt themselves from lawsuits
on the basis that they are sovereign. For the
most part, this has been abandoned except b'
the minority of governments who attempt to use
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it to counter efforts of unionization and col-
leotive bargaining by their employees, Oerv-

tainly in oommeroial contracts, governments no
longer use this defense,

Minnesota law requires the oolleotive bar-
gaining agreement to be ratified by resolution
or ordinanoe. The attorney general of the state
ruled that since resolutions and ordinances are
repealable, centraots embodied in them oennot
be binding and therefore are unenforoeable.
Even grievanoe procedures are not mandatory upon
the public) employer.

14. 22.3.11.91L11-14.Efatailinia.0
fiats agreements_providing for union security.

Ars= has some form of union security
provisions in about 40% of its agreements.
These union security agreements exist in more
than a score of states. Various forms of union
security agreements have been upheld by either
attorney general's opinions or the courts in
several states including Washington and New
Hampshire, and by the Miohigan Labor Mediation
Board, Vermont law specifically allows union
security agreements.

Only through membership in the union oan
emplcyees participate democratically in deter-
mining direction, policies and procedures that
the union will follow. It fixes an employee's
rights and responsibilities.

15. LegAslation should not prohibit pub-
lic employee strikes.

Legislation that prohibits strikes may
make strikes illegal, but it does not success-
fully stop strikes. Strikes by public employ-
ees are now explicitly banned by statute, oourt
decision or attorney general opinion in 35
states. They are held to be illegal according
to oommon law in almost all other states. Des-
pite these prohibitions, the number of public
employee strikes grow yearly. These prohibi-
tions prove to be ineffective in the face of
employee frustrations that have no reasonable
foreseeable relief. As a matter of fact, the
most stringent anti-strike legislation is gen-
erally the least effective in stopping strikes.
Legislation must recognize that strikes oan be
prevented by creating mechanisms by whioh the
parties can successfully resolve their differ-
ences. Even under the best conditions, occas-
ional strikes may take place. According to
Arvid Anderson, ohairman of the New York City
Board of the Office of Collective Bargaining,
"the only 10,solute guarantee against strikes
is a police state," Further, the automatic
penalties against strikes contained in some
legislatio..: are simply not workable,

The Pennsylvania Governor's Commission
Report recognized these points in recommending
(except for police and firemen) that a limited
right to strike oe recognized for public em-
ployees,* In what must be considered a land-
mark statement the Report said, ". ,where
collective bargaining procedures have been ex-
hausted and public health, safety or welfare
is not endangered, it is inequitable and unwise
to prohibit strikes," The Report Nrther
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ventured, "tho collective bargaining process
will be strethened if this qualified right to
strike is recognized. It will be some curb on
the possible intransigence of an employer "

The Report further stated, "In short, we look
upon the limited and carefully defined right to
strike as a safety valve that will in faot pre-
vent strikes," The Report also reoommended the
abolishment of mandatory no-strike penalties.

On occasion, the best designed dispute
settling maohinery may breakdown during oon-
traot negotiations. We then faoe the rare im-
passe that is immune to conciliation, media-
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tion, faot-finding with disclosure, cooling
off periods and other sophistioated tools. In
the final analysis, these disputes oan be re-
solved either through oompulsory arbitration
or the strike. In a free society oompulsory
arbitration is abhorrent, The right to with-
hold one's labor rather than work for unilat-
erally determined oonditions of employment
that are unacceptable must be protected. It is
the only demooratioally aooeptable device pro-
viding a final opportunity for the correction
of inequities,

*See ENS, September 1, 1970 (Complete Text)
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First, let us look at what has happened
to the Eoles and ,Fslatiorohip, among teaohers,
administrators, and board members, I shall re-
frosh your memory briefly as to the rapid evo-
iution whioh has taken plaoe in reoent years.
The second and final segment of my remarks will
set forth some of the augalaiLlkial whioh
faoe these three groups.

Turn baok with me to contemplate the con-
dition of teaohers during the Great Depression.
They were eoonomioally desperate and profes-
sionally shamed as a result of the grinding op-
pression of those years, The ohronio boat-
rookers were joined by many oonsoientious, oo-
operative classroom men and women in determina-
tion to band together in self-proteotion, The
teaohers' union gained a foothold in communi-
ties where it oould never have oaught on in
pre-Depres."en years. Education assooiations
began to ex .me a more aggressive posture to-
ward the sonool district authorities. Though
far less positive and powerful than today's
attitude, this new approach began to move
teachers out of the submissiveness of the
Twenties. They had yet to learn how to apply
their developing muscle, but they were on their
way,

The early stirrings of these trends were
stopped short by World War II. The demands of
the oonflict produced a new, if temporary, set
of values. Many issues which had been con-
sidered important in peacetime were overshad-
owed by the wartime needs of the nation.....Xxery,L_
one shelved his personal concerns and gave his
best to the stupendous task facing the oountry4
In this vein, most teaohers naturally put aside
thoughts of aggressive action toward their em-
ployers, and went to war or did their utmost to
help at home.

It was another story when the shooting
ended and citizen-soldiers began to come home.
Millions of Americans, including countless
thousands of teachers, had traveled over the
globe on military duties. Their previously
quiet lives had been given a new orientation.
The monolithic power of the military services
had bred or confirmed in them a dislike for
authoritarian control. If they hadn't been
able to talk back on wartime duty, they could,
and did, now that they were civilians again.

At this point the soaring post-war birth-
rate began to compound the problems facing
schools. As the new waves of babies approached
school age, the need for more classrooms sky-
rocketed, Pew buildings had been built during
the war years. Accumulated obsolescence and
the oncoming surge of enrollments put liens on
large chunks of school funds, leaving less for
salaries,

As the national economy heated up under
the pressure of demand for all kinds of goods
which had been in short supply, the euphoria
ot prosperity spread over the land, The pent.,
up resistanoe of teachers to their genteel
poverty burst out in a surge of action to bet-
ter themselves. More and more men moved into
the teaching profession, Having families to
support, they felt the financial pinch far
more than the previously typical single woman,
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These men added a new dimension of urgency
to the demand for better pay.

Still further enhanoing the stirrings of
teaoher militanoy in the Fifties was the need
for more teaohers, There were not enough pro-
fessionals to man the new classrooms required
for increasing enrollments. Sohool systems
inaugurated the unheard-of praotioe of positive
reoruitment of teachers. Administrators went
to universities and oolleges to woo senior
students, Former teachers were entioed baok
to the olassroom by the thousands. And still
mountainous shortages of teaohers continued to
stagger the nation.

The combined effect of all of these pres-
sures put the teaohers in the driver's seat
for the first time. No longer were they on
their knees to the school board and superinten-
dent, They could go or stay, as they saw fit.
Always there were better positions beokoning
tlsewhere if they were dissatisfied where they
were, This was heady stuff for professional
people who had traditionally accepted the role
of passive workers in an establishment-domi-
nated organization.

Competition between the old-line teaoher
association and the union escalated in the
Sixties as prosperity grew and the demand for
teachers was intensified. The union had im-
proved its image substantially by battling for
teachers during the Depression. It was still
considered somewhat below the dignity of a
professional to join the union. This aversion
A.liated, however, as the boom years moved on.
Definite if unacknowledged competition for the
support of teachers created a divisive atmo-
sphere in many schools. Thus was enhanced the
teachers' feeling of growing power. Now they
had mall choices that were theirs to make.
Less and less did they feel themselves at the
mercy of the administrator and board.

Teachers forgot the good which superin-
tendents had done for them, the.efforts to
provide better classroom salaries and condi-
tions, No longer remembered were the friendly,
personal relationships of other days. It be-
came fashionable to denigrate administrators
as a group and individually. Rumors of un-
popular actions in the central office cropped
up by the dozens and gained rapid credence,
whether or not there was a shred of evidence
to substantiate them. Conversely, any sign
of support for the superintendent earned one
a disagreeable epithet denoting sycophancy.

Militant teacher leaders in both union
and association ranks surged to the front with
dramatic platforms fol battle, There was no
room for moderates, those who retained a sense
of balance. Either they went along or they
kept quiet. Differences in stance between
education association and union dwindled until
at times there seemed to be little to choose
between them.

And so have the teachers of America come,
in an amazingly short span of years, from self-
denying docility to a posture of exciting, in..
toxioating power. Scattering loal mergers
of union and teacher associatiun portend what



many think to be inevitable, a combination of
the two into a nationwide power block with
breath-taking potential for good or ill.

Now what of the school boards? What has
happened to Iblm in the yoars since the Depres-
sion, when their power was at zenith? Because
of their authoritarian background and the over-
supply of teachers in those troubled days,
there was no one to say them nay. Lucky were
the teaohers who could find jobs. Pew dared
utter even mild protest at the grinding which
they were taking from boards who were forced
to cut and cut and cut, Some distriots carried
out these drastic economies regretfully, some
brutally. One board president retorted to a
mild teacher protest, "Go ahead and quit; we
can replace every one of you tomorrow for less
money than we are paying x22." Most boards,
of course, were more humane in effecting what
they held to be necessary reduations. But the
hid fact was obvious, that they were indeed
in the saddle and that few dared to yap at
their stirrups.

From this lofty pinnacle of power in the
schools they consulted nobody, except possibly
the community power structure which doled out
pennies to run the schools. Pew even thought
of inviting teachers to discuss policies or
practices. It never occured to teachers to at-
tend board meetings. In fact, nobody went
there except the oocasionally red-necked citi-
zen who was either so angry or so stupid that
he did not care what happened.

So school boards laid down the law to one
and all. The only teachers who resisted them
were die-hard trouble-makers. Short shrift was
made of these without benefit of charges or
public hearing. A letter or oral message told
them that their employment would be terminated
in June. Thus ended the irritating protest of
some neler do-well who had been so unwise as
to question the quiet but supreme power.

This is not to say that those who sat on
school boards were bad people. They were nat.
They were conscientious citizens who took their
responsibilities seriously. They acted in ac-
cordance with the mores of the day. This was
the way things were done.

And like so many others, then and nolf,
they were reluctant to change. They failed to
sense the new trends that were developing. For
example, in the late Forties one old man who
had served many years on his board reacted typ-
ioally. His superintendent had proposed that
a group of representative citizens be invited
to study the building needs of the district.
Said the old gentleman, looking over the top
of his glasses, "My dear M. Superintendent,
would you have us abdioate?"

This conservatism has survived even into
these roistering years. Not more than three
years ago, I sat beside suoh a moss-back at a
school board conferenoe. The speaker was pre-
senting a reasonable point of view about nego.,
tiations. He said, "School boards are going
to to sit down and discuss polioies with
teattes," Under his breath my dinner oompan .
ion growled, "The hell we will!"

It is fortunate thut suoh stubborn blind-
ness is becoming more and more rare, Many
boards are realizing the need for honest com-
munication between teachers and the board, The
National School Boards Association has set a
fine example by devoting great effort to a
study of this problem, Some state board groups
have also adopted statesmanlike positions on
it.

Yet there is still abroad in the land too
much school board resistance to reality. Re-
fusal to recognize what is happening is ac-
centuating the problems of the schools. Many
a distriot has had more trouble than it needed
to, because of the unwillingness of its board
to join in sincere discussion with teachers.
The resultant hard-nosed confrontation is well
nigh destroying some school systems.

Thus we see the second element of the cur-
rent educational scene, the school boards,
coming down to this juncture too often with an
unyielding and uncommunioative attitude toward
the first group, the teachers. It is not the
toughness that disturbs; it in the failure of
both sides to enter into E221 conversation
with each other. Toughness is to be expected,
and perhaps welcomed. Lack of communication
can be a disaster.

The third leg of the triangle, of course,
is the chief school administrator. What has
befallen him since the Thirties? Many in this
audience can remember when he was one of the
most respected public figures in the community.
After a period of breaking into a position,
his word was law, both with the teachers and
with the board. He knew all of his teachers
personally, and often called them by their
first names. Sporadic efforts by brash young
men teachers to form a union were quickly
stifled by a shake of the superintendent's
head. The PTA kept the parents reasonably well
in check. The top school man related well to
the handful of silent people who controlled
the town. True, there were problems, and he
worried about them, but the shape of things was
stable, There was no thought that the struc-
ture of school power might be shaken or even
destroyed. The continuation of the superin-
tendent's employment depended largely on how
well he did his professional job.

From what now appears in retrospect to
have been an idyllic scene, look where he is
now. He is separated from his teachers by an
ever-widening gap. To them, he is a rascal by
definition. His school system is so large
that he doesn't even know some of the teachers.
His relationships with them are limited by the
new protocol. Friendliness is likely to be
misinterpreted as unwarranted pressure, An
invisible but nonetheless real wall has been
thrown up between administrator and teachers.

The role of the school chief in profesa.
sional negotiations is undefined. Admonitions
of well meaning senior oitimens like myself,
urging dual responsibility to board and teach-
ers, are becoming inoreasingly unrealistic,
The superintendent is being forced toward the
monolithio posture of being the board's man,
As the chief he is sometimes read out of the



looal teaoher rssooiation. Even if still a
member, he is not weloome at meetings, In some
states and (pities, administrators as a group
are either withdrawing or being bounoed from
the teaohor organizations.

This polarization puts the thoughtful
sohool leader in a dilemma, What is he to do at
the negotiation table and how does his aotivIty
there affect his eduoational leadership? If
he is to sit a oss the table from the teaohfrs
and do battle with them as the board's repra-
sentative, will he still be able to deliver as
an inspirational figure in the eduoational de.
liberations of the system? Many dcut that he
can do both suooessfully. So is he to be with.
drawn from the bruising confliot of the bar-
gaining table, and made a mere spectator, in
order to preserve his ability to exercise much
needed expertise in improving the teaching-
learning prooess? And then will anyone listen
to him?

Whatever the resolution of this dilemma
may be, the superintendent today is under fire
from all sides - teachers, the public and even
sometimes the board. He is the loneliest man
in the publio schools today, Let him make a
mistake in judgment and he may well be sur-
rounded by the wolves, attaoking him on all
sides and waiting for a chance to go for his
jugular. The result is the hamstringing, if
not the destruction, of the one figure who
holds the potential for leading all parties to-
ward better eduoation for all ohildren.

Responsibilities of the Groups
Here we end the trilogy in which the

changing roles and relationships among teach-
ers, administrators, and board members have
been brought down through the years to this
point in time. It is logioal now to oonsider
the third. phase of our topic), the responsibil-
ities of the three groups. I shall be blunt
but, I hope, rational in my proposals. It is
no time for pious platitudes.

rirst, thank heaven that the teaohers have
thrown off their submissiveness. They are
standing tall, as well they should. No more
will they tolerate the autooratio put-down
which was perpetrated on them for so long. I
believe, however, that they need to take heed
lest they over-react. They tend, for instance,
to assume that the board can do anvthinR, raise
any amount of money, if it will just muster
the courage to act. This is usually not the
oase. School finance no longer rests only on
local action. There isn't all that much money
available for local taxation anymore. Pew in-
deed are the districts that do not depend in
large measure on state and/or federal support.
It is not simply a matter of the school board
pulling up their socks and raising taxes!

Teaohers must beoome better informed on
money matters. Certainly they will oontinue
to beat on their boards for more and more
funds, and they should. Such action is often
neoessary to combat complacency in the board
room. But that is not enough. They must also
learn the faets of life about school fi0.
nanoe and, most importantly, join the boards
in aggressive search for the needed dollars,
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A second oharaoteristio of teaoher mili-
anoy is the universal drive for salaries, often
to the exclusion of any other objeotive. I am
sure that pay deserves top priority, but the
drive musl inoiude other oonditione of work
whioh have a more direot effeot on the work of
pupil and teacher in the olassroom. Among
these are personnel polioies (suoh as selec-
tion, promotion, and retirement of teaohors)
olass size, and materials and facilities for
instruotion.

The single-minded pursuit of salary im-
provement is too often accompanied by an un-
willingness to ohange methods of instruotion.
The slow rate of osmosis of researoh findings
through the wall of oonservatism into the ()lass-
room is deplorable. There is a real danger
that narrow self-interest will prevent teaoher
from remembering the interests of the ohild.

A third and final observation is that
teacher organizations are often driving for
the dominating power of deoision in school
matters. This must not be! The school is a
publio enterprise, and citizen interest is
paramount. Teaohers should play a large part
in developing polioy but should not hold over-
whelming power.

To the sohool board I also offer three
warnings for the good of publio education.
The right of teaohers to organize and to exert
politioal foroe malt be reoognized. There is
every reason why this is imperative in the in-
terests of better schools. Who better than
the teachers oan work to improve the schools?
Blind refusal to enter into wholehearted nego-
tiations has done incalculable harm to many
schuols. Many intemperate aotions of teach-
ers have been triggered by closed-mindedness
on the part of boards.

I am not suggesting that they should bow
supinely to teaoher demands. I am pleading
for honest and rational debate. Board mem-
bers should recognize and be tolerant toward
the 000asional immaturity of teaoher groups.
Remember, this is a new ball game for them,
toc. They too have much to learn. Why not
more forward toRether, learning by mutual
study?

It is also necessary for sohool governing
bodies to acquire know-how in negotiations.
They cannot say "Hell, no!" Their own demands,
based upon the needs of the schools, ought to
be advanoed with vigor. They might well go
after better professional service, a more ra-
tional method of salary determination, or some
other equally needed change. They need to
learn how te give and take, and hold down emo-
tions as they meet teaohers in contention.

Lastly, boards must faoe up to the fact
that large new dimensions of school finance
must be devised. Political action is inevit-
able and even desirable, with school boards,
teachers, and administrators working together
at all levels of government. Imagine what re-
sults could be gained, for instance, if state
school board associations and state teaoher
organizations would stop opposing eaoh other
in the halls of the legislature and join forces
for the good of the children.
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I come finally to the responsibilities
whioh I see for the school administrator today
and tomorrow, His overriding ohallenge is to
redisoover his professional identity. Can he
serve well both school board and teachers?
Probably not, in many plaoes today, For those
who believe that this oleavage will never hap-
pen where they work, I have real news! They
had better believe it will, and get ready for
it, rather than think it won't and then be
overwhelmed by it. Perhaps the solution will
be a professionally trained negotiator, either
in the employ of the sohools or hired from out-
side. It is worth studying.

The school man also needs urgently to
drive for broader oonoepts of communication
throughout the oommunity. The traditional
press, radio, TV, publications, and so on, are
not enough. The people are not being reached.
The flow must run both ways, not only out but
In, It may be that the Berkeley plan of keep-
ing one citizen on every block fully informed
on schools will do it. Certainly everyone,
administrator, teacher, board, and citizens,
will need to play a part.

My third admonition (professors are ohron-

io advioe-giversl) to superintendents is to
oome out of the seclusion of the independent
sohool distriot and mix it up with every els-
ment of government which exists at the looa3
level, You oan't go it alone any longer, Lven
where schools are oompletely self-governing,
there is need for informal interaction with
city, town, and oounty, Take the school board
and teachers with you, Let them share the spot.
light. They can do some things you can't. Thus
oomes trpe community leadership.

In conclusion, I hope it is obvious that
have been pleading for joint aotion by all

three of us, The frightening alternative may
be the destruction of public education. Other
foroes are waiting in the wings for us to de.
aide whether we are going to consolidate our
efforts or continue to battle eaoh other. They
are ready and eager to take over the job of
teaching children, We can fight among our.
selves while the house burns down around us, or
we oan come out fighting, shoulder to shoulder,
for better schools. Differenoes of opinion,
approaoh, and posture oan and should be main-
tained. The most important task is to join
forces on fundamental issues for the improve-
ment of education for all children.
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What Makes the Teachers So Militant?

This chapter first appeared on the opinion page of the

Albany, New York, Knickerbocker News, and was written by

executive editor Robert G. Fichenberg.
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In Delmar, a gray-haired woman teaoher
with more than 20 years' experienoe and close
to retirement carries a picket sign for the
first time in her life, In Ballston Spa, 135
of the school distriot's 173 teachers form a
phalanx of protest around the sohool and foroe
it to close, In Niagara Fails, a 60 year-old
woman history teaoher appears on the verge of
tears as she says "I never thought I'd ever be
doing this" and marches in a faculty picket
line, In Shrub Oak, a lush Westchester County
suburban community, the school district's 425
teachers refuse to teach,

Why? What's going on with the teachers
here in Metroland and across the state? What
are the situations and issues that have braaght
so many teachers, young and old, conservative
and liberal, to the point where they have been
willing to pass the point of no return and go
on strike, breaking the law and risking jail or
fines, to enforce their demands?

A leader of the Bethlehem Teachers Asso-
ciation, which called (last week's) brief
strike, says:

"The major issue in our situation is not
pay . although pay is always a factor . but our
rights. When you strike for a right, rather
than for money, the possible penalties don't
bother you. The right that we're fighting for
- here in Bethlehem and elsewhere - is the
right to be treated by the board of education
as an equal partnere The board's traditional
paternalistic attitude, in which the board
fostered sort of a father-child relationship
with the faculty, simply cannot be tolerated
any longer. We teachers want to be treated by
the board as equal partners in the educational
planning process and in formulating education-
al policy,"

Asked for a specific example, the Bethle .
hem teacher said:

"The middle school program is a perfect
example. This program was established last
year and the teachers were very enthusiatic
over it, It was a stimulating program and it
give us a chance to do a better job with the
children, We enjoyed it, the children enjoyed
it and it was a satisfying educational experi-
ence, But when we returned to school last
week, we found that during the summer the pro-
gram had been changed. The music and art seg.
ments, for instance, had been cut 20% and some
of the flexibility had been eliminated . all
of this without any consultation with the
teachers.

What we are saying now is that this won't
do. We want a piece of the action, to use the
vernacular. We want the opportunity to dis .
cuss such situations as this with the board .
as equal partners . and to say "Look, this
kind of change will hurt the program" or "This
change would help the program." After all, we
are the professionals in this field and we
should have some say,"

Another Bethlehem teacher, a veteran in
the system, says the crisis is the result of
"an accumulation of years of frustration, high.
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pointed by the Taylor Law, which encouraged
rising expeotations". Ile explained:

"The Taylor Law suggested that the teach-
ers have a right to put forward their views,
to bargain win the school board as equals,
to air their views and to have these views
giNan serious consideration, The Taylor Law
has changed the relationship between teachers
and school boards. The teachers took this law
seriously; some school boards have not, This
was the climax of the situation.

The Bethlehem teacher continued:

"Our faculty never questioned the ract
that the board has the final say. What we're
saying is that the board should take the Taylor
Law seriously and sit down with us and discuss
problems before the final decisions are made.
This is not just a Bethlehem problem; it's
statewide, It was compounded when school dis-
tricts across the state began to vote down
school budgets one after another. At the same
time, we teachers began to become concerned
over problems on school and college campuses
and recognized the need to meet the problem
by making some changes in the educational pro-
oess. This would cost money,

"We tried to get across our ideas, At the
same time, the public was saying "No, No more
money," Administrators, with one eye on the
school board and the other on budget vote,
went along with arbitrary budget cuts. Finally
the teachers decided that the only way they
could be heard would be through drastic action,
We had to impress the board and the public with
the urgency of the problem. To accomplish
this, we had to make an end around the admin-
istrators who were, in effect, blocking our
access,"

A Ballston Spa teacher who has been active
in the faculty action which resulted in last
week's brief strike, also blames the Taylor
Law, but on a different basis:

"The law," he says, "does not give equal
status to both sides. The school board holds
all the trump cards. For instance, when nego.
tiations between teachers and the board reach
an impasse, the law provides that a legislative
hearing be held. But who conducts the hear-
ing? The school board, which acts as judge
and jury, as well as the employer. But beyond
that, there's a long history in school sys-
tems of situations in which administrators
have long since abandoned the classrooms and
lost contact with the students, but continue
to decide what is beat for those students, with
the voice of the teacher rarely heard. This
isn't the way it works in other professions,
in medicine, for instance, where a nospital's
chief of medicine is ohosen by his peers.
What we want, in short, is professional auto.
nomy,"

All of the dozen or so teachers inter.
viewed . most of them active in the affairs
of their faculty associations . indicated they
were deeply distressed over the idea of going
on strike, particularly since this involved
breaking the (Taylor) law.



A Bethlehem social studies teacher saidl

"This was a rough decisipn, I'll tell you
that I didn't sleep very well because of it.
But I'd say this; The law has inadequacies.,
If a present law is in conflict with a higher
law . human rights, for instance - then the law
must be tested, One way is through legisla.
tion; the other is through the courts, The
legislative route seems almost hopeless. This
left the courts, This is the way we chose to
test the law. It's part of our tradition. It
involves risks, to be sure. But everything
worthwhile involves some risk,"

On their feelings about school boards, a
junior high school English teacher seemed to
sum up the teachers' general feeling when he
said;

"Individually, the school board members
are decent, honorable, dedicated people.
They're trying to do a good job. But they've
been operating for years under a system in
which they were the masters and we were the
servants, with no say, It's just a different
ball game now, We're equals. The Taylor Law
says so. That's what this is all about,"

Symbolic Action in South

The whole period of non-violent social
protest, particularly for civil rights, was not
lost on teachers, many of whom participated in
marches in the south. But, if there was any
single symbolic action that impressed them
with the efficacy of direct action, regardless
of the consequences, it was in 1964, when the
Reverend Eugene Carson Blake, then head of the
Presbyterian Church of the U.S.A. and onetime
Albany pastor, accompanied by Mrs. Malcolm Pea-
body, white-haired mother of the then governor
of Massachusetts and wife of the retired Epis-
copal bishop of Central New York, went South to
register their protest against inequality . and
were arrested and jailed.

According to many leading educators, the
lesson of this event deeply impressed many
teachers, indicating to them that large num-
bers of Americans had come to accept direct
action as an appropriate means for for chal.
lenging the status quo - if the cause were
just. All that remained was to translate
teacher demands into social imperatives. The
stage was set.

In resorting to a militancy which includes
striking, even if it means breaking a law, the
teachers appear to be following a national pat.
tern in which an increasing number of individu.
als and groups which by definition and image
normally have not been associated with law..
breakirg or violence have resorted to often
illegal power-play tactics.

This list of examples is long, includes
many famous names and familiar organizations.
Por instance, Orval Paubus and Ross Barnett,
when they were the governors of Arkansas and
Mississippi, respectively, defied the U.S.
Supreme Court's 1954 school desegregation de .
cision and subsequent federal court compliance
orders, which were . and are the law of the

land. More recently, Alabama's George C. Wal.
lace (before and since he has been governor),
L-uisianals Gov, John J, McKeithen and Florida's
Claude Kirk not only defied this law but have
urged their fellow citizens to do likewise, An
ironic twist here is that all these present and
ex-governors are striot "Jaw and order" men when
it comes to issues which coincide with their
own views and political purposes.

Although a 1963 U.S. Supreme Court ruling
prohibits prayers of any Rind in public schools,
on the constitutional grounds of separation of
church and state, many sohool boards are deliber.
ately defying this ruling 0. breaking the law,
if you will - by scheduling prayers in class.
rooms,

New York City's Mayor John V. Lindsay, who
believes that laws should be applied equally,
frequently has paid a heavy price in popularity
for these views when he has carried them into
practice. When he went to court and had the
transit workers union chief, the late Mike
Quill jailed for calling a strike in defiance
of the law, the mayor was painted as the vil-
lain. Likewise, he was pilloried by all sides
when he obtained a similar court order jailing
teachers' union president Albert Shenker for
leading an equally illegal teachers' strike,

When New York City sanitation workers
struck in defiance of the Taylor Law and gar-
bage piled up in the city's streets in putrid
heaps, threatening the health and safety of
the 8 million residents of the nation's largest
city, the mayor asked Governor Rockefeller to
send in the National Guard. The governor not
only refused, but obtained the release of sani-
tation workers union president John DeLury from
jail (where he had been sent on a contempt
order), and undercut the mayor and the Taylor
Law by bargaining separately with Mr. DeLury
and giving him a contract, thereby putting ad-
ditional labor support in the bank for his
present reelection campaign.

Many doctors have, in effect, "struck"
by refusing to accept patients under the Medi-
care or Medicaid programs. The federal postal
workers, historically among the most docile an0
law.abiding of civil servants, struck in de-
fiance of federal no-strike laws, frustrated by
years of congressional inaction on their pay
raise requests and inspired, no doubt, by the
example of the air traffic controllers, who
obtained quick remedial action only after a
series of slowdowns and "sick-ins".

And although it's illegal to cheat on
your income tax rIturn, drive your car over
prescribed legal limits or hunt deer out of
season, how many citizens who consider them.
selves law abiding commit these and similar
transgressions (with their family's knowledge)
while condemning breaohes of "law and order"
by others?

None of this exouses the teachers' decision
to strike, but it provides background and his.
torioal context.

The lactors that resulted in this month's
teacher strikes across the state and nation



have been evolutionary as well as revolution-
ary, Nearly three years ago, James Cass, edu-
cation editor of the Saturday ihyloa, and Max
Birnbaum, director of Ihe tostin1-11111versity
Human Relations Laboratory, co-authored an
article, "What Makes Teachers Militant," whioh
remains one of the clearest analyses of what
is happening to our teachers and their relae
tionship to our schools and communities.

The teachers are only the latest groups,
Messrs, Cass and Birnbaum, wrote, to learn
"that iv is not the justice of the individual
demands that wins inoreased salaries and higher
status from society, but the economic and pol-
itical power of organized groups." So depart.
ing from their traditional image as individual.
istio professionals and non-joiners, they or-
ganized, for what the late Senator Everett Mo.
Dirksen called "more clout".

Moreover, teachers in recent years have
become increasingly more alienated from their
administrators and communities. Many factors
contributed. One is what many teachers con.
sider their communities' ambivalent attitude
toward them - paying respect to teachers in
rhetoric, as on Teacher Recognition Day, but
refusing adequate financial support for schools
for either salaries or facilities, and regard-
ing them primarily as professional servants and
babysitters,

cordijItiglOorthfele=rd:Xtinl; :1111.011!toasacw
been the growing impersonality of the sohool
as it has become larger and more highly struc.
tured, "As enrollments swelled in the postwar
years," the authors note, "education took on
more and more of the features of a "mass prod.
uction process". (Example, Bethlehem Central
High, which has grown from a relatively modest
plant to a huge interconnected complex).

In addition, many dedioated teachers have
been "turned off" by what they consider the in-
creasing, and sometimes unrealistic, demands
that have been made on schools. As writers
Cass and Birnbaum point out, "Americans have
always looked to education as the ulitmate cor-
rective for social ills or the means of meeting
society's needs. Two of three generations ago,
for instance, the schools were assigned the
task of Americanizing our immigrant fathers,
and, at a somewhat later date, were asked to
develop a pool of skilled manpower through vo.
cational education."

More recently they have been charged with
an ever.widening variety of assignment, from
producing a generation of scientists and engie
neers to meet the challenge of the Russians'
Sputnik satellite program to teaching the evils
of alchol and drugs and exploring the intrica.
cies of sex education, The schools . and fac.
ulties . are breaking under the load,

Messrs, Cass and Birnbaum could have been
writing about several well.known Metroland
schools when they reported, "In the suburbs,

with a high level of eduoation among parents,
it is no longer enough to shepherd the children
of the middle class through high school and in.
to college,, The revolution of rising expecta .

tions functions in many contexts, and inoreas .

ing numbers of parents demand that their child.
ren be prepared to compete for admission to the
most selective institutions." Does this sound
familiar out there in Bethlehem, Niskayuna,
Ballston Spa, Colonie Central and points in be.
tween?

Finally, education, in the view of many
professional observers like writers Cass and
Birnbaum, is attracting a new breed of teach.
ers. "Better eduoated than in the past, they
are less "dedicated" and more pragmatio than
their predecessors, They have a surer sense of
their own professional competence; consequently
they resent assignment to non.professional
duties and have less patience with traditional
inadequacies of time, facilities and adminis-
trative support. At home with the new etiquette
of social protest and faced with the growing
impersonality of the educational environment,
today's teachers are responding in predictable
ways,"

In short, old loyalties are crumbling and
new allegianoes are emerging. Lacking the old
devotion to school and community and "threat-
ened by new demands on schools for which nei.
ther experience nor training have prepared
them" (according to writers Cass and Birnbaum),
today's teaohers are turning inward for support
and security. Instead of looking to their
principal or the community for this support,
they are turning to their own teachers' asso-
ciation, their own union,

Perhaps, as education writer Peter Sohrag
has put it in a current magazine article, we
are coming to the end of "the impossible dream"
. a century.and-a-half period during which
Americans expected their schools to guarantee
success and happiness to every boy and girl
willing to go the route and win a diploma,
and to provide the solutions to just about
everything . proverty, racism, injustice, igno-
ranee, drug addiction, immorality.

Somehow, it just hasn't worked out that
way. Perhaps the goals were unrealistic. Per.
haps we haven't been willing to match our goals
with sufficient money: Perhaps we have expected
more of our teochers and schools than we have
demanded of ourselves. And when the schools
and teachers buckled under the strain, we
placed the sole blame on them.

In any event, it is, as one Bethlehem
teacher expressed it, "a new ball game", not
only in education, but in our society. Some
of the stresses and strains have been building
up and erupting in other segments of our sooiety
finally have broken into the open in our school
systems.

And that's what the present teacher mili.
tancy . if that's the correct term . is all
about,



New Jersey Teachers Look at Militancy

This chapter, consisting of a five-part series of ar-

ticles by the New Jersey Education Association, examiLes

the causes, direction and goals of teacher militancy from

the teachers' point of view.



Once, American teachers submissively did
what they wore told and gratefully took what-
ever salary they were offered, Not so today,
Now they aggressively assort their rights and
seek a voice in the terms and conditions of
their employment, The public asks; Why the
difference?

Times have changed, Employer-employee
relationships have changed. Large numbers of
male breadwinners entered teaching. Inevi-
tably, education has changed - and the public)
sohool twitcher, too.

But the biggest single reason for the new
aggressiveness is that teachers have organized
to aot in their own behalf,

"Until quite recently, many teaohers con-
sidered themselves above .t,he business of nego-
tiations and organi?ed aotion," says Mrs.
Franoes Carnoehan oe Trenton, president of the
New Jersey Education Association, "As a re-
sult, teachers have been underpaid, humble0.,
and ignored,"

Teachers are not isolated from the rest
of society. Garbagemen organized; gerbagemen
began earning higher salaries than teaehere.
Bus drivers acted oolleotively; bus drivars
began earning higher salaries than teachers.

"Teauchers Vinally learned that dedication
and professionalism availed them little in the
marketplaoe or at the councils of power," Mrs.
Carnochan says, "To remain quiet was to re-
main powerless and underpaid. Today's teachers
have come to believe that the professional
rights they claim oan be exercised only through
joint action,

"Some people confuse dedioation with
timidity. quite the reverse is so. To be
truly professionalt the teaoher must speak out
for the things he believes

What today's teaohers seek is improved
schools ahd a stronger teaohing profession.
To reach these goals, the typical teacher nego-
tiating package asks such benefits ass

- Smaller olasses to permit more indivi-
dual attention to students,

. Sufficient books and other instruction-
al materials to increase the teacher's effec-
tiveness,

Salaries oompetitive with those paid in
similar professional fields,

- Creation of an Instructional Council to
give teacher associations a role in improving
school offerings and educational quality,

- Guarantees of academic freedom to Zet
teachers explore controversial issues relevant
to topics they are twaohing,

- Fair dismissal procedures to protect
teachers from political pressures and admini-
strative whim,
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"Teachers believe that, in the long run,
nothing will advance the cause of education
more than their efforts to strengthen teach-
ing," says the NJEA President,

Even if the teacher-supply crisis has sub-
sided in soma fields, numbers alone will not
insure teacher quality, Mrs. Carnoohan eau-
tions, "Able oandidates may be attraoted
initially, but they will not stay in teaching
if their fate is to be ignored, underpaid, or
browbeaten,

"Poor working oonditions, inadequate
fringe benefits, and low wages weaken the
teaching profession. Improvements will bring
more talented people into eduoation and keep
them there, Everyone - school boards, teach-
era, students, and parents - will then bone-
fit."

Its

II

The "Magna Carta" for teaohers in New
Jersey is the Public Employment Relations Act
which, for the first time, guaranteed neg6-
tiating rights for public employees. But some
school boards try to bypass the spirit of the
law and - like 13th Century Englishmen - teach-
ers find they sometimes must fight for their
legally-granted rights.

The aot - known as Chapter 303 of the
Laws of 1968 - requires public employers such
as school boards to "negotiate in good faith

respeot to the terms and conditions of em-
ployment" with repreamtatives of employee
organizations.

When the two parties are unable to reach
agreement through negotiations, the aet re-
quires the State to provide mediation - an
attempt to bring the two parties to voluntary
agreement. If mediation fails, the law pro-
vides for a faot-finder to take testimony,
assess the positions of the two parties, and
recommend a settlement.

The effeot of this aot was to establish
a new relationship between public employees
and their employers, says Wa"ter J. O'Brien,
director of development fc .he New Jersey
Education Association. "Wl public boards
previously could deal with their employees en-
tirely as they pleased, now they are reeuirsd
to discuss matters of mutual concern coopera-
tively. When negotiations rail to produce
agreement, the third party can help bring a
reasonable resolution,"

Many school boards are perfeot
to negotiate with their teachers in good faith
and, if necessary, accept mediation and fault-
finding, O'Brien says, These districts esoarn
conflict. However, others comply with the
law grudgingly or not at all. In thse dis-
tricts, impasses often develop,

"In a few districts,4 says O'Brien, "th4
school board insists that teachers hold their
tongues and do as they are told. This atti-
tude is a holdover from the 19th Century,
when most teachers lacked much formal @ducat..
tient mid many were temporary workers planning



an early move to other work,"

Under those conditions, the school board
developed the entire curriculum, made all the
instructional decisions, and adopted elaborate
rules to keep teachers under close scrutiny.
Teachers, for example, were reql,lred to submit
detailed lesson plans to show what and how
they were going to teaoh each day.

In this century, says O'Brien, the s'Itua-
tion has ohangod drastically, Toaohers now
undergo more college training, hold higher de-
grees, and meet higher standards than any who
have gone before.

"Today's teacher is fully qualified to
make deoisions on curriculum, to plan his own
lessons, and to decide how to organize the
school day.

"Who knows more about instruotion than
the instruotors? Who can better recommend
textbooks than the person who must teaoh from
them? Who better knows the educational needs
of the students than the teacher who works with
them each day?

"Today's teaeher wants to be a partner in
decisions that affect the conditions under
which he must teaoh and his students learn.
He refuses to remain silent when ohange is
needed to improve education. Chapter 303 gives
him this voice."

III
Two things frustrate teacher negotiators

in New Jersey, One is that some school boards
do not always act in "good faith". The other
is that, in an impasse, the powers are stacked
against the employee.

Negotiations between employer and employee
have developed as a series of give-and-take
exchanges. The party representing the employee
group submits proposals, presents evidence,
argues for change and improvements. The party
representing the employer reacts with oounter-
arguments and counter-proposals, to which the
employees react, and so on. With good faith,
an agreement acceptable to both sides is
eventually reached,

"The key to harmonious negotiations is
good faith - something required by state
says Jack Bertolino, dirootor of field service
for the New Jersey Bducation Association,
"However, good faith cannot be legislated.
Attitude comes frem within.

"Good faith," says Bertolino, "means keep-
ing an open mind, objeotively weighing the
evidence, trabmitt:ing reasonable counter-propo-
sals, and seeking a decision in the best in-
terests of the sonool system. Because negotia-
t!.ons, by their nature, must be confidential,
good faith also means respeoting the privaoy
of the conference table,"

With more than two years of experience
under the Public kmployment Relations Aot of
1968, teachers have identified these symptoms
of bad faitht

1, Secret collusion among local school
boards to set limits on benefits yet to be
negotiated,

2, Public dissemination by the school
board of the teachers' unwhittled original pro-
posals - usually a000mpanied by an estimate
of the total oost of the entire paokago and its
theoretical effect on the tax rate,

3. Demands for changes in the recognized
bargaining unit while negotiations aro in
progress,

4. Stalling by board negotiators until
after the school budget is adopted,

3. Suggnstions from the school board or
public officials that teachers give up exist-
ing benefits,

"Prom this beginning," Bertolino says, "a
school board sometimes refuses to negotiate in
good faith, ignores state mediation, and re-
jects the recommendations of the fact-finder."

After faot-finding, New Jersey law pro-
vides no further machinery for settling au
impasse. The employee has nowhere to turn.

State law provides nc penalty against pub-
lic) employers who disregard the provisions of
the 1968 aot. The employer can show bad faith
and oan intimidate employee nogotiators with
impunity, Bertolino reports.

But there are penalties available to the
employer to use against employees who retaliate.
The employer oan automatically get a court
order prohibiting a work stoppage, regardless
of the blame or merits in the case.

"The courts have been placed on the side
of the school boards and against the teachers,"
says the NJEA Director. "This creates an im-
balance in the negotiating process. If work
halts, the employee is always wrong and is the
only party ever punished - even if the em-
ployer invited the problem.

"In ajew oases, teaohers believe the
sohool board deliberately provoked a strike so
they could use the police powers of the state
to punish their employees,"

This state of affairs has aroused teacher
bitterness, Bertolino says. Pressures are
mounting for the Legislature to enaot amend-
ments establishing fair balance in the 1968
aot,

Iv
Court decisions have limited the rights

of public employees in NeW Jersey. Teaohars
are seeking new laws to restore "balance" to
the relationship between public employees and
their employing board,

Since 1968, the New Jersey Supreme Court
has placed three limitations on the actions
public employees can take in an impasse with
their employer, says Li', Frederick L. Hipp,
executive secretary of the New Jersey Eduoa.
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tion Association, The court has ruledo

1, That public employees so far are not
guaranteed any right to strike, The court
reached this decision despite the faot that
neither the New Jersey Constitution nor state
law contains any prohibition against a strike
by publio employees. The oourt based its de-
cision on "common law".

2. That public employees vannot even ool-
lectively quit their jobs if they are dissat-
isfied with their employer,

That the New Jersey Public Employment
Relations Commission has no power to enforoe
the rights given to public employees by the
Public Employment Relations Act, Since this
took offset as Chapter 30) of the Laws of 1968,
some employee groups have oharged their em-
ployers with suoh violations as intimidating
employee negotiators and refusing to negotiate
in good faith. PERO originally handled these
cases, but a 1970 Supreme Court decision has
put them into the courts.

Dills have been introduced in the State
Legislature to alter the "imbalanoe" caused by
these decisions, says Dr. Hipp.

Assembly Bill 1255 would give PERC the
power to enforoe the rights given to public
employees in Chapter 303. "Under A-1255, PERC
could hear and decide charges made by either
side and order appropriate remedies," says the
NJEA executive,

"This would be a quicker and less expen-
sive way for public employees to secure their
legal rights than taking every case to court."

Assembly Bill 1200 contains recommenda-
tions by Walter Pease, the Plainfield lawyer
who was PERC's first ohairman, to end the in-
junctions against a public work stoppage that
now are automatically issued by the Superior
Court, Pease's recommendations would let the
judge consider:

1. The equities of any strike by pnblic
employees,

2. Any mitigating ciroumstanoes.

3. Whether the public employer, by its
conduct, had provoked the strike.

4. Efforts by the employee organization
to prevent the strike,

5, The respective positions of the parties
In meeting their lo,Tal obligations,

Under A-1200, the judge oould still issue
an injunction if, in his opinion, the strike
posed a clear and pr,esent danger to public
health or safety. The court would also issue
the injunction if the employees had failed to
use all legal procedures for settling the im-
passe.

"No one in our present procedure makes any
attempt to determine who is relponsibls for a
strike by public employees," Dr. Hipp says.
"The court hearing would air the issues public-

ly and expose bad faith on either 3ide, In
suoh cases, a vindictive employer 1,;.1 no

longer use the oourts to fine and imprison his
employees,"

A-1200 would increase public pressures for
peaoeful settlements of disputes in the public
sector, the NJEA executive believes, "When an
employer knows that his position will be backed
by a oourt injunction, there is little motive-
tion to try to negotiate a settlement. Remov-
ing the one-sided injunotion would restore
balance to the negotiations process,"

Prooedures now exist for public employees
to pursue professional goals and welfare.
What's ahead in teacher-board relationships?

"The future probably holds harmony rather
than conflict," prediots Lewis A. Applekate,
direotor of public relations for the New Jersey
Edueation Association.

"In other states with similar laws, con-
flict lingered for several years until both
sides learned how to use the new procedures
and granted the other party his due. In New
Jersey, we are probably in the later stages of
this type of unnecessary conflict,"

Teachers will not abandon the goals they
have set for improving their own status and the
quality of education in their schools, Apple-
gate says, Nor will school boards forget their
responsibility to weigh their every action
against the needs of children and the aspira-
tions of the community.

"But with more experience, education, and
a few adjustments to establish fair balance in
the New Jersey Public Employment Relations
Act," the NMI Director says, "relationships
between teachers and school boards should soon
stabilize."

Sohool boards will have to aooept that
state law requires them to negotiate with
teaohers on all of the terms and oonditions of
employment, Applegate says. The public will
have to understand that negotiating proposals
- the ideal differ vastly from negotiated
settlements - the practical.

The public must understand that negotia-
tions oannot be conducted in the open, NJEA
says, Negotiations, by their nature, are con-
fidential. The presence of spectators would
inhibit the free exohange of ideas. A public
presenoe might polarize the negotiations, foro-
ing both aides into inflexible positions.

The school board should listen to the
publio and weigh their suggestions, the NJEA
Director says. But at the negotiating table,
the public interest is protected by the school-
board members,

"If admitting the public would help the
parties reach agreement," Applegate says, "both
sides would weloome it. To the contrary,
teacher organizations and school boards almost
unanimously oppose opening negotiations to the
public,"
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The public should not neoessarily become
alarmed when an impasse is declared, Applegate
says, "State law provides ways to resolve dis..
putes, Some school boards even plan for their
negotiations to end in mediation or fact-find-
ing, It takes them off the hook,"

"We believe the best means of establishing
harmony lies in mutually acceptable agreements
cooperatively developed by employer and em-
ployees," Applegate says,

"With good faith on both sides, necotia-
tions should regularly bring agreement, When
honest differences arise, state mediation or
fact-finding should resolve them,

"All partitos must recognize that proposals
by teachers and deliberations by sohool boards
oan have but one ultimate goals improvement of
service to the public,"

3 1
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Impasse Resolution in the Public Sector

This chapter by William R. Word was first presented as

an address to the 15th Annual Southeastern Conference on

Collective Bargaining in Knoxville, Tennessee.
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In the early 1960's government employees
in several states and municipalities were given
the right to negotiate with their employers
over wages, hours and working oonditions; bit
they were not given the legal right to strike,
The question :1st how effective oan oolleotive
ba47gaining in the public seotor be without the
right to strike?

In the private sector, "the possibility
of a strike is a prerequisite of free collee.
tive bargaining, just as the possibility of
war is indispensable to national sovereignty.
This is not to say that either wars or strikes
are desirable, but simply that they are harder
to eliminate than appears at first glanoe and
that any effort to eliminate them requires
some alternative way of settling disputes,"1
If the politioal judgment i$ made that strikes
should not be a part of the collective bargain.
ing prooess in the public seotor, then the prob-
lem arises as to whether acceptable prooedures
can "be evolved which will provide equitable
treatment to the employees of the public with.
out impairing performanoe of the essential
functions of representative government?"2

One prooedure whioh is becoming widely
used in the resolution of negotiation disputes
in the publis sector is factfinding. Typioally,
the factfinding procedure is invoked when
either the public employer or the employee or-
ganization, or both, notify a state labor oom-
mission that their negotiation efforts have
reaohed an impasse. The commission usually
sends a representative to investigate the bar-
gaining situation to determine whether a fact.
finder should be appointed. During the inves-
tigation the commission's representative might
attempt mediation if he thinks his efforts
would further the progress of negotiations. If
the situation warrants, and mediation fails,
the representative will certify to the commis-
sion that an impasse has been reached. The
commission then appoints a factfinder who, in
turn, holds a hearing and makes public recom-
mendations.

These recommendations are not binding -el
the negotiating parties, but the conventional
wisdom is that the parties will usually accept
the recommendations because of the fear of
publio criticism. Thus, factfinding is a pro.
cedure designed to settle negotiation impasses
by giving the bargaining process the needed
measure of finality without resorting to eco-
nomic warfare.

Change 'as been the nature of public em-
ployereemployee relations in the last twenty
years, with government sovereignty the con.
trolling issue. If the government, in the role
of the public employer, is the sovereign power,
then it can reserve the right to determine the
wages and working conditions of its employees.3
This was the traditional view espoused by gove
ernment administrators in many states and muni-
oipalities and aocepted by the public until as
late as the 19301s$ Then, the concept of
sovereignty underwent a reappraisal as the pub.
lio seotor expanded and the number of public
employees increased significantly.

This growth in public employment was a
natural organizing target for American Fedora.

tion of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organiza-
tion (APLeCIO) unions such as the American
Federation of State, County and Municipal Em-
ployees (APSCME), American Federatioh of Teaoh.
ors (APT) and the International Association of
Fire Fighters (IAFF) as replaoements for the
National Eduoation Assooiation (NEA) and varie
ous benevolent polioe and firemen's societies,

Publio employees and their representatives
began to question the popular notion that the
basio seourity of government employment and
its proteotion by the Civil Servioe system
compensated for a wage differential between
publio and private employment, Job seourity
was now oommonplaoe among most white-oollar
employees in the private seotor,

The result was that the rationale behind
the concept of government sovereignty in re-
gard to public employer-employee relations
began to be examined. Was the sovereignty con.
cept being used by public employers as an ex-
()use for maintaining the unilateral and possi-
bly inequitable imposition of its employees'
terms and conditions of employment?4 Or, is
it possible that this partioular applioatio.1
of government was no more than a politieal
stratagem being used by the existing social
ordeeP

These two questions seem to be enough
evidence to indicate that the absolute nature
of sovereignty was doubted by at least a few.
This rising trend of diecontent approached the
idea of sovereignty from a different point of
view. The question was raised* If the goy.
ernment is sovereign, might it have the right
to delegate some of its sovereignty? The
general answer appeared to be that "inherent
in 14e concept of sovereignty...is the Right
o..r. he state to elect to surrender some of

aovereign powo.J:s, and such an election
occurs when a state agrees to negotiate with
its employees concerning tl)eir terms and
conditions of employment."0 This alternative
application of government sovereignty was
made by several states and municipalities in
the 10601s.

When they began to negotiate formally
with government administrators under something
analogous to private sector collective bare
gaining, public employees were forced to make
a slight, but important, change in tactics.
Before they were given the right to bargain,
publio employees tried to raise wages and its-
prove their working conditions by lobbying.
But, with the right to negotiate and the in
troduction of factfinding, the immediate con.
cern of publio employees shifted to the publio
in general. Instead of trying to persuade
legislators to vote for a wage increase, the
faotfinding approaoh assumes that public em.
ployees will attempt to arouse favorable pub.
lio opinion and let the public pressure the
legislative body. Such an appeal to the gen.
eral public was always an alternative, but the
basic approaoh was lobbying. Even under fact.
finding, the employee organization may ocloa..
sionally revert to lobbying, When a negotiated
agreement is reached, both parties may have to
try to persuade the legislature to implement
the agreement, Any time the public employer



does not hays fiscal resnonsibility, this pos.
sibility exists.

Another exception would involve the em.
ployee organization going direotly to the leg.
islature when the publio employer rejects the
recommendations of the factfinder. But, even
with the exceptions under both approaches, the
ohange is basic; and the responsiveness of pub.
lio opinion is important beoause in publio seo.
tor negotiations publio opinion is supposed to
substitute for economio persuasion,7

Public Employee Legislation

The oities of New York, Philadelphia and
Cincinnati pioneered in the development of pub.
lio employment negotiations, Their innovating
efforts came about oven with the existence of
such restrictive laws as the Condon.Wadlin Aot
in New York State and the Ferguson Act in
Ohlo,8 This early development was largely
necessitated by the political and economic
strength of the labor movement in these urban
areas. Many of the public employees in these
cities were organized by AFL-CIO affiliated
unions as opposed to the benevolent associa.
tions that were prevalent in the smaller and
less metropolitan areas of these states.

The first state to pass a general munici-
pal statute requiring collective bargaining in
the public seotor was Wisconsin in 1959. This
law was amended in 1962 to provide for the in-
stitution of faotfinding to be administered by
the Wisconsin Employment Relations Commission
(VERC). The federal government granted its
employees the rights of reoognition and nego-
tiation in the Kennedy Exeoutive Order #10988
in 1961. The major difference in the federal
and Wisconsin procedures was that most federal
employees were not given the right to negoti-
ate over wages. In 1965, Connecticut, Miohigan
and Massaohusetts adopted most of the basio
provisions of the Wisconsin Municipal Statute;
and in 1966, Rhode Island also followed Wis-
oonsin's lsad in passing its public employee
bargaining law. In 1967, New York State final.
ly replaced the Condon-Wadlin Aot with the
Taylor Law, which granted New York City certain
freedoms to maintain independent procedures.9
However, in 1969, the Taylor Law was amended to
make the penalties for strikers similar to the
restriotive provisions of the defunot Condon.
Wadlin Act.

Factfinding's Relative Success

In judging the relative effectiveness of
faotfinding in substituting for the strike and
generally complementing negotiations, it seems
necessary to ask two questions: (1) How suc.
cessful has the faotfinding procedure been in
resolving negotiation impaeses? (2) Has this
settlement procedure operated in such a manner
that it will be a viable alternative in the
future?

In order to derive some empirical evidence
concerning these two questions, questionnaires
were sent to public employers, employee organi.
zations and factfinders who had participated
in tho faotfinding procedure in Wisconsin and
New York, State, The following presentation is
a summary of the results of that inquiry. 10

Paotfinding appeared to be successful in
resolving negotiation disputes; in over 90% of
the impasses in which r000mmendations were
written, agreements resulted, Two of the more
pertinent reasons for this suooess seemed to
be the negotiating parties' respeot for their
faotfinder and his r000mmendations, s&ich were
usually the basis for agreements even after ona
or both of the negotiating parties had initial.
ly rejected the factfindor's reward.

Successfully resolving a negotiation dis-
pute with factfinding, hoNever, does not neoes.
sarily mean that the procedure in general is
etwoessful in promoting future collective bar.
gaining in the public sector, (An examination
of the nature of negotiations before the ini-
tiation of the faotfinding procedure revealed
an absence of a substantial number of good.
faith negotiation situations and a lack of
significant negotiation progress in many oases.
These results suggest the possibility that the
parties might tend to overutilize the prooedure
in the future by failing to truly negotiate
before initiating factfinding. In addition to
less than favorable negotiation situations,
one or both of the negotiating parties rejeoted
the faotfinder's recommendations in 39% of the
oases, and public opinion was usually unable
to influence these negotiating parties. These
last two observations appear to indicate a lack
of the needed quality of finality in the fact-
finding procedure.

On the basis of the above evidence, it was
concluded that faotfinding was an effeotive
complement for oollective bargaining process,
but not necessarily an adequate substitute for
the strike. And, though the factfinder and
his recommendations have usually prOduced some
type of agreement, it is possible that public
seotor factfinding will not meet the test of
time. Consequently, attention must be direoted
to alternative solutions.

ShouNtause Hearings

According to George W. Taylor, the show.
oause hearing is designed to "insure due prooess
consideration of diverse olaims. e11 The amended
Taylor Law in New York State requires the negos
tiating parties to show oause before the ap-
propriate legislative body if they rejeot the
factfinder's recommendations. By foroing the
rejecting party to defend himself before the
final decision-making body, the hearing pro.
vides the negotiating parties with another
forum through whioh the dispute may be settled.
Having to justify his position could induce the
rejecting party to reconsider his decision.
If a mutual agreement is not reached, then the
legislature can impose the terms of employment.
But thess are not necessarily the terms recom.
mended by the factfinder.
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There seems to be little doubt that the
showscause hearing has made some contribution
to the resolution of impasses. Sevaral New
York, State employee organizations expressed
the feeling that the faotfinder's recommends.
tions might have been ignored without suoh a
procedure. They also pointed out that somes
times the hearings produced counteroffers from
either the publio employer or the legislature.
The existence of these legislative counteroffers



would appear to impair the proposition that
publio employer rejeotions necessarily result
in unilateral impositions, For these and othur
reasons, over 70% of the employee groups fa.
vored show-oause hearings.

The show-eause hearing appears to have
some weak points which might outweigh its oon.
tribution. One problem arises when the hearing
is automatioally introduoed after a rejection.
Guaranteeing this additional appeal oould
negate the faotfinderls efforts in persuading
the parties to aoeept his recommendations.12
The tendenoy might be for more rejections and
an extension of disputes, impairing the final.
ity quality of factfinding.

Another oomplication exists when the pub.
lic employer and the legislative body are
identicdl, as they are in many New York State
same' systems, In these cases, the public) em.
ployer would probably find it easy to justify
his rejeetion to himself. Even in those in-
stanoes where the public employer does not
exercise the legislative function, it might be
more fruitful to have representatives of the
legislative body, with some direction from
their members, on the negotiating team. The
existence of legislative participation and
guidelinen during negotiations could possibly
enhance bargaining progress and result in more
settlements in which factfinding was not needed

Strike

The focal point for disputes in the private
sector is the strike. In the public sector,
factfinding is the intended substitute. Fact.
finders in both Wisconsin and New York State
seemed to express an uncertainty about the
factfindingls adequacy as a strike substitute.
Forty-seven percent said factfinding was not
adequate, 36% thought the procedure was, and
17% were undecided. The opinions of these fact.
finders might help to reinforce a conclusion
that factfinding has made some contribution to
public employment bargaining, but whether it is
sufficient or not is far from assured.

One proposal that has been made to
strengthen factfinding is to combine the pro.
cedure with a selective right to strike. Sev-
eral authorities favor giving employees the
right to strike if the public employer rejects
the factfinderls recommendations. The argument
is that an employer rejection, and with it the
possibility of a unilateral imposition, justi.
fies protective action by the employees who
are in danger of losing a favorable award.

The factfinders, however, were not very
favorably inclined to this proposal. Only 29%
indicated a preference for a strike after an
employer rejection. One reason for opposition
to the proposal could be the potential tendency
for it to affect the factfinderls award. If
the faotfinder views his primary function as
the resolution of disputes and not the previ.
sion of an equitable judgment, he might issue
a report more acceptable to the employer.13

On the other hand, an aftererejeotion
strike possibility could persuade public em.
ployers to accept recommendations which were
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completely out of line with the bargaining
situation, After all, ractfinders cau make
mistakes, Another possibility is that the
proposal might tempt employees to extend liege.
tiations to faotfinding with the oortainty
that they could strike if the employer rejected,
All these possibilities oould result in a more
ineffective factfinding prooedure, Also, if
strikes are acceptable after an employer re.
jeotion, the functional basis for faetfinding
as a strike substitute is undermined,

There are several reasons for advocating
an unlimited right to strike in the public
sector as a replaoement for faotfindings (1)
Given suffioient stimuli, strikes will occur
anyway, (2) Meaningful oollective bargaining
may be impossible without the right to strike,
(3) The right to strike might make both parties
more responsible; the result could be lewer
strikes, (4) Pactfinding might not be an
adequate substitute for the strike, (5)
Strikes seem to arouse more political and
social pressure than factfinding. (6) Illegal
strikes may encourage contempt for the law.
(7) There might be a tendency to overestimate
the aotual severity of public employee strikes
on the public interest.

Granted these positive factors, the pub.
lie still might not be ready to legalize the
right to strike in the public sector, The
continuous operation of all government services
could be basic to the preferences of the elec.
torate whether the absence of a particular
operation would endanger the community or
merely create a temporary inconvenience. But
it is important that the public consider the
consequences of their Jloice,

Compulsory Arbitration

In the private sector, the representatives
of both union and management have traditionallir
rejected the use of compulsory arbitration for
the resolution of their negotiation disputes,
Two major reasons seem to be the belief that
an independently negotiated agreement is easier
to live with and that negotiation progress may
be impaired by an automatic arbitration pro-
cedure. Another problem arises because of the
uncertainty of whether an award will actually
be accepted. In the public sector, the use
of compulsory arbitration involves a further
problems the delegation of a legislative
function. There is also the possibility that
compulscry arbitration will increase "face.
saving" by insulating the parties from public
opinion. This last objective may not be too
important, given the relative influence of
public opinion in factfinding,

Whatever misgivings the employee organi.
zations might have had about compulsory arbi.
tration, the considerations did not seem suf.
fioient to prevent these public employees from
expressing a preference for this prooedure
over both faotfinding and the strike. In
answer to the question of how they would pre.
fer to settle negotiation impasses in the
public sector, 35% of the employees favored
compulsory arbitration and 30% endorsed media.
tion, Faotfinding was preferred by 18% of
the employees and strikes oy only 17%.
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Several factors may help explain this pre .
forence for compulsory arbitration, Employee
frustration could have resulted from employer
rejections and from diffioulty in getting fact.
finders' awards implementeo, A general belief
by employees that their bargaining position is
so weak as to require a more binding alterna-
tive may be another explanation, Employee in .
experience with colleotive negotiations and
faotfinding oould also be a contributing factor

Compulsory arbitration has beer, and is
being, used in the public sector, In Canada,
public employees are given the choice between
the right to strike and compulsory arbitration
before each negotiating session. The great
majority of these employee groups have chosen
the arbitration route, and most of the agree.
ments have been reached without a referral to
arbitration,14 Michigan and Rhode Island have
legislated compulsory arbitration for fire and
police bargaining impasses, with the latter
state's aot having been successfully tested
for constitutionality. Voluntary, but binding,
arbitration was used to settle the 1968 dis-
pute between New York City and its sanitation
employees, This use of compulsory arbitration
by the public sector, especially in the United
States, seems to suggest that the delegation
problem is not insurmountable.

As an approximation to compulsory arbitra-
tion, Mayor John Lindsey has suggested another,
more binding step for the impasse procedure.
His proposal would entitle the New York City
Office of Collective Bargaining (00B) to make
binding decisions for the negotiating parties
in the event a panel's award is rejeoted,15
The success of this proposal, if implemented,
would possibly be tied to the parties' accep.
tame of the tripartite nature of the OCD which
has seven members, three impartial, two labor
and two city. For the board to Wter an im-
passe panel's award after a rejection, the af.
firmative vote of at least one labor and one
city member would be required. If the OCB
failed to take action in thirty days, the im-
passe panel's recommendations would become
binding.16

This proposal might improve the finality
quality of the total impasse procedure but, at
the same time, distract from collective bargain-
ing efforts. If the OCB altered many recommen-
dations and neVer punished the rejecting party
with a less favorable award, the negotiating
parties could have a tendency to extend nego-
tiations past the impasse panels. The more
binding alternative, however, mit4ht prove a
complement to faetfinding if the OCB altered
only a small percentage of the rejected recom.
mendations, Regardless of how the OCB acts,
would the possibility of a binding award deter
negotiation progress?

In deciding upon what impasse procedure
to employ, major consideration should be given
to the procedure whieh encourages negotiation
progress; for that reason compulsory arbitra.
tion is used infrequently. Does this specifi.
cation mean that binding arbitration should be
discouraged in the public seotor? Jacob Finkel.
man stated that "in the public sector, if pub.
lio employees are denied the right to strike
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and if they are faced by an adamant management,
collootive bargaining may become an exercise in
futility, To speak of collective bargaining
in such circumstances as being rendered inef..
feotive by oompulsory arbitration is to shut
one's eyes to the facts of life, There is no
guarantee to either party that it will gain by
going to arbitration,"17

Arvid Anderson, in expounding on the use
of voluntary and binding arbitration in criti.
cal disputes, was "not persuaded that the
possibility of arbitration will mean that the
parties will automatically abandon their ef-
forts to reach a settlement by colleotive bar-
gaining in favor of settlement by a third
party,o18

A greater guarantee of negotiation prog.
ress might result from the adoption of a com-
pulsory arbitration proposal made by Carl
Stevens.19 His proposal is based on two essen-
tial concepts. First, "either party can invoke
arbitration (in which event it is never re-
fused)" and second, "a tripartite arbitration
authority (or a one-party authority operating
without hearing) bases its awards on the
one.or-the-other princiP1e."20 Under ale
second concept both parties would be required
to submit a proposal for settling the dispute,
and the arbitrator or panel could choose only
one.

The thought of h ving to settle on the
basis of the other party's recommendations is
supposed to produce more compromises during
negotiations. And, the uncertainty of the
arbitrator's award (it cannot be a compromise)
in this twist to compulsory arbitration could
make it a more effective substitute for the
strike than factfinding. According to Stevens,
"the availability to the parties of an arbi-
tration stratesy under this type of system
would seem to serve some of the functions
usually associated with a strike strategy.
For example, the arbitration strategy affords
a technique for imposing a cost of disagree-
ment and thus for invoking the negotiatory
responses of concession and compromise."21
This proposal appears to exhibit ufficient
promise to merit a trial in those situations
in which the. negotiating parties have already
had some bargaining experience.

Summary

lith the absence of the strike deadline
and significant public pressure, the factfind-
ing procedure may lack an important quality .
finality, The show-cause hearing and the
strike after an employer rejection involve
modifications of the factfinding procedure.
But these suggestions appear unfkANcrable be.
cause they seem to weaken the role of the
factfinder and his recommendations. Several
reasons were presented to justify the employ.
ment of the strike as a replacement for fact.
finding, but this possibility was also re.
jected because of the unlikelihood of public
acceptance. So, despite the customary oriti.
oisms surrounding its use in settling negotia .
tion impasses, oompulsory arbitration (requir.
ing the arbitrator to use the one-or...the-other
principle in issuing his award) seems to be a
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Teaoher etrikes are inoreasengly beooming
a fact of life in our employee sooiety. Some
of the reasons for them are eeonomio, otemo
non-eoonomio; some are real, others imagined,
Low wages, poor working conditions, overorowded
classes, inadequate faoilities, unimaglnative
ourrioulm, lack of deoision-making opportunie
ties, ana loss of status and prestige aro
o:ten-olted oauses of teacher strikes.

Public attitudes twoard teacher strikes
are primarily negative, Students, their rar-
ents, and their representatives in government
are against strikes, They argue that the use
of et Witant tactic) as a means of resolving
disputes constitutes "a disregard for the *du-
oational noeds of the ohiloe;en," "an irrespon-
sible action," "a bad exampe to students,"
"a deliberate disrege,rd for the public) wel-
fare," "a oonsoious defiance of the lawt" and
"a blatant misuse of power," These critics
are joined by some from within the teaoher
ranks led by the Nationa.:. Educational Associa-
tion, whioh denounce strikes as "unprofessional
behavior",*

A oasual examination of strike statistios
leads us to believe that the negative stance
expressed in the anti-etrike law provokes,
rather than prevents, strikes. For nue thing,
the public reaotion of 4fighting fire with
fire" ultimately results in levy defeats and
a reduotion in all services, the very things
the teachers wee fidhting against, For an-
other, punitive anti-strike laws are being
violated rey teachers with a calculated payoff
in mind.

This negative approach has not brought
the hoped for results; what is needed is a new
and positive approach that enables teachers
to secure equity without oolleotively with-
drawing servioes, The objective of this arti-
cle is twofold: to evaluate ourrent public
attitudes toward teacher strikes as expressed
threugh anti-strike laws; and to propose two
feasible alternatives to the strike.

A Critique of Anti. Strike Laws
The "teaoher strikes" issue is a conflict

between goals: (1) tesoherst Peeedom to bar-
gain oolleotively and ultimately to strike,
bringing about a joint determination of wages
and employment conditions; and (2) continued
operation and maintenance of the public school
system. It is largely because of this con-
flict that the use of the strike by public)
school teachers has become so eoneroversial.

The current school of thought promotes
the second goal at the expense of the first.
Most of the formulae it offers involve an
exohange of freedom for security. The medium
of exchange commonly used is a legislative
ban on serikes, The freedom that is surren-
dered is the teachers' freedom to bargain

*There are rive professional values which
are believed to be imperiled by strikes of this
kinds the service ideal; the moral basis of
professional claims; the commitment to shared
and cooperative decisloaemaking; the oommite
went to reason; and the pursuit of distinotion,
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collectively end effectively. Th° security
offered is the "convenienoe" of the iarget
etudent population.

Should fundamental liberties be exchanged
for expedienoy? Should anti-serike laws be
kept on the books unohanged despite their ine.
effectiveness? Should teachers and other public
employees continue to be denied the right to
strike that other workers eajoy? The answers
to these questions are ventral to a fair
oritique of the teacher strikes issue, Our
overall theme is this; anti-strike laws lack
a teohnioal, logioal, and praotioal roundation
for their existence, They aro not only anti-
demooratio in spirit, but illogical and unpro-
duotive as well,

Teohnically, the institutien of oolleotive
bargaining requires two basic conditions: the
presenoe of two autonomous, oolleotive parties
at the bargaining table; and the right of eaoh
party to apply pressure on the other and to use
the ultimate economic) weapon it possesses
(i.e,, the strike in the case of the employees;
the lookout in the case of the'emp,oyers), It
is meaningless to talk about free collective
bargaining for public school teaohers without
granting them the right to etrike. Without
that right, used or not, negotiation s inevi-
tably yodels:led to oapitulation, As Professor
Taylor states in hie article, "The Public
Interest in Ceeleotive Negotiations in Educa-
tion," in T _a her , AdministrOore, mo.

av ar ang, There is, moreover, un o
tunate ev ence that some governmental edminie
strators tend, oonsoiously or not, to rely
upon the ban on strikes as a license for the
arbitrary exercise of prerogatives and as im-
munity against their failure to negotiate in
good foith with employees. The public onus
for strikes in the governmental area should
not always be limited to the employee organiza-
tions involved."

Reeponsible union leaders also question
anti-strike laws for the same teohnioal reeve
eons, They oppose an outright ban on strikes,
accompanied by penalties, whioh would inter-
fere with the effective development of oolleo-
tive bargaining. They argue that the publio
interest will best be served when government
negotiates rather than legislates.

Public Officials Agree
Publeo offioials, too, mirror this oviti-

oism of the antiestrike laws. They argue that
the United States is one of the very few demo-
cratic oountriee that has a flat prohibition
against publio employee strikes, The socialist
countries, the Latin Ameri.an military regimes,
and the authoritarian governments of Spain
and Greece prohibit public employee strikes,
But most European oountries, including England,
Franee, Sweden, and Italy, grant persons work-
ing for the government the right to strike in
order to bring about changes in their condi-
tions of employment,

1r addition to the technical argument
againee anti-strike laws, there is a reiated
logical one, Contrary to popular expeotations,
the enactment )f the anti-strike laws by so



many states provided a classic example of the
"end" not justifying the "means," The dend"
pursued by such laws was the continued opera-
tion of the public school system, The "means"
employed was to outlaw all strikes involving
public employees despite the laok of over-
whelming evidence:: that strikes have had a
lasting detrimental effect on the public.

The effect of this preemptory legislative
action was, and is, to deny teaohers and other
public: employees their inherent right to de-
termine how and under what conditions they
will worle. If there were no legislative ban
on strikes, oritios of teaoher militancy would
be unable to charge that the "end does not
justify the means" when teaohers go on strike,
As Albert Fondy says in his article in the
Winter 1970 avenging 4ducWon, "Therefore, if
the 'end doesn't justify the means, is an ao-
oeptable prinOple, then the anti-strike laws
have no sound legioal foundation for their
existence. Consequently, these laws cannot
reasonably be a logical basis for declaring
strikes to be an impre:ser 1means1 for teaohers
to employ, beoause the anti-strike laws had to
exist ,efore the strikes could be oonsidered
illegal and hence an unsuitable means for use
by teachers."

There is still another simple and prag-
matic argument against anti-strike laws. If
these laws prevented strikes, no effort would
be made to change them.. A quick glance at
strike statistics, however, makes it painfully
clear that strikes in the public sector are
on the rise, not on the decline. There were
only 15 strikes in 1958. Last year, according
to Detainees Nalk, there were 234. Along with
this recent upsurge of strikes by public em-
ployees in general, those on the part of
teachers have also increased, In the August
1967 Monthly Labor Aeviaw, Glass says that
during the period 1956.1966, there were only
35 reoorded teacher strikes. But the year
1966 marked a sudden upswing, with thirty-
three stoppages recorded, folicwed by an addi-
tional 11 in the first quarter of 1967. This
trend ie bound to continue as teachers, sani-
tation workers, and other government employees
take note of the postal strike and its oute
come.

Teachers and public employees alike are
weighing the results of abiding by the law
against defying it. "We are beyond abstract
lessons in legaliy," says Albert Shenker,
president of the United Federation of Teachers
"Perhaps it is a bad lesson to be learned, but
the City (of New York) has oonvinoed ur. that
striking brings us gains we cannot get any
other way," The punitive laws appear to be
provoking rather than preventing strikes.

A number of observers of the American
labor relations scene support the contention
that a legislative ban on strikes is sorely
ineffective, Ae quoted by fl. Neirynok in the

Jourevel, "It is no answer to the
prob em of preventing strikes of government
employees to outIaw the strike by legislation.
These have proved unworkable and mostly :utile
If conditions become utterly intolerable, pubs
lisp employees will quit en mese, call it a
strike or otherwiaeo"

Seitz in the J jpjj te Bullx eums all
of these thoughts, t must be acknewledged,,,
that regardless of public opinion toward
strikes, and no mateer what legal barriers may
be raised by legislawres or courts, public
employee strikes will never be entirely eli-
minated."

We can see then, that the legislative ban
Which was hoped to be a cure for the teacher
etrike problem is merely an action which may
incite further complications and, in the final
analysis, may oause more strikes than it pree
vents. It is precisely for this reason that
the so-called wrong way (anti-strike) isms are
now being re-examined by the law-making bodies
of several states with the intent of amending
or repealing them.

In summary, the teohnioal, logioal, and
pragmatic arguments against anti-strike laws
point to the need to develop procedures and
machinery aimed at preventing strikes, rather
than banning them and punishing strikes.

The Strike: Suggested Alternatives

A variety of solutions to the teaohers1
strike have been proposed: strict enforcement
of anti-strike laws resulting in jail for
strikers, compulsory arbitration, voluntary
agreement not to stri:ce, appointment of an
ad hoc factfinding board, and the use of big
name mediators. These traditional solutions
have been inadequate. Dither they treat the
symptoms of strikes vather than causes, or they
have been proposed in the laboratory but not
tested under fire,

There are, however, two promising ap-
proaches that are seldom considered by labor
experts and public officials: namely, the
joint committee and nonestoppage strikes.
Both alternatives have been around for some
time and have been presented in various forms.
Both are designed to preserve the institution
of free oollective bargaining and to maintain
the publio interest by keeping the schools
open.

Me joint Unimmittee

The primary function of the joint commit.
tee as an alternative to the teacher strike
is to expedite the negotiation process. /deale
ly, joint committees would meet continuously
to prepare for negotiations and also to over-

6 see the administration of the forthcoming
'Aber agreement.

The joint committee has three advantages
over conventional methods of joint decision-
making in public school systems. First, it
provides for representation of teaeher inter-
ests by the teacher organization rather than
by individual teachers selected by the adminie
stration, This is possible since members are
elected by their peers rabher than seleoted
by their superiors,

Second, the joint committee enlarges and
enhanceee teacher participation in the process
of formulating educational policies which has
traditionally bean the prerogative and respone
sibility of the administration and the school
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board, Wheream collootive bargaining is most
suitable to the quantitative aspect of eduea-
tional deoision (e,g,, deoiding both the level
and allocation of educational resource use and
deciding between alternative programs of a
known wane), the joint committee possesses the
expertise required for qualitative decisions

the development and evaluation of eduea-
tiel,al services and programs).

The third and most important advantage of
this advisory body is ite objeotivity, It
recommends issues to be negotidted and does
much to reduoe conflict and promote agreement
during actual negotiations. This objectivity
is a function of the members' time and freedom
te attend to a larger variety of alternatives,
a definite advantage over crisis bargaining.
In addition, tnis on-going process enhances tI
notion that knowledgeable persons bargain,
thereby reducing the possibility of wildcat
strikes.

In summary, the logic behind such a com-
mittee would be similar to that expressed by
John Dunlop regarding the Kaiser-Steelworker
goal, "I think the most important single inven-
tion is the notion that parties shall meet /

regularly and systemAtically outeide the bar-
gaining table to study problems. Certain ques-
tions that confront industry (eduoation) today,
..,ean only be adequately handled by working
on them over a period of yess, not by coming
to one single ).egotiation crisis."

The NottStoppage Strike

If the proposal for a joint-committee is
seriously considered and implemented, the col-
lectivf bargaining procedure can become an
effeotive technique within the educational sys-
tem without toe perennial threat of a strike.
But there may be times when agreeMent is not
reached and a strike is forthcoming.

The primary funotion of the second pro-
posed alternative, the "non-stoppage" strike,
is to maintain uninterrupted public services,
thereby decreasing the possibility of withdraw-
ing public financial support. This solution
to the problem was discussed by S. L. Stokes
in the February 1969 Labor Law Izarnal.

During the non-stoppage strike, teachers
would remain on the job during bargaining ses-
sions but would forego a certain percentage of

their salary. An equal amount would be removed
from the board's operating budget, but tha
amount taken from the budget is not to endanger
the teacher's due amount as this would ereate
"double jeopardy", The logic behind this prac-
tioal solution is that teachers don't lose as
much pay as they would in striking, and the
board is foroed to operate with less funds with-
out ourtailing services, Failure to reach early
agreement would have a direct economic effeet,

To what extent have those two alternatives
been tested? In a study which appears in the
March 1969,1112u Law B1.112w of the joint oom-
mittee as tie-0d- in several public school systems,
Thomas Love ooncluded that while additional
time was needed to evaluate this new teohnique,
it was clearly superior to traditional methods
of involving teachers in deciding school policy.

The non-stoppage strike was used in the
early 1960's in 'ale Miami Transit strike, The
plan worked 'until the company claimed that a
favorable public reaction to continued service
was being translated into tips for bus drivers.
It is likely that a favorable public opinion
aroused by a non-stoppage teacher strike
would be translated into increased school
levies. The non-stoppage strike would be more
likely to work where most teachers are union
members, so that the school oannot operate in
the face of a strike. In places such as the
inner city where there is a great deal of
pressure forioontinued service, the non-stop-
pago striko may be the most effective way of
reducing negative public reaction to teacher
demands.

In conclusion, by removing flat prohibi-
tions that deny teachers the right to strike,
lawmakers would be discarding old myths in
favor of new realities. Yet, just as the
right to trike should not be indiscriminate-
ly forbidden, so too, the same right need not
be indiscriminately granted. Procedural
prerequisites that would strengthen the insti-
tution of collective bargaining would appear
to be desirable. Teacher organizations could
be required to bargain collectively on a more
regular basis through a joint eommittee, They
might also be required to submit to mediation
and a faotfinding procedure befoia being per-
mitted to strike legally. Bven then the
effect of the strike as the ultimate economic
weapon can be reproduced with equal effective-
ness through the non-stoppage strike.
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ABA Report on State Labor Laws

(Following is the report of the American
Bar Association's Committee on State Labor Law,
the second such report issued by the ABA in the
past two years. The report reviews the status
of collective bargaining in public employment
in the various states.)

NEW LABOR RELATIONS LEGISLATION

1969-70 brought a significant increase in
state legislation vesting. in public employees
the privilege to participate in determination
of their working conditions beyond the consti-
tutional right of petition. As of May 1970,
forty states have legislation authorizing some
union activity by public employees, although in
the majority of states it is limited in scope.
Two states have legislation prohibiting union
activity in the public sector, and eight states
have no legislation at all. The public em-
ployees in Georgia suffered a setback when the
Georgia Supreme Court declared a statute appli-
oable to one county and one city unconstitu-
tional.

Among those states where the concept of
collective bargaining or the privilege of em-
ployees to meet and confer with public emu.
ployers has been formally adopted by legisla-
tion, there is little uniformity in the extent
of employee rights and the type of employees
covered.

local; teachers; non-profit hospitals); Missouri
except police and teachers); Montana

nurses); Nevada (local); New Hampshire (ritate);
New Jersey (state and local); New York (state
and local); North Dakota (te oherl; Oregon
(state and local; teachers; nurses ; Rhode
Island (local fire, police and teachers and
state); Washington (state and local; teachers);
Wisconsin (local except police; state); and
Wyoming (firemen).

Eleven states have fourteen permissive
statutes, making meet and confer or colleotive
bargaining relationships permissible. They ares
Alaska (state, local and teachers); Delaware
(local); Florida (teachers); Illinois (state;
transit; universities); Kentucky (state);
Nebraska (state and local; teachers); New
Hampshire (oity); New Mexioo (transit); South
Dakota (state and local); Vermont (city); and
Washington (public utilities).

Fourteen states have the minimal type of
statute, under which a limited number of em-
ployees have only basic rights, such as the
right to join a union or preeent proposals to
the employer. Eight of these states have 2B3x
miminal statutes; Alabama (firemen); Arizona
(state and local); Arkansas (state and local);
Indiana (teachers); Iowa (state and local).
Six of the states which have minimal statutes
for certain employees, haVe comprehensive
statutes for others. These states and their
minimal statutes are Florida eAtate and local;

of public sector collective bargaining statutes, Nebraska firemen ; North Dakota (state and

To bring some order to this oonglomeration firemen3; Missouri state and local ;

we have grouped the legislation into three local); and California (firemen),
me4or categories: (1) mandatory legislations
(.) permissive legislations and (3) minimal
legislation. Mandatory statutes require the Since the last Report, sixteen states
public employers to negotiate with their ens- authorized their public employees to engage in
ployees. Permissive statutes authorize the some type of collective activity. Fifteen
employer to negotiate. Minimal statutes afford states enacted public employee relations statutes,
employees limited rights. The mandatory and and six states amended their statutes.
permissive statutes generally authorize either
collective bargaining or meet and oonfer rola. Alaska amended its bargaining
tionships, the latter apparently intended to be law bf-tiaang collective bargaining by teachers,
something less than collective bargaining. The amendments provide for exclusive representaa

tion, mediation boards to resolve Impasses with
non-binding recommendations, and a requirement
that grievance procedures be included in all
negotiated contracts, (345 GERR 0.1,)

onnt c Conneoticut amended its
barga n ng aw for teachers by adding provisions
which (1) require separate administrators' and
teachers' units; (2) mandate legislative bodies
of school districts to authorize funds to
implement negotiated settlements unless eon.
tracts are rejected within thirty days after
adoption; (3) authorize court injunctions to

In early 19700 twentyafour states had
thirty-four different mandatory statutes
requiring either meet and confer or collective
bargaining relationships. The states are
California (state and local; teachers); Con-
necticut (teachers; local; Delaware (local;
state and county; trans0 Florida (teachers;
county firemen); Hawaii' (state, county and
local); Idaho (firemen); Louisiana (public
transit); Maine (teachers and firemen); Mary-
land (teachers); Massachusetts (state and
local); Michigan (local); Minnesota (state and
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enforce the noestrike provisions of the statute;
(4) require the Governor to establish an arbi-
tration panel in which arbitrators for bargain-
ing disputes may be chosen; and (5) guarantee
the right of employees to organize free from
interference, restraint or other disoriminatory
practices. (P,A, No, 298, as amended by P,A,
811, 1969; Gen, Stat, of Conn. Sec, 10-151a to
10e153b; 311 GERR E.5,),

.92141u211, The Professional Negotiation
Aot is a collective bargaining statute for cer-
tified non-administrative employees, Work
stoppages are prohibited, A striking teachers!
organization may lose its negotiated dues
oheckoff privileges for one year and its right
to exclusive representation for two Years, The
adoption of binding arbitraion by contract is
prohibited, but three-member panels for the
resolution of impasses are authorized, (Del,
Code Ann. Ch. 40, Title 14 L, 1969; 122
oBTIR r.i.)

glulaa. The right to organize and 4go-
tiete professionally was granted to publip
school teachers, counsellors, librarians And
other employees engaged in classroom teaching
duties in counties of not less than 390,000
nor more than 450,000. School boards are
obligated to meet and confer in good faith with
representattves of the teachers. Unresolved
issnea may be submitted to advisory arbitration.
(Ch. 69-1424, Fla. Laws of 1969; 19 SLL 2489)
fg4L,Aatgs The situation in Florida became
somcWhat blurred on March 13, 1970,when Govere
nor Claude R. Kirk, Jr,, issued orders barring
oollective bargaining by state and local em-
ployeesd

)71awaii, A comprehensive bill granting
collective bargaining rights to all public em-
ployees in Hawaii has been passed by the
Hawaiian legislature and is expected to be
approved by the Governor, The bill haa two
precedent setting features: (1) it grants the
right to strike after a sixty-day cooling off
period and thirty days of mediation and fact
finding; (2) it authorizes the deduction of
agency service fees upon the request of an
exclusive representative.

The right to strike is limited to the
extent that if the public health or safety is
threatened, the puhlic employer may )etition
the five-member tripartite Hawaii Public Em-
ployment Relations Board to make an investiga-
tion. Strikes Which pose an "imminent or pre-
sent danger to the health and safety el' the

'public" may be prohibited, It is lawful for an
employeeto strike only after (1) the require-
ments re4ting to the resolution of disputes
have beWcomplied with in good faith; (2) the
proceedings for the prevention of prohibited
practices have been exhausted; (3) sixty days
have elapsed since the recommendations of the
fact finding board were made public; and (4)
an exclusive representative has given a tene
day notice of the intent to strike to the Board
and to the employer.

The statute provides a threeestep proce-
dure for resolving impasses; mediation, fact
finding, and voluntary arbitration, (349
OMR F.30

Ig3h2, Idaho fire fighters beoame the
first-PUblic employees in the state to gain
bargaining rights. F:Iromon have the right to
"bargain collectively," but the statute obli-
gates public authorities to "meet confer in
good faith" with representatives of the bar-
gainir.g agent. Contracts are limited to one
year. All unresolved issues remaining thirty
days after the finders panel for recommends.
tions, The parties must accept the romp-
mendations of the panel within thirty days
after they are issued, or not at all, No other
dispute settlement procedures are provided.
Strikes and recognitton of picketlines are
prohibited, (341 GERR B-5.)

Nanial. Certificated school employees,
except- adMinistrators, may form, join and
assist or refrain from employee organizational
activity, be represented by a professional em-
ployees organization, and present and make
known proposals to boards of education and
superintendents of schools. Representation
administration is vested in the State Board of
Education. Agreements between boards of educa-
tion and employees representatives may contain
procedures for arbitration of grievances. Al.
thought strikes are not expressly prohibited,
the act provides that it,shall not be construed
to authorize strikes by professional employees.
(H.B. 1647, 343 GERR G-1.)

Maine. The Maine Municipal Public Eme
ployees Labor Relations Law which became effec-
tive on October 1, 1969, and was amended efface
tive rebruary 9, 1970, is applicable to munici.
palities, towns and school districts, water
districts, sewer districts, or any subdivision
thereof. The several units or government are
obligated to bargain collectively with the
bargaining agents for wages, hours, working
conditions and contraot grievance arbitration,
except that school districts are only required
to "meet and consult but not negotiate" on
educational policies. The act contains employer
and employee unfair lOor practices, with work,
stoppages, slowdowns and strikes specified as
employee unfair labor practices. Representation
administration is vested in the Commissioner of
Labor and Industry, with appeal to a three-
member Public Employees Labor Relations Appeals
Board; jurisdiction to enjoin prohibited acts;
in the courts. The act establishes a three.
phase procedure for the resolution of bargaining
impasses: mediation, faot finding, and arbi-
tration, the latter mandatory at the request of
either party, A majority recommendation of the
threeemember arbitration board on salaries,
pensions, and insurance is advisory only, but
recommendations on all other matters are bind.
ing, subject to court review, (Me, Rev, Stat,,
Title 260 Oh 9-A, 106 GERR E-1,)

NnaglaualtIA, An act was passed which
authorizei exclusive bargaining representativss
of employees of Boston and surrounding Suffolk
County to negotiate contacts requiring the paye
ment of an agency service fee by non-union
employees, and that a contract stipulating a
service fee be approved by a majority of all
employees in the bargaining unit, The agency
service fee must be proportionally commensurate
with the costs of collective bargaining and con.
tract administration, (300 GEM B.10)
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UlaYligall. Public Aot 3120 providing for
bindiiii4-4Waration to resolve police and fire
fighters' wage disputes, permits either the
employese or their public emplo.ser to initiate
binding arbitration. If a dispute has not been
settled thirty days after submiesion to media-
tion, oomp-lsory arbitrwtion by a tripartite
panel may be requested,4 If the parties fail
to seleot the nautral member of the panel, he
is appointed by the chairman of the Miohigan
Employment Relations Commission, The panel's
award must be issued within sixtrdays of its
formation, and may be enioroed in a circuit
court at the request of either party or re.
viewed to determine whether the award was based
on substantial evidenoe or whether the panel
lacked or exceeded its jurisdiction. The law
expires June 10, 1972, (311 GERR

Montana. Under a new'law (which replaced
a statute limited to two years), registered
professional and licensed practical nurses em.
ployed in health care facilities have the
privilege to bargain. The statute, which took
effect July 1, 1969, vests the State Board of
Health with authority to determine the appro .
priate bargaining units and conduct representa-
tion elections, EsIployees of public or private
health care facilities may strike after a
thirty-day notice and provided another health
oare facility within a 150-mile radius remains
open. (Ch. 320, L. 1969; 296 GERR G-1.)

Nevada. The Nevada Local Government Em-
ployee-Management Relations Act oovers em-
ployees of political subdivisions of the state
or of public and quasi-publio corporations.
Each employer is required to "negotiate" with
"the recognized employee organization." Pub-
lic employers unilaterally determine majority
status and bargaining units, subject to appeal
to the Local Government Employee.Management
Relations Beard. The Board is authorized to
provide mediation and fact finding servioes
according to a negotiations time-table in the
law. Strikes are prohibited and employee orga-
nizations must agree to a no.strike pledge as
a condition for recognition. The statute
includes a "management rights" subsection.
(Ch. 650, L. 19691 302 GERR E-1.)

trators, provides for representation eleotions
to be oonduoted by school boards, requires
sohool boarde to meet and negotiate in good
faith, and establishes impasse prooednres.
Separate units of oertified personnel and admin-
isi.rators are required, The parties may rcquest
mediation or faot finding by the Eduoation Fact
Finding Commission established under the mot.
Strikes are prohibited. (297 GERR F-1.)

a:ma. Oregon amenaed its collective
bargaining statute for teachers to provide that
unions may represent sohool employees, who
formerly could be represented only individually
or by a committee, Union negotiators must be
certified employees of the school district
whose teaohers they represent. Eitt.er party may
request appointment of consultants in case of
an impasae. (Oh, 647. L. 1969, amending Ore,
Rev, Stat,, 342.450, 142.460 and 342.470; 311
GERR E-7.)

Rhode Islarld, Amendments to Rbcde Island
bargaining laws authorize state police below
the rank of lieutenani to engage in negotia .
tions; permit the parties to munioipal firemen's
contracts to delegate bargaining; and extend
the legal duration of munioipal police and fire-
men's contracts from one to three years, The
Governor vetoed a bill which would have granted
municipal police bargaining rights. (351 GERR
E-1.)

South Dakota. The statute oovers state
and local employees. It prohibits strikes, and
imposes fines on persons engaging in unlawful
strike activity. Government agencies are
required to recognize organizations of public
employees "to the extent to which they represent
employees" of the agency. Organizations which
represent a majority in an appropriate unit are
formally recognized, which vests in them the
right "to meet and confer and otherwise com-
municate" with the government agency. The
Labor Commissioner has authority to resolve
representation disputes. (291 GERR B-1.)

Vermont. Vermont followed its earlier
statute oovering state employees (1969 Report,
p, 57) by granting collective bargaining rights
to teachers, principals, assistant principles

An unique aspect of the Nevada law Ls and administrators other than superintendents
that the National Center for Dispute Settle- and assistant superintendents. A referendum
ments of the American Arbitration Association procedure to determine representation matters
will administer the mediation and fact finding is establishsd, with disputes in election mat.
functions, (332 GERR Be7.) ters to be resolved by the American Arbitration

Association. Both parties are required to
Atew Hamos12117, The statute covers all negotiate in good faith." There are no unfair

classified state employees and non.academic or prohibited practices; mediation and fact
employees of state eduoational institutions finding are the means to resolve impasses. The
exoept department heads and executive offioero1 act does not authorize strikes, but provides
The act establishes a three.member commission that no restraining order or temporary or pere
for representation administration, The chief manent injunction shall be granted against a
executive of eaoh unit of state government is strike unless there is a "clear and present
required to "meet.,,and to bargain in good danger to a sound program of school education,"
faith" with a certified and recognized employee (Ch, 97,L1 1969, 297 GERR n-1.)
organization. Contraots for a maximum of five
years' duratics are authorized, and all agree.

ilast snail. The State of Washingtonments must contain an anti-strike provision
amended its Publio Employees Colleotive Bar.Any employee organization engaging in a strike
gaining Act to authorize the Department ofmay be deoertified under the act, (Ch, 98eC,
Labor and Industries to prevent unfair laborL. 1969; 311 GERR Ee3.
practices against the public employers and bar.

picrth Doktota,, The act, which oovers gaining representatives and to issue remedial
certified public school employees and adminis. orders.
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The Niger Education Personnel Law
establishes a system of personnel administra-
tion for the institutions of higher education
in the state, It applies to all employees of
state colleges, universities and state commu-
nity colleges exoept administrators, ffpulty,
and governing boards, The law establishes a
higher education personnel board which may
adopt rules and regulations for employees'
participation in the development and administra-
tion of personnel policies.

In Oklahoma, Governor Dewey Bartlett vetoed
a bill authorizing eollective bargaining for
police and firemen. In his veto message, the
governor said that under existing law, munici-
palities could enter into collective bargaining
agreements, and he felt "this should remain dis-
cretionary with the locally elected officials
rather than be dictate(' by the state," (345
OMR 13-16,) Earlier he vetoed a similar bill
for teachers,

The Advisory 0ommf.ssion on Intergover.
mental Relations, composed of representatives
of federal, state and local governments and
private citizens, recommended the "meet and
confer in good faith" approach for states with-
out public sector collective bargainiag laws.
(72 LRR 106; 342 GERR E-1.)

POWER TO BARGAIN

1. Cqurt Deoiosions
With one exception, all of the cases

involving the constitutionality of various
state statutes were resolved in favor of the
statute.

The New Jersey Supreme Court upheld the
constitutionality of the state's Employer-
Employee Relations Act, rejecting a contention
that the state constitution prohibits
islature from providing for exclusive
tation. uilp yInteation 1,
Firs Pijghtare,_ LOcal 1066:767 A. 2d
(N.J. 1970).

the leg.

Ass c
81

The United States Supreme Court declined
to review a decision of the New York State
Court of Appeals affirming the constitutionality
of the state's Taylor Law as a valid exercise
of state policy, and not violative of either
the federal or state constitutions. gily..2f
ple_LCJ.21;ury_,_ 23 N.Y. 2d 175, 243 N.E.
2d 128 0969), inp_.,01;Lismips.sd, 394 U.S. 455,
89 S. Ot. 1223 (1969)0 V4h4_danied. 346 U.S.
872, 90 s, Ct. 37 (1969).

In another case involving the constitu-
tionality of the Taylor Law, the United States
Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of
the statute by dismissing an appeal from a
ruling by the New York Court of Appeals that
representatives of New York Cityls striking
teachers are not denied equal protection of the
law by the state's statutory scheme that
affords striking private employees the right to
a jury in a trial for contempt, While denying
that right to similarly accused public employ.
(Des, Ra in 396 U.S. 120, 72
LRRM 2:.. 9

The Nevada Supreme Court found that an
intiative petition passed by the Las Vegas

yetors in 1968 providing a retroactive wage
inorease to firefighters and tying their
salaries to those of the police was con-
stitutional,
'525 Nev. 19 9 .

of Ja Ve as Ackerman
457 P. 2d

Following the lead of Wyoming (1969 Report,
p. 64), two state supreme oourts upheld the
constitutionality of compulsory arbitration
statutes in 1969. The Rhode Island Supreme
Court rejected the contentions that the police.
fire act improperly delegated legislative power
to arbitrators and that the act did not include
sufficient guidelines,
Warwi_ok Regular riz"emerkIs Ass.ociktion, 256 A.
2d 206 (R.T. 1969). The constitutionality of
the Pennsylvania statute was affirmed in Marva
.1...Russo 343 Pa, 183, 255 A, ld 560 09677

In Georgia, the Supreme Court found that
statels only collective bargaining statute
unconstitutional because limited solely to one
city and the surrounding county. Local 4
Int rnational Association of Fire hters v.
loyd, 225 Ga. 625-, 170 S.E. 2a 3

Ip DOe County Classroom Teachers
61422.1a/Apn, Inc. v. RYan. 225 So. 2d 901

1969), the Plorida Supreme Court
affirmed the constitutionaliy of a state
statute providing that no person or group of
persons may, by intimidation or coercion,
compel any employee to join or refrain from
joining a labor organization. The statute
precludes an employees' organization from act-
ing as sole bargaining representative for all
teachers in a school system. In passing, the
court noted that "publio employees have the
same rights of collective bargaining as are
eranted private employees" by the Florida
"right-to-work" statute,

Several courts found the public employers
have authority, but are not required, to bar-
gain with their employees absent a mandatory
statute,

In §:tate aggisiL9f ReEents_._ State of Iowa
ItItA1211-229kAnk_thswae- an41i4od
.142-s_a_1-12_48;175Nff. 2d 110 (Iowa 1970)t the
Iowa Supreme Court found that in the absence
of legislation, "(t)he Board of Regents has
power and authority to meet with representa-
tives of an employees union to discuss wages,
working conditions and grievances..." but is
not required to do so,

The court of Appeals for the Seventh
Circuit toyed a preliminewy injunctions
issued by a district court prohibiting the
Indianapolis Board of School Commissioners
from bargaining individually with teachers and
invalidating individual contracts between the
school board and teachers, The temporary
injunction was granted when the school board
submitted individual contracts to teachers
after its recognition of a bargaining ropreson.
tative, In the distriot court's view, this
constituted unjustifiable interference with
the teachers' constitutional rights of free
speech, association, petition, equal protection
and the due process of law, The Court of
Appeals opined that "there is no constitutional
duty to bargain collectively with an exclusive
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bargaining agent," In staying the injunction,
the court noted "the need to get teaehers under
contract either through individual or eolleo-
tive bargainingw," Indiana)olis Eduoation
Assooiation v. Lewallen,, 2 UM 20 1 7t Cir,

The jurisdiotion of the Michigan Employ-
ment Relations Commission over state univer-
sities was approved in Board of Control of
Eastern Mehl, an Univet- v2., LabarnreTation

Moho App. 50 171 N.W, 2d 471
9-691. The Court of Appeals held that the
two state universities are publics employers and
their employees are public employees; therefore,
the Miohigan Public Employment Relations Act
is applicable to the universities, Article IV,
Par. 48 of the Constitution provides; "The
Legislature may enact laws providing for the
resolution of disputes concerning publio em-
ployees, except those in the state classified
civil service."

The Attorney General of Louisiana held
pollee have the right to join unions and bar-
gain collectively, but may not strike, (322
GERR B-12.)

REPRESENTATION ISSUES

1, Supervisors
A question of continuing interest is

whether, and to what extent, supervisors are
protected under state laws regulating employ-
ment relations in the public sector.

The Wisconsin Employment Relations Com-
mission reiterated prior holdings .chat the
rights graned by the Municipal Employee rela-
tions Act are inapplicable to supervisors,
hence the statute does not prohibit municipal
employers from directing its supervisors not
to join a labor organization. City _of_QUdahyi
334 GERR 0-3 (1969). The union urged that
supervisory employees are free to belong to a
union under the constitutionally protected
right to freely associate. The Commission
declined to determine whether supervisors have
a constitutional privilege to belong to a
union, since there are judicial forums available
better suited to determine constitutional ques-
tions,

One such forum, a federal district court
in Florida, held that a Florida statute for.
bidding membership by administrative and super-
visory school personnel of one county school
system in unions that represent teachers
violated the First and Fourteenth Amendments of
the Federal Constitution, OrhQrp 308
F. Supp, 1369, 73 tiRRM 2063177b. Fla. 1969).

The Michigan and New Jersey laws extend
organization and other rights to supervisory
employees.

The New Jersey Public Employment Rale...
tions Board permitted a Director of Elementary
Education, a "managerial employee," to be
included in a supervisory unit containing other
supervisors (principals and their assistants)
whom the Director supervised, since the New
Jersey State law does not proscribe a combinae

tion of managerial and supervisory employees in
the same unit or belonging to the same organize,-
tion, West Orane_Deard_of_Eduoatioe 306
GERR B. (1969).

In Hillsdale Conmunit School v.Miehiqan
Labor o. 97 1970,) the

APPeals affirmed the Michigan
beard's (now Employment Relations Commission)
deoision (1969 Report, p,61) that the issue of
domination or assistance of a rank-and-file
unit by reason of inolusion of supervisors will
be determined only in an unfair labor practice
()ace on the basis of evidence disolosing dsmina..
tion or assistance; and that the Michigan statute
covers supervisors, who, however, must be in
separate bargaining units from rank and file
employees ,

Several cases involve the supervisory
statUs of officers in police and fire depart-
ments. All of the fire officers except the
chief, inoluding the deputy fire chief, a cap-
tain and two lieutenants, were found to be non-
supervisory by the Vermont State Labor Reia..
tions Board in IAFF Local 881 and C t
298 GERR 13..3 (1969J,ai the result of the power
of the Oity Manager over the fire department
the lack of devial;ion from prescribed policy by
these officers, the grievance route that cm.
mences with the fire chief and terminates with
the City Council, and, perhaps not to be over-
looked, the fact that "all of the employees...,
with the exception of the chief have been
involved in a union group since 1946," How-
ever, the captains and lieutenants in Petition
of Burlingten Fire Prevention Assoiation, Inc.
(1969) were termed supervisors because the
first step in the grievance procedure involves
the appropriate lieutenant, these officers had
the discretion to deviate from the weekly duty
assignment list, and they possessed authority
to effectively recommend promotion, discipline,
layoff, and the like.

The Wisconsin Employment Relations Com-
mission held that in a fire department consist.
ing of one chief, two captains, two lieutenants
and twelve motor pump operators, the two cap-
tains were supervisory and the two lieutenants
were not supervisory, stating, among other
factors, that to exclude lieutenants from the
unit would result in al. unreasonable ratio of
supervisory positions to non-supervisory posi-
tions. Oity_of_OudahmmL

In Town of Farmington (Police Department),
Case Nos. ME 1707 and MEE 1711, Decision No.
816 (Sept. 1968), the Connecticut Board, includ.
ing sergents in a unit of policemen, held that
the statutory criteria do not necessarily apply
to police and fire departments, 'This means
that "higher supervisory positions shall be
included in the unit in police and firl depart.
ments than in other departments."

Since law enforcement personnel are
excluded from the Lefinition of employees with-
in the meaning of the Wisconsin Municipal Em.
ployee Relations Act, the Wisconsin Commission
held that it has no jurisdiction to conduct an
election among them, 3.4014aggitA404xl,Decision
9216 (1969), However, in the same case, the

ICOMMiSSiOn noted that law enforcement personnel
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are permitted to prooeed to feet finding and
held that if, in a petition for fact finding,
questions arise conoerning the authenticity of
figures in determining a majority, the appro .
priateness of a unit, or the eligibles therin,
the Commission would determine such issues and
certify Una results.

The Wisconsin Supreme Court affirmed a
Wisconsin Employment Relations Commission
ruling that eity attorneys have the privilege
to organize and affiliate with an organiza-
tion of their own choice, The Commission
rejected the exeoutiveesuperviscr-confidential
exclusionary argument because the management
and labor relations information available to
the attorneys did not dirntly apply to rela-
tions between the city and the attorney associa-

n Bs' 10tion, pity of MilwaukeeljWiEuL
ment RelatiOna Cemthi-OSione
77111114 75717771r;777077-

cl

In Southwestern_M i an Oolle nd
SouthWestern MiOhi n Coflee dcátio A$500iiit-
Tron-711-20B Be 19 1 t e ehigan DM-
ployment Relations Commission affirmed a trial
examiner's finding that college department
chairmen and directors of the Health and Ath-
letic Departments were nonsupervisory em.
ployees and should be included in a bargaining
unit with other teaching personnel. Although
the chairmen and directors participated in the
interviewing and evaluation of members of their
departments as to their teaching ability, their
reeemmendations were generally not accepted
without further investigation or considera-
tion by the Dean and could not be considered
"effective." The existence of periodic or
occasional evaluation was not a sufficient
basis for determination that they were super-
visors,

The Wisconsin Employment Relations
Commissions, in Unjverty of_Wiseonsine
SIgiscal. Decision No. 92 1-A Sept. igg7),
held -that neither teaching assietants nor their
designated representative have access to the
provisions and procedures established in the
State Employment Relations Act because teach-
ing assistants are in the unclassified service
of state employment, and the act OoVers only
persons in the classified service.

The Michigan Employmem Relations Comrn
mission, however, ruled in 144',110 State
Unilwetax, 330 GERR Bel (19 9 that an ad
hoc group of student assistants and tech.
nicians employed by Wayne State University
qualified as a "labor organization" and thereby
was covered under the state's public employee
bargaining law. But the Commission dismissed
the group's petition for a representation
election among fiftyefour cler1xel employees
on the ground that the appropriate unit should
include all 1,500 student assistants employed
by the University.

Faculities and nonteaching professionals
in colleges and universities are organizing
to a greater extent, and the laws guaranteeing
employee rights are extended to such employees
in higher education in some states, notably
Massachusetts, New Jersey and New York, The
primary representation issues which have arisen

in higher eduoation cases are (1) should teach.
ing and nonteaohing professionals be oombined
in one professional unit, or should they be
placed in two separate units; and (2) should
the employees on each oampus constitute a
separate unit, or should the appropriate unit
be a mniticampus, statewide unit.

In its first representation decision, the
New Jersey Public Employment Relations Com.
mission found appropriate a unit at each of
six atate colleges rather than a unit of all
colleges combined, This decision was predicated
upon a find:;.ng that the employees looked to the
individual college for their day-to-day super-
vision, each college affected the tenure of
its staf and governed its working conditions,
and there was a measure of local autonomy in
each of its state colleges. In addition, the
Commission established a unit of teaching,
research, academic support and administrative
personnel, excluding managerial executives
and supervisors, New J zmx.State Oollepes.
291 GERR E-1 (196977--

In State f New York 4 d State Wave sit
Federation of Teachers 112 0 B-11 19 ,
the New York PubliC Employment Pelations
Board's Director of Representation determined
that a single multicampus, statewide unit of
State of New York University professional em-
ployees was appropriate, rejecting the conten-
tion of the petitioning employee organization
that a "dual unit" should be devised which
would permit (1) negotiation of local issues
at each campus; and (2) the eombining of local
negotiating units into a statewide unit to
deal with issues common to all campuses, In
addition, it was held that the Faculty Senate
could participate in the election as an em-
ployee organization, leaving the question of
whether the Senate was employer-dominated for
resolution under the new "improper practices"
machinery of the Taylor Act. Finally, the
unit included both faculty and nonteaching
professionals. Affirmed by the New York Pub.
lic Employment Relations Board, 323 GERR
(1969).

Unlike the New York and New Jersey
agencies, however, the Massachusetts Labor
Relations Commission, in k_ioriSteteQe21_g_Llee-
321 GERR B-1 (1969), determined that pro-
fessional employeea should be represented in
separate academic and nonacademic units because
of their distinguishing characteristics, a
position in agreement with the employer and
contrary to that taken by the two employee
organizations involved.

A decision by the New Jersey Public Eine
ployment Relations Commission directing an
election in a hi-state Port Authority come
menced a jurisdicticeial entanglement which
was resolved by the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court in Co Por t o it r Egit
augo_at o 2 3 A. 2 39 Pa, 197 The
court reversed a Pennsylvania trial court
which had accepted jurisdiction of an ection
by one union to require the Port Authority to
bargain with it rather than the union oertified
by the New Jersey Publio Employment Relations
Commission, The Pennsylvania court held that
New Jersey, where the principal offices,



maintenance center, and eight of the twelve sub-
stations were located, uhere all employees
reported to work, and where 95% of the em-
ployees actually worked, had jurisdiotion:
hence, it vacated the order of the trial court,

. ere werosevoa State
supreme court decisions involving the legality
of exclusive recognition, with a mixed con-
clusion on the question of whether the majority
employee representative could, or should, act
as the exclusive bargaining representative for
all employees in the unit.

The Wisconsin Supreme Court upheld the
concept of exclusive representation in Boay4
of Schcol Dirutors of Milwaukein
agglii.imenI:keljrons
637, 168 N,14-. 2d 92, 71- LRRM 2607 (1969). It
agreed with WERC that an employer may grant
certain privileges to an organization represent-
ing a majority of employees and deny the same
privileges to a minority organization without
committing unlawful interference, restrairt;, or
discilinat.Lon in violation of the Municipal
Employee Relations Act. The test applied in
determinJng the legality of the privileges, as
stated by WERC and affirmed by the Supreme
Court is:

"(T)hose rights or benefits which are
granted exclusively to the majority
representative, and thus denied to
minority organizations, must in some
rational manner be related to the func-
tions.of the majority organization in
its representative capacity, and must
not be to entrench such organization
as the bargaining representative."

In applying this test, the court reversed
the WERC determination that an exclusive check-
off in favor of only the majority representa.
tive was permissible as one of the privileged
acts of cooperation to which the majority rep.
resentative is entitled. The court could find
no relationship between the granting of exclu-
sive checkoff and the functioning of the
majority organization in its representative
capacity, and held that "if check off is granted
for any, it must be granted for all." Addie
tionally, the court, unlike WERC, found it was
not a prohibited practice for an employer to
deny minority unions the privilege to express
their views at a public hearing. The courtts
rationale uas that such appearances would con..
stitute "negotiations" and the majority rep-
resentative has exclusive privileges in this
area. Finally, the court agreed with WERC
that names, addresses, salaries, and working
conditions of public employees are a matter of
public record, so that the minority organize.)
tion as well as the majority organization has
access to such records.

In 2212AMMIX-glA112122M-LaAghers Aggq.`
qtationv_Inc.71WrtWATIFtducation Aso
1111100 225 S. 2d 903 (Pla--14Mtie
FIciaTai Supreme Court, applying a peculiar
combination of constitutional and statutory
provisions, held that reprerentatives of pub .
lie employees may not be acc rded exclusive
representation. Voluntary dues checkoff and
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use of school facilities were found to be per .
missible, but such privleges granted one rep .
resentative must also be granted to all other
oolleotive bargaining representatives,

any s 'a es,-iiiiiLlding Massachusetts, Michie
gan, New York, Oregon and WJsconsin, have rec-
ognized cicumotences where an existing collec-
tive bargaining agreement bars a new election
unless the election petition is filed at a pro-
per time. However, an oral commitment to extend
an expired collective bargaining agreement can-
no* bar a representation election requested by
a rival organization, according to the Massachu-
setts Labor Relations Commission in A.02.01 00m..

.1111.Jd?SILAU1111011211.4. 328 "RR 1)-1 09-6);
Sheuld be in writing, it

stated, in order to attain a stability of the
empl.oyereemployee relationship.

Pending fact-finding proceedings were
recognized as a bar to an election by the Wiee
consin Bmployment Relations Commission in C4yt
2LMilwaukee ureau of Munici al Equi men
321 9

44--112alining Volt Issues
Many significant uni't determinations of

1969-70 occurred under recent laws granting
organization and bargaining rights to state
government employees.

In C vil Service pmloyees Association v
E21212xj. 305 GERR B-9 19 9 , he New York Court
C-f-Ai*Sals upheld a determination of the New
York Public Employment Relations Board that
five units based upon occupational groupings
are most appropriate bargaining units for state
employees, holding that it was not arbitrary or
capricious or a deviation from statutory
standards. The five units of state employees
in which elections were directed by the New
York Public Employment Relations Board were a
security unit, an operational unit, an institu-
tional unit, an administrative services unit,
and a professional, scientific and technical
service unit.

In its first certification case, the Ver-
mont State Employees Labor Relations Board
avoided "over-fragmentation" in creating a
single statewide unit of all state employees,
except employees at the state colleges, while
leaving the door open to the possible approval
of some fragmentation. Using the concept of
over-fragmentation and the fact that "state
officials at the unit level have power to take
positive action on matters subject to nego-
tiation," the Board, in

ploYsms_Aseonialion*_Inel, October 70 1969,
granted the Association the unit it requested,
The Board conceded that severing supervisory
employees from non-supervisory employees would
be more appropriate than a single unit, but
the combined unit was not tganntaulakaL and
the Association sought a combined unit.

överal questions -HATW-Wrrsen concerning
the legality and propriety of representation
of law enforcement personnel, The Miohigan
Court of Appeals' in

19 Mich, App, *I (1969),
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upheld the Michigar Employment Relations Com-
mimsion in ite determination that munioipal
policemen are "publio employees" and may thero.

for be represented in oolleotiva bargaining
by a labor organizetion (Teamsters) composed
of private as well as public employess,

IV /4 4R Wis, 2d
01, 167 N,W, 2d4, i ,, the Visoonsin
Supreme Court held that law enforcement em-
ployees may be represented by an international
union in fact-finding proceedings as well as
in oonferenoes and negotiations as held in a
prior case, Although it is now olear that an
internatLonal union may appropriately aulual
law enforoement employees in Wisconsin-,-- the
question of whether a municipality may prohibit
law enfnroement personnel from lliaLag an inter-
national union remains open. Thi-MITAAToipal Aot
does not grant law enforcement personnel ehe
right to jala a labor organization, The ques-
tion as to Whether law erforcement personnel
have a constitutionally protected right to join
a union was raised in the MeigeEd case, but the
Supreme Court stated that a oonsderation of
this issue was not necessary to the decision.

A finding that deputy sheriffs are public
employees was made by the New York Public ft-
ployment Relations Board in Co t-.of.Tils.e .

337 GERR 11-2 (1970), In theameôsoi was
concluded that the coenty and the sheriff (an
elective, constitutional office) wore joint
employers, sinoe the salaries of the deputy
sheriffs are paid by the County Board, but the
non-economic terms and conditions of employ.
ment wove determined by the sheriff.

The Michigan and Wisconsin labor agencies
both determined in 1969 that payment of munici-
pal employees frem tends contributed by the
federal government does not deprive these em-
ployees of right guaranteed by state law.

The Michigan Employment Relations Commission
held that high school ROTO instructors whose
salariec were partially reimbursed by the Army
were e1i6ible for represent eien. 2alggli

o 0 Te a ' troit
Education 3 19 9 .

The Wisconsin Employment Relations Com.
mission held that teaohero and social work
aides of the Milwsukee School Board Whose sale-
ries were paid from federal and state funds
were entitled to representation. Di t

ex. 8
lwaukee Boar Sohool

301 2 b.s

The policies of the New York City Office
of Collective Bargaining (00B) and the rulings
of the AFLe010 Internal Disputes Plan clashed
in Le 1 and

ho iCB es .ned to set aside a
unionts oereification as bargaining representae
tive despite an AFLeCIO Internal Disputes rule
ing that it had engage0 in "raiding" against a
rival AFteo010 union, 00B held that the status
tory right of employees to bargain through reps
resentatives of their own choosing was para.
mount to the no.raiding pact between the AM.
CIO affiliates, and that this right must be .

recognized and effectuated since the majority-

union still desired to represent the employees
dispite the AFL-010 reling,

It should be obvious from the examples
given above, as well am from experieele or
reoent yeel.:s, that state and local governments
should act to eetablish appropriate representa-
tion machinery to determine the wishes of am-
ployees,and to resolve supervisory questions,
unit determination questions, and the like,
Experience has demonstrated that suoh machinery
is essential if disputes over representation are
to be resolved peaoefully. Many strikes occurred
in 1969 as a result of disputes over recogni-
tion and representation, Such disputes can
have a national impact, such as occurred in
Memphis, Tennessee, and in the strike involving
Charleston, South Carolenats public hospitals
and hospital workers. In the opinion of tho
Committee, necessary repreeentation machinery
should be established by all states so that
there should be no need for an employee organi-
zation in public employment to enzage in a work
stoppage over issues of recognition and rope
resentation, The question to be faced in the
1970ts iN whether the states will assume their
rightful responsibility in this area or Whether,
because of a lack of state action, it will
become necessary for Congress to assume this
burden at the national level.
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UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES

Je Otr4dlitcltigi
During the taet year, several cases invoiv.

ing the legal effect of activities oocuring
during collective bargaining were decided.

The clash of individual v, colleotive
contracts was faced by the Michigan Employ-
ment Relations Commission in two cases.

A d_CPuntyt 111 0
mrssion, noting that an amendment to the Sohool

AH_Ljt,),/on'fril 1970 NERO la, Op. 112,

molt that teachers who sign individual contracts

Oode adopted after PERA refers to individual

progress is not per se a breach of the school
district's bargaining obligation. A factor in

with increased benefits for teachers is sub.

would receive fringe benefi4ts while those who

B.4 (1970).

Relations Commission trial examiner found that

decision was the School Code provision that In

contracts, held that the issuance of individual
contracts to teachers while bargailling was in

the event a onlleotive bargaining agreement

ing agreement modifies. the individual contract.

refused would not,.the school heard action Was
illegal. 21kultar_Schcol_DlatricAL 345 OERR

a sch001 district interfered with-teacherst

contracts to teachers was coupled with a state.

sequently entered into, the colleotive bargain.

organising rights by requiring them to sign

However, when the submission of individual

In 1.10 0

In a similar case, a Wisconsin Employment

p.1 19 9 e Com!14"
!Waco triot

1!Illfli;lmoilluoeffotttte10:

items Would be superseded by any subsequent
agreement negotiated by the teachers' association.



The unoertainty of the impact whioh a
pending lawsuit may have on a public employer
was held by the Wisoonsin EmpJayment Relations
Commission not to excuse the employer from
bargaining, A lawsuit was pending in the air.
ouit oourt on the validity of a 1967.69 oon-
traot, The oity refused to bargain on the
ground that it oould not determine until the
lawsuit was adjudioated its finanoial liabil.
ities whioh could have a substantial impaot on
its 1970 oontraot offer, Tho Commission held
that the employer could not postaone bargain-
ing by reason of the pending court aotton,
nothing that "there is nothing to provent the
potential impaot,from being considered by tho
,employer and the offers it may make to the
proposals of the petitioner." pity of West
Allis, 355 0ERR 0=6 (1969).

Tha Michigan Employment Relations Com.
mission ruled, in a two.to.one decision, that
a public) employer is not exoused from bargain-
ing even though its employees are engaged in
a strike violating state law. One Commissioner
concluded that to suspend an employer's duty to
bargain during a strike would add a penalty to
those provided by the legislature for viola.
tion of PERA's anti.strike provision, A second
Commissioner placed emphasis on the primary
purpose of PERA to promote prompt aettlement
of labor disputes, arguing that suspension of
an ewaloyer's duty to bargain during a strike
would impede, rather than further,. resolution
of bargaining issues,

Noting the position of the NLRB und the
oourta, the Chairman diasented, arguing that
the duty to bargain was suspended during a
strO4e, and urging that there is a greater
basis tor a public employer's release from its
obligation when public employees violate the
no.saike provision of the statute than there
is of a private employer in breach of a con.
tract by a union. 0 shi Board_of
pduoation, 339 GDRR B 5 70 .

The Connecticut State Labor Relations
Board held that rejection by a union member-
ship of a contract after having adopted eaoh
provision of the contract separately was a
refusal to bargain. Town_of Windsor._ 324
GERR B-4 (1969).

24_____Mandatc_ry_ Subiects_a_Bz,tclialag

a, Union Security

In 12=1...kay12,11. 22 ^'Ao Misc. 27
(1969), the OomMon Pleas Court of Montgomery
County held that an authorization in a col.
lective bargaining contract between a union
and a city far the involuntary checkoff of
employee wages to collect agency shop fees was
invalid because it was in violation of Ohio
law and because a aheo1aoff of the union dues
by a oity servos no public purpose and there.
fore is maw vires,

A similar result was reached in

uMm minty em. eas II i F 0.1
1970), where an agency shop olauee was found

invalid because it was contrary to the state
and federal constitutions,
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In 0 kaLLIA-217
227 GERR I 1 epi,p thi

Michigan Employment Relations Commission held
the agenoy shop to be legal, thus a mandatory
subjeot of bargaining, Several oirouit oourt
oases, inoluding ue

s 70 A T ayne oun y ir.
1969 Report, p, 6), mgreed with

the Commission, Now, the Miohigan Court of
Appeals has approved the 'concept of an agency
shop, but held that the servioe fee may not
exceed "a non-member's nroportionate share of
the cost of negotiationg and administering
this oontraot." The oase was romanded to the
oirouit court to determine the corroot amount
of the agency shop servioe fee, S

,
Metric . Case No,-241

0 $1

b. Grievance Arbitration

e, eaeuprome Court held
that although the State's Fire Fighters Arbi-
tration Law directly authorizes only binding
arbitration of impasses, its grant of "other
recognized rights of labor" included the right
to negotiate binding arbitration of griev.
ances.

In its first ',"Apielperg dootrine" case,
the Mio:Pan EmploYment Relations Commission,
departing from the NLRA rule, refused to
entertain a complaint involving a oontract
interpretation, on the ground that the union
had refused to use the contract grievance
procedure, The Commission recognized that
there will be situations involving oontract
construction and alleged unfair labor practices
of whioh it would take jurisdiotion, "(b)ut
employees should make every eZfort to resolve
issues primarily oortraotual under the con.,
tract dispute settling procedure." OitY of
Flint, 345 GDRR 0=3 (1970),

o Miscellaneous

Tne conflict between a public employ.
ment relations act and a home rule charter
was considered by the Michigan Employment
Relations Commission in City of Flint, 347
GDRR 0.2 (1970). A city charter provided a
uniform p y plan for all city employees, A
union representing employees in a municipal
hospital requested that the city bargain on
wage rates, with the understanding that agreed
changes would be effectuated without sub.
mission to the voters, The city maintained
that th.; charter provision could not be changed
through collective bargainingt but stated it
would recommend to the voters any changes
agreed, ta by oity and union, The Commission
held that PERA prevailed over the home rule
charter, noting thatt

"(W)ere (the city's) position to
prevail, the Home Rule City c.,uld
diminish the scope of, and even
eliminate, the requirement of PERA
to engage in collective bargaining,
by adopting, through vote of the
electorate, oharter provisions
detailing terms and conditions of
employment ordinarily found in col.
leotive bargaining contracts."



3, Strikes

a, Sanotion*

New York's Taylor Aot prorides that PERB
shall determine whether a uniun has oalled,
tried to prevent, or has made or is making
good faith efforts to terminate, a strike,
While the statute does not authorize PERB to
determine whether the publio empooyer oaused
or oontributed to the strike, FMB has applied
this test, Thus, PERB refused to order for-
feiure of dues deduotion privileges beoause
of a city's provocation in refusal to bargain
in_ good faith even though the union had
breaohed the Taylor Act, i.kt,
f r d Firomenle Association

But in OiyAllyvige_4g2 yeaq_Apsoopie
JkPJk 298 GERR-8=.6-(f98 PURE ruled
a s employees' assooiation was responsible

for a strike by its memb3rs, notwithstanding
the fact that the organization did not formally
authorize the strike pursuant to the provisions
of its oonstitution and by-laws.

V. Co
77 upp. a ai court ruled
that a Florida school board violated state
law and the Fourteenth Anendment by making the
reinstatement of teachers wi'v had resigned en
masse contingent on the payment of a fine,
The court stated that the teachers had effec.
tively resigned and were legally free not to
return to the classroom, and hence the school
board was not free to condition their return
on payment of a fine.

In Mioign0itil Servios_CommissiolyN,
Lo I 2 (WaYne Countk Cir, Ot;),-129

9 0 the court vacated a Michigan
Civil Servize Commission order revoking dues
checkoff privileges of the AFSCHE local for a
strike at a Liquor Control Commission ware-
house, The suspensfO)n of dues deduotion was
invalid because there was no provisiou for
such a penalty in the Civil Service Commission
Rules.

b. The Right to Strike

The courts of appeal of California in
two oases held that employees do not have a
right to strike in the absence of speeific
legislation, such strikes being prohibited by
the common law. Al 6_04UnAY_Af Sao.ramanlo,
276 A.C.A. 51, 315 -1 (1969)$
Sa D o Arun Loo 352 G

In the most interesting case of the year
involving strikes, the Indiana Supreme Court
declared, in a threeetoetwo decision, that the
common law prohibits strikes by public school
teachers, and upheld a contempt of court action
against the Anderson Federation of Teachers for
violation of a restraining order issued to
avert a walkout, The majority opinion cited
the overwhelming weight of authority in the
United States, In a vigorous and scholarly
dissent, two judges held that public employees
have a right to strike until and unless the
state legislature enacts a comprehensive labor

relations statute,
lef

1 (1L96.

I

In v

r em.tion of
(2114. 237-N.E,

til .er 168
N,W, 2d 1 t 11, t the
issue was whether the oolleotive bargaining
statute or the Veterans' Proferenoe Act pre.
veiled, The Minnesota Supreme Court held that
firemen who strike in violation of the Minnesota
statute wore automatically terminated by opera-
tion of law, were not discharged by the city,
and were therefore not entitled to hearing
prior to discharge as guaranteed by the Veterans'
Preference Aot,

o, Federal 7, State JuriscUotion of Pub.
lio Employees Smikes

In it I 73 LRRM 2290
(1970), xe in e aes àour Appeals for
the Seventh Ciro,Ait held that public employees
may not rely on the Thirteenth Amendmertle
general prohibition of involuntary servitude or
on other constitutional provisions to remove a
case requesting a temporary injunction against
a strike from a state court to a federal court,

4 Amnesty Agreemerts
_0 courte of three states upheld the

power of public employers to negotiate binding
strike eettlement agreements.

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court based an
increase in teachers' salaries negotiated
during a strike on an amnesty law applicable
to teachers enacted by 1:he legislature in 1968.
The increase, the court held; did not violate
the anti-strike aot beoauss of the 1968 statute.
Legman_ v, _40 1 Di ct cf t e Oit of Sorane

345-G 1

Circuit courts in Wisconsin and Michigan
upheld amnesty agreements negotiated during
a strike, in the absence of affirmative legie.
lation, In Durjiv, ardf
00trAi011.eriti_ C y___Q.LIAILdisAll 331 GERR 13;-.4

(i9 9), the oirobit oeurt held- that the agree-
ment prevented a city from instituting dia..,
plinary action against strikers, A Michigan
ourt, in S.,t*t_e_6.4p., tYfit_ .14 ioinpOCal41.1L/

/ t al b 1 0
Wayne ounty Ciro Ot. t 30

2 19 , enjoined a city from suspending
steward contrary tc the settlement agreement.

Respectfully submitted
Richard L, Epstein, amilAigua
John Paul Jennings, 9n414.41Fan
Robert G. Howlett, OceOhairman

"A new Hawaiian statute wisw passed by
the legislature, but had not been signed by the
governor at the time the Report was written,

2,The statute is ambiguous as to whether
both mediation and factefinding are conditions
precedent to arbitration or only mediation,
The Michigan Employment Relations Commission
ham expressed the opinion that only pre .
arbitration mediation is required,
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